
Ohr, Bruce (ODAG) 

From: Ohr, Bruce (ODAG} 

Sent : Friday, April 29, 2016 5:15 PM 

To: Nellie Ohr 

Subje ct: RE: Jen leaving FinCen for HSBC 

I heard ! 

From: Nellie Ohr (b) ( 6) 

Sent: Friday, April 29, 2016 3:18 PM 
To: Ohr, Bruce (ODAG) 
Subject: Jen leaving FinCen for HSBC 

http://www reuters.com/article/us-banks-moneylaundering-hsbc-idUSKCN0XN2W7 
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Nellie Ohr 

From: Nellie Ohr 

Sent: Friday, April 29, 2016 1:17 PM 

To: Ohr, Bruce {OOAG} 

Subject: Fwd: Kleptocracy Initiative Weekly News Highlights 

Hi Honey! 
As usual. this entire issue is interesting, but I thought you'd be especially interested in this item. 
-N 

IChina Quashes G-20 Anticorruption Task Force Will Host Conference Instead - WaJJ Street JoumaJ 
The move reflects China's commitment to pursuing its anti-corruption campaign on its own terms. 

-Original Message-
From: The Kleptocracy Initiative <info@kleptocracyinitiative.org> 
To: (b) ( 6) N'el11e Email 
Sent: Fri. Apr 29, 2016 11:24 am 
Subject: Kleptocracy Initiative Weekly News Highlights 

Kl Weekly News Highlights Aprll 23--29, 2016 
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1!!!1 Tweet 1!!!1 Forward 

Weekend: April 23-24, 2016 

Former Top U.K. Spy Now Works for Team Putin and a Mobbed-Up Russian 

Lawyer - DailyBeast 

Andrew Fulton's GPW & Co., a private investigation firm, is retained by Andrey 

Pavlov, a Kluyuev Gang lawyer who is fighting to keep his name off EU sanctions 

lists. 

US/Azerbaijan: Lobbyists Continue to Flout Traver Rules - OCCRP 

'
1We haven't seen this brazeMess since the Abramoff days ... You've got a 

foreign government participating in trying to lie to the US Congress, and 

hoodwink the American publi:c . ... [And] the House Ethics Commfttee trTed 

violating congressional rules and burying the OGE report. " 

Monday, April 25, 2016 

China Quashes G-20 Anticorruption Task Force, Will Host Conference Instead -

Wall Street Journal 

The move reflects China's commrt:ment to pursurng its anti-corruption campaign 

on its own terms. 

Kazakhstan Refuses to Investigate Panama Paper Links to President's Family -

Newsweek 

President Nursu1tan Nazarbayev's grandson was named as an offshore account 

holder in the leaks - but a top prosecutor has ruled out any action. 

T 1IARtfav Anril ?f\_ ?011\ 
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Trump's Campaign Chief is Questioned About Ties to Russian Billionaire -

Yahoo 

Oleg Deripaska partnered with Manafort and others in a $262 million Cayman 

Islands investment Now the oligarch wants to know what happened to his 

money. 

China Faces Higher Risk of Money Laundering and Fin.ancfnq of Terrorist 

Groups, Central Bank Offidal Warns - South China Morning Post 

New threats emerge as China becomes more integrated into the global financial 

system. 

tnside Trump Adviser Manafort's World of Politics and Global Financial 

Dealmaking - Washington Post 

Further background on a lucrative career in kleptocracy. 

Russia: The Cellist and the Lawyer - OCCRP 

A new report suggests that Sergei Rodulgin received money from a shell 

company while it was being used in the fraud uncovered by Sergei Magnitsky. 

Wednesday, April 27, 2016 

Anti-Graft Body Finds Irregularities at China Construction Bank - Reuters 

336 people were found to be involved in udisciplinary violations~ - a Party 

euphemism for graft. 

Under the Umbr,ella: Russia uCovers" Ukraine's Former President and PM -

Ukraine Today 

Lifting sanctions against Yanukovich's family members may enable him to shift ill

gotten gains. 

Names Of Russia's Elite Vanish From Public Property Records - RFE/RL 

Putin's inner circle - including Kini Shamalov - appear to be quieUy expunging 

ev1dence of their ill-gotten gains, amid moves by the security services to curtail 

public access. 

Thursday, April 28, 2016 

The Quiet American - Sfate 

QPaul Manafort made a career out of stealthily reinventing the world's nastiest 

tyrants as noble defenders of freedom. Getting Donald Trump elected will be a 
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The Kremlin's Candidate - Politico 

Putin's propaganda machine is throwing its weight behind Trump. 

French Lawmakers Adopt Non-Binding Proposal to Uft Russia Sanctions -

Reuters 

The sanctions were imposed in the wake of Russia's annexation of Crimea, and 

are due to expire in July. 

Kremlin's lnfowar in the Battics - Ukraine Today 

Estonia and nerghboring countries are on the frontline of Putin's aggressive 

propaganda. 

Friday, April 29, 2016 

Two Telenor Executives Resign After VimpelCom Probe - WaJJ Street Journal 

A report identified shortcomings - though no illegal'ity - in the Norwegian firm's 

handling of its stake in the telecoms giant. 

Australia to Block Vast Land Sale to China-Led Consortium - Financial Times 

As China continues to buy up huge tracts of land worldwide, Canberra blocks an 

agricultural deal because of its "size and significance.fl 

For more news and commentary visit Kleptocracylnitiative.org or follow us 

on Twitter @Kleptocracvlnt 

Copyright :f:' Kleptocr11cy lmtiative, All rights reserved 

1201 Pennsylvania Avenue NV{ 
Fourth Floor 
Washington, OC 20004 
lnfo@klepfocracylnlt1atrve.oro 
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Nellie Ohr 

From: Nellie Ohr 

Sent: Friday, May 06, 2016 4:31 PM 

To: Ohr, Bruce {OOAG) 

Subject: Re: June 5 Dinner With OPP Alison Saunders 

Cool. thanks! 

-Original Message-
From: Ohr, Bruce (ODAG} (ODAG) <Bruce.G.Ohr@usdoj.goV> 
To: Nellie Ohr (b) (6) 
Sent: Fri, May 6, 2016 2:21 pm 
Subject: FW: June 5 Dinner With OPP Alison Saunders 

The British are coming! 

From: Turcotte, Denise 
Sent : Friday, May 06, 2016 1:05 PM 
To: Ohr, Bruce (ODAG) 
Cc: Miller, Carina (CRM) 
Subject: June 5 Dinner Wrth DPP Alison Saunders 

Bruce. 

The DPP and her party would be delighted to have dinner at your home. DPP 
Saunders will also be travelling with her Executive Assistant, so there will be four of 
them in total~ that is, Alison Saunders, Helen Kershaw (EA), Sue Patten and Patrick 
Stevens. They have suggested that you pick them up from the Palomar Hotel at 
7pm. Will that work? They should be at the hotel by about 4:00 pm, so ifyou would 
prefer to make that any earlier, please let us know. 

They are awaiting visa details for one person in the party, but subject to that, Hilary 
Ryan ""'ill send me (or Carina) their information shortly, so that we can arrange for 
security on June 6 . 

Bruce, I am also copying Carina, and introducing you both via email, as she is now 
Bruce's new Executive Assistant. 

Denise 
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.WASH POL2-3 Bres.s, Stefan 

From: .WASH POL2-3 -

Sent: Friday, April 22, 2016 7:22 AM 

To: Ohr, Bruce {ODAG) 

Cc: Holtyn, Lisa {OCDETF); Nellie Ohr 

Subject: AW: Analyst Russian Organized Crime -April 2016 

Bruce, 

due to a- my wrfe- will not he abl e to attend our di nner. But I will be happy to eat her porti on of 
food and drink her glass of wine.:-) 

See you soon, 
Have a great weekend, 
W)D1 

--Urspr0ngliche Nachricht-
Von: Ohr, Bruce (ODAG) (mailto:Bruce.G.Ohr@usdoi.gov] 
Gesendet: M ittwoch, 20. April 2016 12:21 
An: .WASH POL2--lW)j.11._ij,___ 
Cc: Holtvn, Lis.a (OCDETF); Nellie Ohr 
Betre-ff: RE: Anal yst Russian Organized Crime - April 2016 

Excellent! So we w ill plan on Monday at 7 p.m. at my house, whi ch is located at(b) ( 6) . We 
hope that your wi fe will be able to attend as well. Thank you, and I am l ooking forward to seeing everyone! 

- Bruce 

-Ori gi nal Message-
From: .WASH POL2-3 (b (6 
Sent: Wednesday, April 20, 2016 11:28 AM 
To: Ohr, Bruce (ODAG) 
Subject: WG: Analyst Russi an Organized Cri me - April 2016 

Hi Bruce, 

I will be out of offi ce until Fri day, you could try to reach me vi a ceH phone:[i)um 
We are availabl e for a di nner on Monday, Tue5day or Wednesday. Please not too early... 7.00 would be perfect... JuaSt tell 
me when and where ... perfed would be an email. 
We would be 4 px in total. 

Best, 
Dl0]1 

-Urspr0n,gliche Nachricht
Von: Holtyn, li5a (OCDETF) (b (6) 
Gesendet: M ittwoch, 20. April 2016 10:56 
An: .WASH POL2--l/mjm 
Cc: Ohr, Bruce (ODAG) 
Betr.eff: RE: Analyst Russi an Organized Crime - April 2016 

No problem with the addition! 
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By the way, Bruce will be calling you today as he and Nellie would like to host the delegation for dinner sometime during 
the week that they are here, if your schedules permit. 

Also, on our end, we have i nvited Joe Wheatley and Ivana Nizi ch, who are two tri al attorneys from DOJ's Organized Cri me 
and Gang Section (my and Bruce's ol d section.) Joe has met w ith the analysts before (I guess Ian will probably remember 
him), but Ivana is new to OCGS. Both are very experi enced prosecutors and have worked on some Eurasi an OC matters 
before. 

I will pl an to me-et you guys at 1:45 at the Vi sitors center at Main DOJ. My cell i n case you have any troubl e getti ng there 
i s (b) (6) I. 

Look forward to seei ng you guys next week! 

Best. 
Lisa 

-Ori ginal Message-
From: .WASH POL2·3 (b) ( 6) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 20, 2016 10:17 AM 
To: Ohr, Bruce (ODAG); Holtyn, Lisa (OCDETF) 
Cc: Mchi ch, Lisa (OCDETF) 
Subj ect: WG: Analyst Russi an Or;ganized Crime-April 2016 

Bruce, 

sorry, but there is one more in our delegation: 

Last Name/ Fi rst Name/PoB/ DoB/ Passport: 
5. (b) (6) 

See u soon. 
Thanks, 

t4DB1 

--Urspr0ngliche Nachricht
Von: .WASH POL2-.3rmjl§ 
Gesendet: Dienstag, 12. April 2016 13:22 
An: 'Ohr, Bruce (ODAG)'; Holtyn, Lisa (OCDETF) 
Cc: Mchich, Lisa (OCDETF) 
Betreff: AW: Analyst Russi an Organized Crime -April 2016 

Lisa, Bruce, 

for the analyti cal e.xchan,ge on April 26th, 2.00 pm the del egation will be: 

Last Name/ First Name/ PoB/ DoB/ Passport: 

1. (b) (6) 

Please let me know, i f you have any further question. 
Thanks. 

mctJ1 

-Urspr0ngliche Nachri cht-
Von: Ohr, Bruce (ODAG) (mailto:Bruce.G.Ohr@usdoi.gov] 
Gesendet: Montag, 7. Marz 2016 19:12 
An: Holtyn, Lisa (OCDETF) 
Cc: .WASH POL2-3rt@§ ;rtDii§ (OCDETF) 
Betreff: Re: Analyst Russi an Organized Crime - April 2016 
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That time works for me as weir. I 'm looking forward to seeing them! Thank you very much! 

Bruce 

On Mar 7, 2016, at 6:47 PM, Holtyn, Lisa (OCOETF) (b) (6) >wrote: 

Hit\B&) . 

I haven't had a chance to confer with Bruce yet, but would certai nly love to meet with the- • A team"! Tuesday, April 26 at 
2:00 works for me, but I've added Bruce's Chi ef of Staff, Lisa Mchi ch, for scheduling purposes. 

Thanks so much for re.aching out_ 

Best. 
Lisa 

From: .WASH POL2-3 (b) (6) 

Sent: Monday, March 07, 2016 3:59 PM 
To: Ohr, Bruce (ODAG); Holtyn, Lisa (OCDETF) 
Subj ect: Analyst Russian Organi zed Cri me- - April 2016 

Hi Lisa, Bruce 

our Russian Analysts will come into town again. If you or some of your colleagues woul d like to tal k to them - i t would be 
doable for us on Tuesday, 26th April from 2.00-3.00. 

I j ust received thei r agenda proposal: 

"Stability of the Putin regime-" before the Duma elections 

Impact of Russi an influence operati ons i n Europe ("PsyOps/lnfoWar ") 

Situation of Eurasi an organi zed crime (how organized crime is used for politi cs within Russia and abroad) 

Please let me know if you' re i nterested, Have a great week.mm] 

y 

Fi rst Secretary 
(b) (6) 

Tel: (b) (6) 

Cell:ttQIH 
Fax: , • 
eMail: 
<image-001.png> 
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Nellie Ohr 

From: Nellie Ohr 

Sent: Wednesday, April 20, 2016 12:49 PM 

To: Ohr, Bruce {ODAG} 

Subject: Re: Analyst Russian Organized Crime - April 2016 

Thanks! I'm deleting these emails now 
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Holtyn, LiS-a (OCDETF) 

From: Holtyn, Lisa {OCDETF} 

Sent: Wednesday, April 20, 2016 12:27 PM 

To: Ohr, Bruce {ODAG}; .WASH POL2-3 - I 

Cc: Nellie Ohr 

Subject : RE: Analyst Russian Organized Crime - April 2016 

I look forward to it as well I Thanks., Bruce and Nellie!! 

-Original Message--
From: Ohr, Bruce (OD-AG) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 20, 2016 12:21 PM 
To: .WASH POL2-::S@§#C§ 
Cc: Holtyn, Lisa (OCDETF); Nellie Ohr 
Subj ect: RE: Analyst Ru_ssian Organized Cri me - April 2016 
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Nellie Ohr 

From: Nellie Ohr 

Sent: Tuesday, April 1-9, 2016 12:04 PM 

To: Ohr, Bruce {OOAG} 

Subject: Galeotti summarizes Russia's approach to drug problem in leadup to UN Gen 
Assembly 

http://www.brookings.edu/~/media/Research/Files/Papers/2015/04/global-drug-policy/Galeotti-Russia-final.pdf?la=en 

This seems to be part of a Brookings series looking at drug policy 

Narcotics and Nationalism: 
R11ssian Drug Policies and Futures 
Mark Galeotti 
New York University Center for Global Affairs 

Center for 21st Century Security and Intelligence 
Latin America Initiative 
1 
narcotics 
and 
nationalism 

russian 
drug 
policies 
and 
futures 
Improving Global Drug Policy: Comparative Perspectives and UNGASS 2016 

Narcotics and Nationalism: 
Russian Drug Policies and Futures 
Mark Galeotti 
New York University Center for Global Affairs 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
Key Findings 
• 
vVith 6 percent of the population using drugs: Russia is suffering from serious and 
problematic drug consumption and a growing public health crisis . 
• 
The Kremlin regards the drug challenge as a nationalist, securitized, and moral prob
lem. Drug addiction is cons-idered a moral deficiency rather than a medical issue: 
.t.·~t. _ --~ -~-~ ;1 ~ n ..~~ ·~- -~-·~----•· ~ ___ ,.1 ·1-~..:--- r ~ ----·.,;. . _ ~----··~~~L. 
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• 
Extensive availability of heroin from Afghanistan is particularly problematic. Russia is 
both a transshipment and a destination country for Afghanistan's opiates . 
• 
Framed as a security threat, the influx of Afghan heroin is viewed at best as a Western 
failure and at worst as a malign attempt to damage Russia. Domestically, the Russian 
government adopts a law enforcement model toward traffickers and users alike, rather 
than harm reduction, drug prevention, and treatment models . 
• 
Even so, efforts to address drug trafficking and consumption in Russia have been un
dermined or warped by the lack of resourcing, political "vill, and turf wars among Rus
sian security agencies. Russia's growing economic problems also necessitate liquidity 
on the part of many financial institutions, encouraging them to tum a blind eye to dirty 
money. 
Policy Recommendations 
• 
Russia needs to adopt a more inclusive and comprehensive strategy that balances inter 

diction and law enforcement with treatment, prevention, and harm reduction meth
ods . 
• 
Russia needs to engage local governments, communities, and non-governmental orga
nizations~ as well as foreign partners . 
• 
Law enforcement cooperation must not remain hostage to geopolitical rivalries. Af
ghanistan's drug policy needs to encourage effective efforts to sustainably reduce pro
duction rather than be used as. a me.ans for asserting regional hegemony ...... 
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Nellie Ohr 

From: Nellie Ohr 

Sent: Friday, April 15, 2016 1:31 PM 

To: Holtyn, Lisa (OCDETF}; Ohr, Bruce (ODAG) 

Subject: Corruption Is The New Communism 

Corruption Is The New Communism 
Brian Whitmore 
12 April 2016 
http://www.rferl.mobi/a/corruption-is-the-new-communism/27669638.html?platform=hootsuite 

Soviet tanks rol l into Budapest and Prague. 
Russian banks set up secretive offshore accounts and shady shell companies that stealt hily buy influence and 
gobble up strategic assets across Europe . 
Quislings in the East and fellow travelers in the West toe the Leninist line. 
Business and industrial lobbies in both East and West parrot Putinist talking points. 
A network of Communist parties and front groups advance Moscow's interests. 
A web of opaque front corporations, murky energy deals. and complex money-laundering schemes ensnare foreign 
elites and form a ready-made Kremlin lobby . 
Past, meet present. 
In many ways, Russian corruption is the new Soviet Communism. The Kremlin's black cash is the new Red Menace. 
In the East, an alliance of satellite states with Soviet-sty le socialist command economies and authoritarian political 
systems has been replaced with a loose grouping of kleptocracies with Russian-style crony-capitalist economies 
and dysfunctional governance. 
And the Soviet Union's attempts to sulNert the W est with the power of an idea has given way to Vladimir Putin's 
Russia seeking to corrupt it with the lure of easy m oney. 
The more things change, the more they stay the same. 
"The Kremljn does not need to be the outright leader of a bloc of nations a la Warsaw Pact; instead, it can 
exacerbate existing divides, subvert international institutions and help create a world where its own form of corrupt 
authoritarianism flourishes ," Peter Pomerantsev and Michael Weiss wrote in their widely circulated report, The 
Menace of Unrea lity: How the Kremlin Weaponizes Information. Culture. and Money. 
Capturing Elites 
The Soviet Union sought to, spread Communism and establish a bloc of nations loyal to Moscow. Vladimir Putin's 
Russia seeks to spread its corrupt business model to establish a bloc of nations dependent upon the Kremlin. 
The Soviet Union was pr1marily concerned with its immediate neighborhood, Eastern Europe, but also sought to 
spread its socialist model outward. 
Putin's Russia is also concentrating on its immediate neighborhood, the ex-USSR, but has also set its sights on 
pushing kleptocracy farther afield. 
It has used murky energy schemes with opaque ownership structures like RosUkrEnergo. EuralTransGas. and 
Moldovagaz as carrots to capture and control elites in former Soviet states like Ukraine, Belarus, and Moldova. 
Farther West, the Kremlin has deployed shifty shell c.ompanies like Vemex, an energy trading company with a 
mindbogglingly opaque ownership structure ult imately leading to Gazprom, which has captured between 10-12 
percent of the Czech energy market. 
The Kremlin has indeed mastered the art of the corrupt deal to create patron-client relations well b'eyond Russia's 
borders. 
"Gazprom, with the silent support of the Kremlin has set up 50 or so middleman companies. silently linked to 
Gazprom and scattered throughout Europe," the late energy analyst Roman Kupchinsky, former director of 
RFE/RL's Ukrainian Service, said in testimony before the U.S. Senate's Foreign Relations Committee in June 
2008. 
Kupchinsky cited the Vienn.a-based Centrex group, owned by a Cyprus-based Holding company and RN 
Privatstiftung in Austria, as well as the Gazprom Germania network. 
Such fronts. he added, "do not add any value to the price of Russian gas being sold on European markets: yet they 
earn enormous sums of money which appears to simply vanish through shell companies in Cyprus and in 
Liechtenstein." 
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Kupchinsky also told the committee that "in Hungary, shady companies with suspected links to organized crime 
and to Gazprom seek to control large segments of the domestic gas distribution and power generation business." 
'This Is The Story Of An Invasion' 
There is also evidence that Putin has recruited some members of his old intelligence network in the East German 
Stasi to set up front companies throughout Europe. 
A September 2007 investigative report by German journalist Hans-Martin 1711ack uncovered how Gazprom 
Germania was "something of a club for former members of the East German security services." 
''This is the story of an invasion . A massive campaign, planned well in advance. The General Staff is located far 
away in the east, in Moscow, the capital of Russia. The target area is Germany - and the rest of Western Europe," 
Tillack wrote. 
"But the story of this invasion is teeming with ex-Stasi officers and shady figures. It is a story of letterbox 
companies that do not even have a letterbox, of companies nestled within companies . The overriding impression? 
That they are concealing the flow of funds." 
But it is an invasion in which many elites in the West are either willing - or unwitting - participants . 
"Acquiescence to Russian corruption, with illicit funds regularly laundered throughout the West. works to the 
Kremlin's advantage both domestically and internationally," Pomerantsev and Weiss wrote. 
'1f the premise of the neoliberal idea of globalfzation is that money is politically neutral, that interdependence wil l be 
an impulse towards rapprochement, and that international commerce sublimates violence into harmony, the Russian 
view remains at best mercantilist, with money and trade used as weapons and interdependence a mechanism for 
aggression." 
Communism, despite its faults, attempted to appeal to universal human ideals and aspirations. But in practice, it cut 
agajnst human nature. 
Corruption appeals to the most universal and basest human instinct - greed. And sadly, it is often in sync with 
human nature - which makes the new Red Menace potentially more dangerous and insidious than the old one. 
Corruption isn't j ust a matter .of good governance anymore. It's now a national security issue and needs to be treated 
as such. 
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Ohr, Bruce (ODAG) 

From: Ohr, Bruce (ODAG} 

Sent : Friday, April 1S, 2016 9:07 AM 

To: Nellie Ohr 

Subje ct: Re: Iran uses commerce as a cover for its intelligence operations in Latin America 

Interest ing! 

On Apr 1S, 2016, at 8:53 AM, Nellie Ohr (b) (6) , wrote: 

See my balding and note at bottom 

-Original Message
From: - :(b)(6) 
To: (b) ( 6) (b) ( 6) ,; Nellie Ohr 

. (b) ( 6) 
Sent: Fri, Apr 15, 2016 8:34 am 
Subject: Iran uses commerce as a cover for its intelligence operations in Latin America 

Three former Venezuelan government officials who defected from Hugo Chavez's regime spoke to the 
Brazilian magazine Vej,a about an alleged alliance between Argentina, Venezuela, and Iran, which 
included a deal in which Argentina would get Interpol to remove from its database the names of 
Iranians suspected of bombing a Jewish center in Buenos A ires in 1994_ 
Alberto Nisman, an Argentine prosecutor, had been investigating the cfeadly bombjng before he was 
found dead in his apartment in January with a gunshot wound to the head_ He was about to testify to 
Argentina's legislature that the administration of Argentine President Cristina Fernandez de Kirchner 
had helped cover up Iran's hand in the bombing. 
Nisman alleged that the Fernandez regime engaged in the co,ver-up to secure an oil-for-grain deal with 
Iran (Argentina is energy poor), but Veja's sources take it a step further. They say the late Venezuelan 
leader Hugo Chavez helped broker a deal between Argentina and Iran that secured cash for Argentina 
(including funds for Fernandez's 2007 presidential run) and nuclear intelligence for Iran on top of 
derailing the AMIA probe. 
"Not only is [the Veja report] credible, but it underscores the aJlegations prosecutor Nisman put forth 
about Iran's longstanding desire to have Argentina restart nuclear cooperation with Iran," Toby 
Dershowitz of the Foundation for Defense of Democracies told Business Insider. 
Nisman believed the bombing of the Jewish center. called AMIA. may have been about more than 
Iran's attitude toward Israel and the Jewish people. He believed it was a punishment directe-d at 
Argentina. Back in the 1980s. Iranian nuclear scientists receieved training at Argentine nuclear plants 
Iranian nuclear scientist Ali Akbar Salehi was mentioned in Nisman's report as being among the back
channel negotiators who reporte-dly wanted to clear the names of Iranians from an Interpol database. 
He spent six months learning about nuclear technology in the 1980s. In 1987, Argentine scientists 
went to Iran to help upgrade a Tehran research reactor. 
'The DOJ and other USG agencies should be concerned about who killed a prosecutor with whom it 
had an important relationship and whether it was aimed at silencing him and his work implicating Iran," 
Dershowitz said. "Nisman's work was akin to a canary in a coal mine, and his suspicious death is a 
matter I hope the next attorney general and others will pursue impartially even if it comes at an 
inconvenient time as the P5+1 negotiate a nuclear deal with Iran." 
To Dershowitz, Nisman's report was about more than just AMIA. It was about how Iran operates in 
Latin America - how it recruits, how it uses resources. how it activates sleeper cells. 
According to a member of the military who said he was in the room during negotiations between 
Venezuela and Iran, here's how a conversation between Chavez and Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, then 
Iran's president. on January 13, 2007, went down (via Veja): 
• L ---1 ! -- • --1 '• ' - - - •• - _ rt 'I - -- J __ ,_._ t - _f ..._ _ f -- 1 - - - ..J t • .._t_ 4 -- • • -- ·•--
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AnmamneJaa - Irs a maner OT me or aeam. 1 neea you to neIp me oroKer a aeaI wnn Argennna to 
help my country's nuclear program. We nee-d Argentina to share its nuclear technology. Without their 
collaboration it would be impossible to advance our nuclear program. 
Chavez - Very quickly, I will do that Comrade. 
Ahmadinejad - Don't worry about what it costs. Iran will have all the money necessary to convince 
Argentines ... I need y ou to convince Argentina to continue to insisting that Interpol take Iranian 
officials off their list. 
Chavez - I will personally take charge of this. 
The kind of nuclear technology Iran was looking for, specifically, was a heavy-water nuclear reactor. 
It's expensive, complicated, and old-fashioned technology, but it allows plutonium to be obtained from 
natural uranium. That means the uranium doesn't have to be enriched, which makes the whole 
operation more discreet. 
To sweeten the deal for Argentina. Venezuela allegedly bought $1.8 billion worth of Argentine bonds 
2007 and $6 billion worth in 2008. Remember that Argentina has been a pariah of international 
markets since it defaulted in 2002. The Kirchners (Cristina and her husband, late-president Nestor) 
each thanked Venezuela for these purchases publicly. 
Also in January 2007, Ahmadinejad and Chavez allegedly hatched the plan for ''aeroterror," 
as Chavistas came to call it. It was a flight from Caracas to Damascus to Tehran that was 
made twice a month. It flew from Caracas carrying cocaine to be distributed to Hezbollah in 
Damascus and sold. The plane then went to Tehran carrying Venezuelan passports and other 
documents that helped Iranian terrorists travel around the world undetected. 
Where this story makes a turn for the bizarre is that the woman who was allegedly handling 
the Argentine side of negotiations was former defense minister Nilda Garre, who is now 
Argentina's ambassador to the Organization of American States. 
Veja's sources say she had a sexual relationship with Chavez. 
"It was something along the lines of'5O Shades of Grey."' the former Venezuelan official said. adding 
that when the two were together. all of Miraflores (Venezuela's presidential palace) could hear it. 
"I cannot say that the A rgentine government gave nuclear secrets, but I know it received much by legal 
means (debt securities) and illegal (bags of money) in exchange for some valuable asset to the 
Iranians_" 
Another former Chavista said: "In Argentina, the holder of secrets is the former ambassador Garre." 

There was also an Iran-Venezuela-Russia triangle involving Bank Rossiya people through Mosnarbank· 
Yevrofinans. 
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Nellie Ohr 

From: Nellie Ohr 

Sent: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 10:23 AM 

To: Ohr, Bruce {ODAG} 

Subject: EU drug markets report 

Hi Honey! You might find this interesting. It 
Mark Galeotti retweeted 
.fu:L 
Giacomo Fassina @GiacomoFassina 
Very thorough report by @EMCDDA & @Europol on drug flows and use in Europe & worldwide 

http://www.emcddaeuropa.eu/system/fi les/publications/2374!TD0416161ENN 1.PDF 

I've saved the PDF on my hard drive 
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Executive summary 
This report explores the concept of the illicit drug market within the broader context of 
changing patterns of drug use, cultural and social factors and links to wider criminality. 
Drug markets continue to be one of the most profitable areas for organised crime groups 
(OCGs) and it is estimated that EU citizens spend over EUR 24 billion (range EUR 21 
to 31 billion) every year on illicit drugs. The impacts that drug markets have on society 
are correspondingly large and go beyond the harms caused by drug use. They include 
involvement in other types of criminal activities and in terrorism; impacts on legal 
businesses and the wider economy; strain on and corruption of government institutions; 
and impacts on wider society. 
Three overarching themes emerge from our analysis: 
n 
The increasing organisational and technical complexity, interconnectedness and 
specialisation of groups involved in drug markets. 
n 

Globalisation and technology are accelerating the rate of change in the drug market. 
n 
Drug market-related activities are concentrated in a number of established and emerging 
geographical locations. 
These developments challenge those trying to respond to the problems created by the illicrt. 
drug market and the associated wider problems and suggest that 
n 

A systemic analysis of drug market business models wifl be helpful for both operational 
and policy purposes. 
n 

Partnerships between national authorities and with industry are becoming ever more 
important, as is engagement with international organisations and third countries. 
n 
Efficient use of resources can be achieved through the identification and targeting of 
geographical locations where drug market-related activities are concentrated. 
n 
Continuing recognition of the value of a strategic response, informed by sound 
information used to identify new opportunities as well as challenges, is essential. 
The report also looks in more detail at the markets for the main drug types and the key 
points are summarised below. ,.... ____._;__ 
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.__,annaoIs 
is the most widely used drug in Europe and it is estimated that cannabis 
accounts for around 38 % of the retail market for illicit drugs and is worth more than 
EUR 9.3 billion annually (range EUR 8.4 to 12.9 billion). Some 22 million adults in the EU 
have used it in the last year and around 1 % of European adults use it on an almost daily 
basis, increasing the risk of health and social problems. OCGs are heavily involved, making 
full use of technological innovations to produce larger quantities of more potent products 
in Europe itself. While the market is dominated by herbal cannabis grown within the EU, 
the cannabis resin from Morocco has been increasing in potency and may be trafficked to 
the EU alongside other illicit goods and human beings, a trend potentially exacerbated by 
instability in North Africa and the Middle East. 
The 
heroin 
market is the second largest illicit drug market in the EU. It is estimated at 
EUR 6.8 billion annually (range EUR 6.0 to 7.8 billion} and is responsible for a significant 
proportion of drug-related deaths and social costs. Following a period of decline, there are 
recent signs of increasing availability that may signal increased harms. Opium production 
remains generalty high in Afghanistan. Production techniques, locations, trafficking routes 
and modi operandi are increasingly flexible and dynamic, as shown by an increase in 
very large heroin seizures, suggesting a shift to maritime container trafficking, and new 
8 
EU Drug Markets Report 
routes involving Africa, the Southern Caucasus, Syria and Iraq are emerging. Nevertheless, 
the Balkan route remains a key corridor for heroin entry to the EU. There are also signs 
of diversification in the market, with prescription medicines and new synthetic opioids 
increasingly being misused. 
Cocaine 
is Europe's most commonly used ill1cit stimulant, with a retail market estimated 
to be worth at least EUR 5.7 billion annually (range EUR 4.5 to 7.0 billion). Most use occurs 
in western and southern Europe and has been fairly stable over recent years, although 
there are signs of increasing availability. Coca cultivation appears to be increasing after a 
period of decline but there is uncertainty about how much cocaine is produced and where 
this occurs. Sea and air transport are used to traffic cocaine to Europe, with Colombia, 
Brazil and Venezuela being key departure points. The Caribbean and West Africa remain 
important transit areas, while Central America is emerging. Use of maritime containers 
shipped through major European ports is a continuing problem. An ,evolving array of 
concealment methods is used, including cocaine being incorporated into 'carrier materials' 
(e.g. plastics) before being chemically extracted on arrival in Europe. Colombian and Italian 
groups continue to dominate wholesale cocaine supply to Europe, in cooperation with other 
groups (e.g. Dutch, British and Spanish). West African, especially Nigerian, groups are also 
active in transporting cocaine from Africa to Europe and Balkan OCGs are emerging actors. 
The market for the main synthetic stimulants, 
amphetamine, methamphetamine and 
MOMA 
, is estimated to be at least EUR 1.8 billion annually (range EUR 12 to 2.5 billion) 
in the case of amphetamines (including methamphetamine} and EUR 0.67 billion (range 
EUR 0.61 to 0.72 biflion) for MDMAfecstasy. Amphetamines appeal to both recreationaJ 
and marginalised drug users and the market for them interacts with those for cocajne and 
some new psychoactive substances. Recent concerns include the availability of high-dose 
MOMA products and the increased use of methamphetamine. In the EU, the Netherlands 
and Belgium are important for MOMA and amphetamine production, while most 
methamphetamine appears to be made in the Czech Republic. Production is becoming 
more sophisticated and diverse, and the use of new precursor and pre-precursor chemicals 
may increase health risks . The dumping of toxic waste also poses health risks and causes 
environmental damage. Aggressive marketing is becoming more apparent in the ecstasy 
market suggesting competition between suppliers and more active targeting of specific 
groups of users. 
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A large number of 
new psychoactive substances 
(NPS) are sold openly as 'legal' 
replacements for illicit drugs. There are no signs of a slowdown in the development of 
these substances; 100 new substances were reported for the first time in 2015 and the EU 
Early Warning System is monitoring over 560. The market supplies both recreational and, 
increasingly, marginalised users and producers anticipate legal and regulatory controls 
by developing new substances. Globalised supply chains allow bulk quantities of NPS to 
be ordered online and transported to Europe where they are packaged and marketed on 
the open or illicit drug market. It is a low-risk, high-profit business attractive to organised 
crime and there are signs of production in Europe. Di.stinct but overlapping markets 
have emerged, such as 'legal highs', 'research chemicals' and 'dietary supplements' sold 
through 'bricks and mortar' and online shops. With increased availability, harms have 
increased, such as acute, sometimes fatal, poisonings and harms associated with injecting 
cathinones. 
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Nellie Ohr 

From: Nellie Ohr 

Sent: Friday, April 08, 2016 2:04 PM 

To: Holtyn, Lisa (OCDETF}; Ohr, Bruce {ODAG) 

Subject: New National Guard will not fight organized crime-and other observations by 
Galeotti 

You recall that Zolotov's Baltik-Escort company was thought to have served as a liaison between the SPb mayor's 
office with the Tambov group back in the 1990s. Dawisha mentions this "alleged" link on p 127. 

Putin's new National Guard - what does it 
say when you need your own 
personal army? 
~ Zolotov 

Zolotov, Putin's Praetorian 
The idea of creating a National Guard (NG) for Russia bringing together public security forces under a single 
command has been raised periodically and always abandoned for very good reasons, not least the lack of any 
apparent need to have a Praetorian Guard on steroids. In 2012, for example, I didn't think it likely: it would upend the 
balance of power within the security agencies, create a monster, and not really meet any true security need. 
So what does it say that Putin today anno-unced that such a natsgvard1ya was going to be formed? After a meeting 
with security luminaries include MVD Interior Troops commander (and new NG head) Viktor Zolotov - a trusted ex
bodyguard - he announced (my translation]: 

Decisions have been made: we are creating a new federal executive body on the basis of the Interior 
Troops - creating the National Guard, which will handle the fight against terrorism, the fight against 
organised crime, and in close cooperation with the Ministry of Internal Affairs, will continue to perform 
those functions which are [currently] performed by the OMON (riot police), SOBR (SWAT) and so on. 
We will arrange, as we discussed with the Interior Minister [Vladimir Kolokoltsev], not only in the 
decree, but in a future federal law, so that there will be no discord in order to, get everything working 
smoothly and clearly . I hope very much that the troops of the National Guard will effectively perform 
their tasks, as has been the case up now. and that they will strengthen the work on the areas that are 
considered priorities. 

The NG will thus also take over the OMON and SOBR, making it a powerful paramilitary security force, with 
elements right across the country. 
Meanwhile, the Federal Drugs Control Service (FSKN) and Federal Migration Service (FMS} will be brought under the 
MVD (Ministry of Internal Affairs}. albeit remaining separate services. (Again, an idea which had been mooted 
before_) This may be a consolation prize for Kolokoltsev but appears. unsurprisingly, to have been a bitter pill for 
FSKN chief Viktor Ivanov. moving from independent director to ministerial subordinate . 
The creation of a National Guard is a big deal. We await details, but here are a few first observations: 
1. No discussion, no lead time. As with so many crucial decisions, this came essentially unheralded, underlining 
the extent to which policy comes from a small, tight circle around Putin. It is not just that they have good 
operational security; they also clearly see no reason to prepare the public in advance . This is just the way politics 
goes these days. 
2. Big worries in a little circle. There is no real reason for creating the NG out of the Interior Troops 0f\/) and 
other forces unless you have a serious worry about public unrest Let's be clear, whatever Putin says the 
militarised security forces of the Wand now NG have little real role fighting crime or terrorism; they are 

. -
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public security forces, riot and insurrection control and deterrence assets. The OMON and SOBR do play a certain 
role, but detaching them from the investigations elements of the MVD actually reduces their value in fighting crime. 
(And the MVD will likely have to recreate some kind of SWAT forces of its own.) 
3. Putin's Own. The NG, as a fe<leral agency, will be directly subordinated to the government without a minister 
in the way. W ith Zolotov at its head, t hen it is even more clearly a personal, presidential Praetorian force. under a 
maximalist loyalist_ This may not only be a force to keep the masses in check, but also the elite. 
4. Upsetting the power ministry balance. In the past, there was a key desire to retain a degree of balance 
between the various security agencies. The MVD has now been weakened (and having the FMS and FSKN is by no 
means enough of a rec ompense), and the Federal Security Service (FSB) has a more direct rival in the domestic 
security stakes. 
Postscript, 6 April: I see from the text of the law that FGUP Okhrany, the private security corporation of the 
MVD, is being transferred to the NG. This is a major blow to the MVD. as it made quite a bit of revenue for them. It 
also raises questions about the future of the Vnevedomstvennaya okhrana. the police's private security department, 
which was often a good way for cops to do some paid overtime and eke out their salaries. Wil l they still be able to 
do this? If not. then that may well be a further encouragement to more petty and predatory corruption by cops 
seeing their real wag,es shrink (as bonuses have also already been cut ) and options legally to make up the shortfall 
vanish ... 
https ://in moscows shadows.word press.com/2016/04/05/ puti n s-n ew-n at i onal-9u a rd-what-does-it-say-when-you-need
your-own-pers onal-army/ 
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Nellie Ohr 

From: Nellie Ohr 

Sent: Thursday, April 07, 2016 4:21 PM 

To: Holtyn, Lisa (OCDETF}; Ohr, Bruce {ODAG) 

Subject: Details on Praetorian guard reshuffle: Promotion for Zolotov. Demotion for Viktor 
Ivanov?? WP as beleaguered emperor in 1917 

From today's Jamestown Eurasia Monitor, 7 April 2016 

See balded bits 

Putio,s New Praetorian Goard 

This week (April 6), without prior warning or any meaningful public debate, President Vladimir Putin announced 
a massive overh.anl of security, public order and law enforcement in Russia by creating a special new internal 
army. Formed immediately by presidential order (ukaz), the new ·National Guarc:f' will be based on the existing 
Interior Mmistry Troops- a 200,000 strong armed force with mechanized motor-rifle brigades and divisions, 
special troops and an air force, previously subordinated to the interior ministry, which is in charge ofRussia' s 
police forces. The National Guard will include not only the Interior Troops that are mostly manned by conscript 
soldiers, but also special paramilitary police units kno\vn as OMON and SOBR as well as the interdepartmental 
government security guard service (Vnevedomstvenaya Okhrana). These units of contract servicemen number 
some 200,000 and will thus, boost the National Guard to around 400,000 (Interfa.~ April 6). 

The creation ofthe National Guard requires major changes to existing legislation. The Kremlin has introduced a 
package of bills to the Duma to make the National Guard a legal entity with sweeping powers to arrest, 
interrogate and use ofdeadly weapons against Russian civilian suspects or «troublemakers." Putin e.x:pressed fuil 
confidence the Dwna would approve the National Guard legislative package without any delay "so there could 
be no possible misunderstandings,.,; but the overhaul is going ahead before the legislators have time to even 
consider the changes. By separate ukaz, Putin appointed Anny General Viktor Zolotov (62) as the 
commander-in-chief of the National Guard. Zolotov will be subordinated solely and directly to the president 
and have the administrative rank ofa cabinet member (ImetfL'{, April 6). 

Zolotov is Putin's long-time dose associate from St Petersburg and the president's chief bodyguard and 

sparring partner in boxing and judo. Born in St. Petersburg, Zolotov served in the KGB bodyguard 9th Main 
Directorate. From 2000, when Putin became president, until 2013, Zolotov was the chief of the presidential 
security service. In ~fay 2012, Zolotov was appointed a permanent member of Russia's Security Council. In 
2013, Zolotov, who did not have any police or military service background, was appointed deputy commander 
of the Interior Troops. In May 2014, Zolotov became commander of the Interior Troops. Plans to create a 
National Guard in Russia, based on the Interior Troops, have reportedly circulated in the Kremlin in previous 
years. Zolotov-a professional bodyguard, whom Putin apparently considers absolutely loyal-was dearly 
being groomed to become the commander ofthe new joint security force (Kommersant, April 5). 

In an apparent move to compensate the interior ministry, Putin announced that the antinarcotics service-the 
Federal Drug Control Service (FSKN)-and the Federal ~•Iigration Service ~fS), which controls 
foreigners on Russian territory, will be merged with the :Ministry of Interior. Bnbes from illegal 
immigrants and nar-cotraders make the FSKN and F~1S prime illegal moneymakers within Russian law 
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enforcement Both the FSKN and FMS will_ be transformed into directorates ,vitbin the interior ministry; 
their present staff will be cut and rotated. Russia,s entire police force is being rebooted, and officers will be 
re.instated into new structures (Kommcrsant, April 5). In Russia, obtaining a good moneymaking position 
traditionally requires paying a substantial bnbe, in advance, to the decision-making superiors. 

Putin has declared the National Guard's prime task to be fighting terrorists and organized crime, but the force 
seems too big and too heavily armed with new tanks and other heavy weapons for such a mission. The Federal 
Security Service (FSB), the Investigative Committee and the Ministry of Inferior will continue to work 
organized crime and terrorist threats, and it is not clear how the National Guard could be the leading 
antiterrorist or anticrime force. In Soviet times, the Interior Ministry Troops were a heavily armed internal force 
created to deal with domestic enemies-the people of Russia primarily, whom the Communists always 
considered an inherent threat. Today, Putin apparently believes the internal threat to his regime is rising rapidly, 
although all opinion polls continue to put Putin' s approval ratings at record highs. Of course, the Russian 
economy is in the doldrums, mass poverty is on the rise, and social unrest is posS1ble in the future. But the 
consensus opinion ofsocial scientists and pollsters is that at least two to three more calm years can be expected 
ahead (;fg.ru, April 6). 

'When rigged Dmna elections triggered mass antigovernment demonstrations in Moscow at the end of2011 and 
in spring 2012, the interior ministry did not initially demonstrate great efficiency and struggled to muster enough 
trained manpower to effectively control the streets of Moscow. In 2012 the nmnher of specialized anti-riot 
OMON police in all of Russia was estimated at some 25,000, the number stationed permanently in Moscow
only some 2,000. The Internal Troops units used as backup in Moscow in spring 2012 were inept conscripts, 
with less than a year ofservice under their belts. The precinct Moscow police, on the other hand, are corrupt; 
their morale is low and their riot training-zero. The :Moscow OMON was boosted to 6,000 by other OMON 
units flown in from all over Russia. This left Russian provincial cities exposed if protests spread. The different 
O:MONs from various regions are closely connected to loca] authorities; they have never trained together and 
do not know other cities Qfo•-a.,a Gazeta, March 2, 2012). 

Putin' s sudden decision to create a joint massive praetorian National Guard by merging together all the OMON 
units and the Interior Troops may have been triggered by the publication of the so-called "Panama Papers," 
which disclosed corrupt offshore financial schemes that involved, among others, some of Putin's closest 
acquaintances. The Kremlin has accused the US State Department and the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) 
of being instrumental in their publication-allegedly aimed at Putin (lruetta'\, April 4). According to Putin 
himself, the release of the Panama Papers is an. attempt to weaken Russia from the inside, to "split society and 
undermine trust in the government.., Putin added: .. They will pit us one against another, like it was done during 
the tragic time of World Warf' (Inted'ax, April 7). Apparently Putin is referring to the Bolshevik revolution led 
by Vladimir Lenin, which was partially fuianc.ed by the Gennan General Staff It seems, Putin considers 
himself as some besieged emperor in the Kremlin, while a US-led and financed reyofutionary regime 
change bas been commenced, with the Panama Papers as a declaration of war. A massive praetorian 
National Guard, headed by an absolutely loyal bodyguard, is seen as the only means to stop the 
onslaught~ 

--Pavel Felgenhauer 

It is aimed to head off a threat from Russian elites as well as from the masses, says Galeotti. 
( can find citation on request) 

As for the masses, the usually Kremlin-friencily Public Opinion Foundation (FO:M) said 3/4 ofrespondents 
were unhappy with their salaries. Median salary was about 24,000 rubles/month [if it's 75 to the dollar, that's 
,,.hnnt 'l:l':t()lninnth?l (),.,lv 1~0/4 apt ""-"-1'P th ,m lt'l ()(lfl./,nn1'1th SU'J.0/4 cm thPu lnr P n"'vrhPrlr-tn-navrh,.,.lr 
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A decent living salary to support family of 3, in th.e opinion ofpeople polled by reputable commercial survey 
firm RO_ 1JR, was about 73,000/month, and that was about equal to the actual average salary. {How to 
explain the discrepancy? Perhaps the ROMIR poll gives family monthly income with 2-3 wage-earners??? Or 
maybe RO:MIR was doing the survey for someone who wanted to show higher nmnbers?} 

no4rn nonos11Ha pocc11RH, pa6ora10IJ.\l'IX no HaiiMy, nony4ator .Japnnary MeHbwe 20 TblCR4 py6ne~ s MecR4 (46%), 
"' a6cornoTHoe 6onbWl1HCTBO (75%) 0TMernn11, 4T0 11X 3TO He ycrpa11saer. CBL1,l).eTenbCTBytoT A8HHble 
!p()HP,a "O6lJ.leCTB9HHOe MHeH11e" (<DOM}. 
http://1prime.ru/state _regulation/20160407 /824 702686.htmJ 
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Nellie Ohr 

From: Nellie Ohr 

Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2016 4:11 PM 

To: Holtyn, Lisa (OCDETF}; Ohr, Bruce {ODAG) 

Subject: Spain declares Viktor lvanov's #2 a wanted man AND the OCCRP report on 
Rotenberg/Bayevskiy buying apts for Putin's women; AND Moscow gets tough on 
OC? 

Nikolay Aulov 
Int erpol has info that he's linked with the Tambov group 

VlcnaH~l.fl 06b.RB1Mia e po3bICK 3aMJJ.11peKTopa rocHapKOKOHrpom:1 P<D H11Kona.R Ay.noea 
http://crimerussia.ru/gromkie-dela/ispaniya-obyavila-v-rozysk-zamdirektora-gosnarkokontrolya-rf-nikolaya-aulovaJ 

KaK coo61.J.111n «Znak.com» co ccbinK011 Ha «-Poc6am», VlcnaH11J1 e n11u,e cy,ll,bl1 L!ettrpanbttoro cne,o.creeHHoro cy,£1a 
N!! 5 VlcnaH1111 Xoce ,D.e na Mara AMaH.R, sbIHecna peweH11e 06 apecre 11 06bJ1BneH1111 e Me>K,!l,yHapOJJ.Hbl11 p03bJCK 
pocc11.RH11Ha, 3aMecrnr emi A11peKTopa rocttapKoKottr pom'I P<D H1i1KonaJ1 Aynosa. Marep1i1anb1AO.R ero 3KCTP8Al1U,"1L-1 
y>Ke nepe,o.aHbl s wra6-Ksapr11py v1Hr epnona "' 3any1.J.1eHa npol.le.o.ypa no opraHL-13aU,L-1"1 38,ll,ep)Kattlil.R 3aM.£1L-1peKTopa 
<DCKH s cny4ae nepece4eH"1.R 11M rpaHli!LJ,bl eaponei7icKoro t,1m1 1i1Horo rocy,o.apcrsa. 
no ,ll,8HHblM VIHTepnona, H11KOJ1al1 Aynos 11MeeT OTHOWeHli!e KJJ,e.RTeflbH0CT"1 «TaM60BCKOl1» Onr, 803rilaBn.fleMOl1 
Kp11M"1HaflbHblM asrnp11TeTOM r eHHaJJ,11eM nerpOBblM. npecrynHMK 6bin JaaJJ,ep>KaH el.J.le B 2008 rDAY BO epeMJI 
rpoMKOI~ cneL1onepau,w11 «Tpo11Ka». npoeo,D.11Mo11 corpyJJ.Hl1KaM11 non11L111 11 lt1cnaH1111 Ha repp11rnp1111 csoe11 crpaHbl. 
nerpoey 6blfl l1 npeAbf!BneHbl 06B11HeHH.fl B neraF1L-13al.lL-111 JJ,eHe>KHblX cpe,o.crs, nony4eHHblX He3aKOHHblM nyreM. no 
MHeHltllO cne,D,OBareneH K0poneecTBa, feHHa,£11111 nerpos B03rnaen.Rn He T0flbK0 «TaM60BCKYJO», HO 
11 «ManblweBCKYIO» Kp11MMHaJlbHble rpynn11poBKl1. 
np11 3TOM 113BeCTHO, 4TO npaeooxpaH11renbHble opraHbl v1cnaHl'111 Hl'1 pa3y He nblTanMCb ,£\OnpOC11Tb H~1Kona.fl Aynosa, 
11 HecMoTpfl Ha ,o.n11renbH0e speM.R paccneA0BaH11z1 npecrynneH1111 , cosepweHHblX B 3TOH 3ana,1:1HoeaponeikK011 
CTpaHe 4fleHaMII p0CC"111CKl4X Onr, eMy Hl1K0rAa He 11HKp11MlfH1>1pOBanl1 Hl1KaKl-1X no,1:106HblX AeHHl>IH. (l)aMMJ111.R 
3aMA"1peKTopa <DCKH paHee He 6bma 03By4eHa a Marep11anax AaHHoro yronosHoro Aena. 
HanoMwHaeM, 4TO HeCKOflbK0 He,11,enb Ha38A, a paMKax paccne,1:1osaHl~.R rex >Ke caMblX npecrynneH1111, vlcnaHM.fl 
06bHB1ma a Me)K,!l,yHapo,11,_Hb1~ po3blCK Aenyrara r ocyAapcraeHHOH AYMbl P<D 8naJJ,1>1cnaaa Pe3Hl1Ka. TorAa era 
Konnern co4n11, 4TO raKoe pewett11e Hoc~,r MCKnl04"1TenbHO non1,1rn4ecK1>111 xapaKTep. AAeoKaTbl Pe3H"1Ka 
06>Kanoean1>1 pewett11e 1>1cnattcKoro cy,o.a. 
np11 3TOM el.1.\e B 2009 ro{J.y MH0r1>1e O-Te4eCTBeHHble 11 aapy6e)l(Hble CMVI C006l.1.\\.111"1, 4TO no ,D,aHHblM 11cnaHCKl1X 
cne,D,OBaTenei:1, apeCT0BaHHbl9 B KOponeecree 4fleHbl «pyccKOH Maq>~IIA» CBJl3aHbl co MH0rl1Ml>1 pOCC"111CKl>1M11 
411HOBH1>1KaM"1 1,1 non11r11KaM1>1. TeM He Mettee, «rnaeHoro Ma4>110311» - r eHHaJ:ll>lfl nerposa a 2010 ro,o.y 11cnaHCK"1e 
npaeooxpatt1nem1 omycrnnL-1 no.o. 3anor 11 OH 0¢1<1411anbHO eepHyncH s Pocc1110 . 
6e3ycnoBHO, o6bf!BfleH"1e B Me>K,!l,yHapO,ll,Hbll1 po3blCK 3aMA11peKTopa rocHapKOKOHTpOn:fl P<D H1>1KOfla.fl Aynoea B 
Pocc1>1~1 6yAeT paclleHeHo, KaK tterarnsttoe non1>1rn4ecKoe peweH11e. 

This is probably the "information attack" that WP's press secretary was warning against. Roman Anin usually 
works for Novaya. 

Roman Anin. Russia: Businessman Handles Insider Homes, 31 March 2016. 
https://www.occrp.org/en/investigations/5106-russia~businessman-handles-insider-homes 

... "A murky Russian businessman that formerly ran a state property agency has been buying apartments in 
Moscow for a number of young women that include the daughter of Russian Federation President Vladimir Putin; 
Putin's alleged girlfriend; and a woman who, in a flirty web posting titled 'Pussy for Putin; offers the Russian leader 
a kitten and praises his leadership skills. 

Grigory Baevskiy, 47. works for Arkadiy Rotenberg, a Kremlin insider and long-time Putin friend and his judo 
soarrino oartner Records show Baevskiv not onlv heloed Putin handle some of his most delicate oersonal situations 
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but also made a fortune from questionable deals with the Russian state." 
...."After leaving his post in the DIA [dealing with state property], Baevskiy joined Rotenberg's business, showing up 
on a list of people officially affiliated with the SMP Bank, which is owne-d by the Rotenberg brothers. From 2011 until 
2014, Baevskiy also worked as the general djrector of the Russian Holding Company (RHC) whose ultimate 
beneficiary is Rotenberg. 

The RHC holds many of the jewels of the Russian economy. It is the onty shareholder of the National Chemical 
Group, one of the biggest companies in the Russian fertilizer market. The RHC is also involved in a management 
role in a US$ 6 billion highway proj ect as part of the 'Silk Way; a highway from the border of Belarus to Kazakhstan 
which will be a fast overland route from Western Europe to China. Baevskiy is not just an employee. He has been 
developing his own businesses and, as in the case of Arkadiy Rotenberg, Baevskiy's companies earn most of their 
money from Russian taxpayers . According to OCCRP calculations. in the past two years Baevskiy's businesses 
won more than 6 billion rubles (US $88 million in current value) in state contracts. 

The Main Administration of the Moscow police has created special operational groups to fight the 
economic aspects of organized crime 
*Crimerussia.ru reports that AnatoliyYakunin, head of the Moscow police Main Administration, 
told a 23 March meeting of the Moscow City Council there are 38 thieves-in-law registered in 
Moscow, of whom 8 live there permanently (other sources differ on these figures). 10 thieves-in-
law were arrested rn 2015 and four srt-downs were disrupted. This work hefped in a 25% 
decrease in number of armed crimes. A[so, new operational groups wiU fight to undercutthe 
economy of organized crime groups. Experts say, however, that corruption provides a solid basis 
for the continued extstence of organized crime. 
*Full cite: Anatoliy Yakuni:nwill undercut "thieves-in--law" - AHarom1c:t ~KYH~1H no.nopser «sopos s 
3a1<0He», 23 March 2016, http://crtmerussia.ru/criminalauthoriUes/spetsgruppy-zapustm
mekhanizm-podrwa-ekonomicheskoy-platformy-vorov-v-zakone/ 
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Nellie Ohr 

From: Nellie Ohr 

Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2016 12:56 PM 

To: (b) (6) Nellie Email (b) ( 6) ; Ohr, Bruce (ODAG) 

Subject: Paragon ofvirtue decries Ukraine corruption and US meddling 

{could Firtash be angling for a spot in a new Ukrainian govt? 
Note also that this Sputnik piece se·ems to be sympathetic to Yatsenyuk, calling him a scapegoat and sayin_g 
Poroshenko is the corrupt one} 

Sputnik [Russian propaganda outlet] 
March 30, 2016 
Ukraine is a 'Failed US Project, a Battlefield With No Solution' 

Dmitry Firtash, a Ukrainian billionaire living in Austria, has called his native country a ''failed project" of the US, 
which it has turned into a battlefield for the last two years instead of providing any solution; the US' "handwriting" in 
Ukraine, he noted, resembles very much that in Syria. 

"As the past two years have shown, Ukraine today is not a successful project. In other words, America has faile<l to 
accomplish this task. Instead of providing a solution. it has created a battlefield. It destroys everything, economically 
and politically, it has almost destroyed the country, made it poor," the businessman said in his interview with 
Bloomberg. 

Firtash also commented on the country's current government, calling it politically bankrupt. 

"One cannot expect anything from this government. It has showed itself very clearly jn these two years - it has 
brought the country to the edge of catastrophe. If they remain in power any longer, this will only make things worse. 
They had two years to prove themselves and they showed themselves as lacking talent, helpless, not able to do 
anything other than PR." 

The businessman acknowledged that the government can by no means be called independent or is able to make 
any correct decisions. 

The country is being governed from abroad by the Americans, he added. 

"They may be very smart, I don't have anything against the US, but there is a problem," he said. "One should 
understand that Ukraine is sti ll an independent country. And I would like it to be Ukrainians who govern Ukraine and 
not to be under externaJ management." 

'This is not the only situation of this kind - just look at Syria and then have a look at Ukraine - the handwriting is the 
same," the businessman added. 

Dmitry Firtash is a Ukranian oligarch who is now in his self-imposed exile in Austria. In March 2014, Firtash. who 
was at that time in the offices of his family holding company in central Vienna, was arrested by Austrian police at 
the request of the FBI. He was wanted in the US on bribery charges. 

His release came nine days later, when he posted bail of €125 million (now $140 million) by wire transfer - an 
Austrian j udicial system record. 

An Austrian High Court judge refuse<i to hand him over to the FBI after finding that there had been improper polit ical 
interference- from the US in the matter. 

Judge Christoph Bauer argued in his final decision that the case was "politically motivate<l" and rested solely on the 
testimony of two anonymous witnesses that the FBI refused to show before the court (the Judge questioned if those 
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individuals were even real). 

Essentially, the case revolves around supposed bribes given in 2006 by Firtash and his associates to Indian officials 
to launch a titanium project - a proj ect that never materialized. 

According to media speculations, Firtash was regarded as having "close links with Russia and as a key player in 
the Russian-Ukrainian gas trade." His arrest then was seen by some med1a outlets as an att empt by W ashington to 
put pressure on President Putin. 

Bloomberg has already called Ukraine a fai led project of the US and EU. Back in November its view columnist 
Leonid Bershidsky called it "another bankrupt and corrupt post-Soviet regime." 

"Rather than t he democratic hope it might have become after last year's 'Revolution of Dignity,' Ukraine now looks 
like just another incompetent and corrupt post-Soviet regime," he wrote. 

"Despite attempts at change by a new generation of bureaucrats, Ukraine's economy remains unreformed. Taxes 
are oppressive but widely evaded, the shadow economy is growing and the regulatory cl imate for business has 
barely improved," he said, adding, that Ukraine's incredibly corrupt justice system remained equally unreformed." 

This year's report compiled by a group of Brit ish corruption experts reveled that Ukraine is deeply bogged down in 
pervasive corruption and red tape. 

The level of corruption in Ukraine has reached never before seen levels and directly includes current President Petro 
Poroshenko's administration, it states. 

The experts pointed out that the Ukrainian Administration is simply pretending to change and fight corruption. with 
Ukrainian Prime Minister Arseniy Yatsenyuk taking the brunt of the blame for the country's ills. 

W estern powers either lack the instruments to monitor Ukraine's level of corruption or choose to ignore it , the report 
concluded. 
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Nellie Ohr 

From: Nellie Ohr 

Sent: Wednesday, February 17, 2016 4:50 PM 

To: Ohr, Bruce {ODAG} 

Subject : Hezbollah leader threatens Israel with nuclear bomb-like attack 

Don't know how reliable this source is 
https://www.almasdamews.com/article/29034/ 
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Nellie Ohr 

From: Nellie Ohr 

Sent: Tuesday, February 16, 2016 6:20 PM 

To: Ohr, Bruce {ODAG); Holtyn, Lisa (OCDETF) 

Subject: Coincidenza? 

[He was 52] 

Russia Anti-Doping Ex-Chief Dies 
Feb. 15 J BBC - The former head of Russia's anti-doping agency Rusada has died, the organisation says. Nikita 
Kamaev's death comes two months after he resigned his post following a doping scandal in Russian athletics. 
Rusada said the cause of death was "a massive heart attack". Russia was suspended from international athletics 
last November after the World Anti-Doping Agency (Wada} accused Russian athletics of state-backed doping, 
corruption and extortion. Mr. Kamaev resigned from Rusada in December along with all the organisation's other top 
executives as Russia began work on lifting the ban in time for its athletes to compete at the Rio de Janeiro 
Olympics in AugusL.. .'those close to him say that he got tired after physical exercise and fe lt unwell.' .... 

.... His death comes just two weeks after that of Rusada founding chairman, Vyacheslav Sinev ..... 
Mr Sinev, who left the agency in 2010, died on 3 February. 
But Mr Khabriev said there was no link as Mr Sinev had been ill for a long time with heart problems and was 
supposed to undergo a transplant. 

http://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-35575TT 4 ?me_ cid=57b8bbfdfc&mc _ eid=e46842563c 

Other intriguf ng t idbits: 

-The Russian delegation to the Munich security conference included experts and oligarchs who can carry on 
informal couloir discussions: 

Russia Direct Munich Security Conference: Ukraine still top-of-mind for Russia. With the beginning of 
the Munich Security Conference, Russia Direct talked to a member of the Russian delegation, Andrey 
Kortunov, general director of the Russian Internat ional Affairs Council (RIAC), to discuss this year's 
conference agenda and the most serious security challenges for Russia and the West. 
" ...... A .K.: [the Russian delegation] will comprise a range of our leading experts, political analysts and former 
diplomats, including Russia's former Foreign Minister Igor Ivanov. It will also include representatives of Russia's 
academic community and, probably, Russian oligarchs. For example, I received a call from the a<lministration of 
[Oleg] Deripaska, the president of Russian aluminum giant United Co. Rusal. I mean there is a certain circle of 
persons who attend the Munich conference on a regular basis. Our group will consist of about 12-15 people. . .... I 
believe that the major events and bilateral meetings take place not at the plenary sessions [of the Munich 
conference], but behind the scenes." 

-And a diatribe by Congressman Rohrabacher-who turns out to be a subcommittee chair!: 
Why Is America Restarting the Cold War With Russia? Washington's strategy toward Moscow is outmoded and 
misdirected. 
By Dana Rohrabacher, The National Interest. February 11, 2016, Rep. Dana Rohrabacher, a California Republican, 
chajrs the House Foreign Affairs Subcommittee on Europe, Eurasia, and Emerging Threats. 
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Nellie Ohr 

From: Nellie Ohr 

Sent: Thursday, January 28, 2016 10:10 AM 

To: Ohr, Bruce {ODAG} 

Subject: EU Court Lifts Asset Freezes On Yanukovych's Prime Ministers Azarov And 
Arbuzov 

EU Court Lifts Asset Freezes On Yanukovych's Prime Ministers Azarov And Arbuzov 
11 :31 (GMD 

The General Court of the European Union has today annulled an EU-wide freezing of assets belonging to two of 
Viktor Yanukovych's former prime ministers - Mykola Azaorv and Sergei Arbuzov. 
The assets were frozen on March 5, 2014, after they fled Ukraine after Yanukovych abandoned Kiev at the height of 
the EuroMaidan protests. 
Azarov was prime minister when the government introduced a package of severely restrictive anti-protest laws on 
January 16. 2014, aimed at repressing the demonstrations. 
The package, dubbed the "dictatorship laws·· was denounced internationally and served to only heighten tensions on 
the streets. 
Azarov resigned on January 28 and was replaced by Arbuzov, who remained in his post until February 27. This 
period saw some of the most violent repressions on the Maidan. with snipers opening fire on protesters. Dozens had 
already been kil led by riot police or abducted and tortured or ki lled in the weeks before Azarovs resignation. 
Three other men were removed from the EU sanctions list by today's ruling: Eduard Stavytskyi - former energy and 
coal industry minister, Sergry Kluyev - businessman, MP and brother of former Presidential Administration head 
Andriy, and Oleksiy Azarov, the former prime minister's son. 
All were placed under sanctions by the Council of the European Union after the post-Maidan Prosecutor-General, 
Oleh Makhnitsky, sent a letter to the Council stating that investigators had established that the five had 
misappropriated large amounts of public funds and illegally transferred them outside Ukraine. 
The General Court ruled today that. in the absence of further evidence, the order of the Council failed to match the 
necessary legal criteria to freeze their assets: 

The Court takes the view that that Jetter provides no details conceming the matters specifically 
alleged against the five Ukrainians or the nature of their responsibility. 
The Court concludes that the freezing of the assets of the five Ukrainians does not satisfy 
the designation crite.rie, and therefore annuls that measure for the period from 6 March 2014 fo 5 
March 2015. 

- Pierre Vaux 

Published in Press-Stream Day 710: January 28, 2016 in Publication Ukraine Liveblogs 

http://www.interpretermag.com/day-710/ 
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Ohr, Bruce (ODAG) 

From: Ohr, Bruce (ODAG} 

Sent: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 5:48 PM 

To: Nellie Ohr 

Subject: RE: "We know that in the United States, FBI agents, as well as police, have 
unlimited powers" 

Ama2ing! 

From: Nellie Ohr (b) ( 6) 

Sent: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 5:46 PM 
To: Holtyn, Lisa {OCDITF); Ohr, Bruce (ODAG} 
Subject: "We know that in the United States, FBI agents, as well as police, have unlrmited powers" 

From today's JRL. (Gaze-ta.ru. by the way, has not usually been a slavish mouthpiece for the Kremlin. And indeed 
they ask some pointed questions). 

Gazeta.ru 
December 29, 2015 
Head of Russian watchdog interviewed on tightening control over media. internet 
Interview with A leksandr Zharov, head of Roskomnadzor, Russia's Federal Service for the Supervision of 
Communications, Information Technology , and Mass Communications, by Svetlana Babayeva and Yevgeniy Shipilov 

..... [Gazeta.ru ] Journalists today are like mine disposal experts. Media outlets feel as if they are in a minefield: So 
many restrictions have been introduced on coverage of various subjects. What is the need for such tough regulation 
of the media? 

[Zharov] The question "why" should probably be addressed. above all, to the authors of the laws. Roskomnadzor 
does not initiate legislat.ion. As for tough regulation, I would not agree with y ou here. Our legislation is fairly 
liberal compared with that of other cou ntries and with the powers of their supervisory bodies as far as, for 
example , the seizure of media material during broadcasts is concerned. 

[Gazeta.ru] Can you give at least one example of a civi lized country whose laws are tougher than ours? 

[Zharov] When one of the cable channels in New York started showing the film 08-0S-08, which is about 
Georgia's attack on South Ossetia and Abkhazia, an FBI agent turned up at the studio 30 minutes after the 
film started, produced his ID, seized the material, and left. At that point, viewers' screens went blank. We 
know that in the United States, FBI agents, as well as police, have unlimited powers. Can y ou imagine a 
Roskomnadzor inspector turning up at the offices of a media outlet and interrupting a broadcast? I can't.. ... 

...... [Zharov claims the blacklists against drug-related sites have done good] The number of online stores 
specializing in the dist ribution of drugs has fa llen drastically_Working together with the Coordination Centre for Top
Level Domains .RU and _Rf [in Cyrillic] and experts from the Federal Drug Control Service [FSKN] who are 
responsible for this, we have made sure that several hundred such shops have simply disappeared from the lnternel 

[Gazeta.ru] Are there any statistics showing how this has reduced drug use? According to information from other 
agencies, the situation is deteriorating, rather than improving. 

[Zharov] I cannot give you statistics for drug use. You have to approach the FSKN for that For me. it is clear that a 
determined addict will always get to the deadly stuff. There are ways of bypassing blocks: Content can be accessed 
through VPN [virtual private network] services. anonymizers. and so on. But at the end of the day it is not our job to 
work with people suffering from drug addiction. It seems to me that our job is to create barriers for young people who 
fortunately do not y et suffer from this affliction and to limit the chances of them reaching such websites. Together 
....: -1, t.-. •h .... CCl/ b.l ,.._....... ; .... 1;..,.-1, ..,. . ........ ......... : .................. ♦ l,.,,..._♦ ~ ................ ,...........................11. • "-....... . , .... ..,t C nnn 0, , ........ ; ........ 1........ _, ............... ........ a;.. .... ;, ........._.4";.,..L-,. .... . ,,,. 
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users can access and which still sell drugs online_ This is a large number. 

[Gazeta.ru] And what stops you blocking them? 

fZharov] They are migrating and changing names. IP addresses. and domains. There is one step between a website 
being created and blocked. Clearly. our work has to be conducted in parallel with the work of law-enforcement 
agencies, which identify and detain such people. We are moving along a difficult path: Drug use is a global problem 
and does not just exist in Russia ...... . 

Johnson's Russia List 13 Jan 2016 
Original: http://www.gazeta.ru/tech/2015/12129 a 8002037.shtml 
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Nellie Ohr 

From: Nellie Ohr 

Sent: Wednesday, January 06, 2016 4:20 PM 

To: (b) (6) Nelhe Email 1 

; Holtyn, Lisa {OCDETF); Ohr, Bruce {ODAG) 

Subject: Re: Conspiracy theorizing- an ex-KGB agent has claimed the Kremlin may have 
brought down the Russian plane over Egypt 

Sorry, I have some more arguments to add to this: 

Remember the scene on the night of Nov 16-17 when WP supposedly first heard the· official assessment that the 
plane had been brought down by a bomb? I was skeptical from the start. 

Wayne wrote the following in his Nov 17 notes: 
"Bortnikov says a bomb destroyed the Russian airliner over the Sinai: 
http://newsru.comlrussia'1 7nov20 l 5/a321 .html Bortnikov made this announcement at a meeting ofthe Security 
Council held last night. Putin said that "we will search for the terrorists no matter where they might be" and "we 
will punish them." ... 
Here' i> a transcript and video ofthe meeting: http://W\vw.kremlin.ra1events/president1news/50707 
Putin also said that "we are counting on people who share our moral values that are the basis ofour policy, in 

this case foreign and security policy, the policy of combating terrorism.r. Putin added that the Russian air 
campaign in Syria would be intensified so that the criminals understand that retnbution is unavoidable. Russia 
will act in accordance with Article 51 ofthe UN Charter on the right of self defense. 

An English translation of the meeting: http:i!en.kremlin.ml eventslpresident/news/5 0 7 0 7 

Comment: Putin appeared shaken, at times a bit emotional, but seemed to try and look determined. 
Bis body language appeared to indicate that he was disturbed, as we might e."tpect. He does not look 
as shaken up as he did following Beslan, though, but maybe a bit weary. The meeting did take place 
last night and Putin just returned from a very busy summit in Turkey. :Maybe that's why be seemed 
weary and maybe less steely than you might expect-be bad to know this was coming and has had 
time to prepare himself for this moment. 

Peskov has commented that the meeting took place at 2300 last night. The FSB is reportedly offering a reward 
of$50 million for infonnation about those who were involved in the terrorist attack on the airliner. Yesterday, 
the British Foreign Ministry annowiced that Prime Minister Cameron bad passed on to Putin information on the 
destrnction ofA32l, the information that convinced the British government that a terrorist attack had taken 
place: http:1/\vww.newsru.coml'russiall 7nov2015/peskov.html" 

Here is a response I wrote to Wayne: 

I'm sorry to be sounding so cynical about all this, but ifthis announcement were really a surprise that 
threw Putin for a loop, why would they be publicizing this on the Kremlin website? Even it: as a reader 
suggested, Bortnikov may have planned to throw VVP off balance with the announcement, would 
Bortnik:ov have been able to assure that it got posted on the site? And VVP's talk was clearly pre
,vritten and probably rehearsed 

The timing, coming just a day after the G-20 summit, makes me think they decided to test out the mood 
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-
and make sure Russia had indeed broken out ofits isolation with foreign partners, and then portray 
the "discovery" of the terrorist attack at a time when 1) the domestic audience could see it in light of an 
international anti-ISIS alliance a la WWII, 2) the rest ofthe world could s_ee the Russian airline 
passengers as equally important to the Paris victims (I think there was less sympathy for them initially than 
there was for the Paris victims), and 3) as one commentary put it, Putin was engaging in damage control 
by allowing enough time to pass after the disaster for the initial passions ofgriefto cool, so people would 
not protest too loudly against the Russian activities in Syria that appeared to have motivated the attack. 

I admit that in these r,emarks I'm simultaneously holding onto two possible versii: 1) that the plane crash 
really was an ISIS attack and that Russia was undertaking damage control and even turning it to its 
advantage, and 2) the more faifetched versia, that someone in Russia may actually have facilitated the 
attack, a hypothesis I tried out in an earlier message. 
I admit that versia 2 is farfetched, and that your "lucky and opportunistic" fommlation probably descnbes 
better how VVP has been able to make the best ofthe tragedy. 

-Original Message
From: Nellie Ohr 
To: bruce.g.ohr <bruce.g.ohr@usdoj.gov> 
Sent: Wed, Jan 6, 2016 4:02 pm 
Subject: Conspiracy theorizing- an ex-KGB agent has claimed the Kremlin may have brought down the Russian 
plane over Egypt 

From the beginning I wondered whether the 31 October shoot-down of the Russian plane over Egypt could have been 
the work of the Kremlin itself. comparable to the 1999 apartment bombings . 

Other commentators cautiously raised this possibility from the beginning. E.g. this item from Wayne Allensworth's 
Nov 16 Internet Notes citing the moderate nationalist commentator Solovey: 

Solovey says that the situation has improvedfor Putin: http://vk.com1id2444775i4?w= 
wall2444 77 57 4 _11647%2F all!: 
"The situation has begun to improve for the Kremlin. One more terrorist attack and l\foscow will be in the 
saddle internationally ..... " 

[I noted that] Solovey seemed to be toying \vith the idea that Russia has benefited from both the airliner and the 
Paris attacks. The way I read Solovey's comment, by extension, it is not excluded that Russia could have had a 
hand in facilitating the attacks. 

I have to admit the thought crossed my mind, 
--as soon as I heard that a Syrian passport was found near the body ofone of the bombers, which sounded too 
much like the finding of, was it Yarosh' s passport. near the site ofsome kind ofclash in Ukrain.e? 
--and given the precedent ofthe 1999 apartment bombings (Kathrin Hille in the FT pointed out a few days ago 
that Putin's s_tatements, saying they'll wipe out terrorists wherever they are in the world, sounded eerily like 
those of 1999), 
--.and considering all the ways in which the Paris attack strengthened Russia's position, helped further undermine 
EU unity and highlight the voices ofLe Pen types, bolstet" the Russian narrative about how decadent hberal 
Europe had it coming, and make the West come around tmvard the possibility ofallowing Assad to stay 
longer. 

Now someone else has shared my suspicions, which were also expressed by Kommersant back in November (at 
the end of this email). This time it is an ex-KGB fellow named Karpichkov. here cited in a 25 Dec 2015 article in the .,. __ ... _ _. .,.__ _ n,, 
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uaI1y MaI1. Karp,chKov says the bomt>mg plot was allegedly natched by the GKU-lOO oaa rne \.7NU 

headjust died suddenly and can't explain ..... . 

Did Putin plant the holiday jet bomb that killed 224 Russians? Ex-KGB agent 
claims this dossier proves the Kremlin orchestrated the atrocity to justify 
waging war on Syria 

By Andrew Malone for the 0-aily Mail 
http:!/www.dailymail.eo.uk/news/article-3374231/Did-Putin-plant-holiday-fet-bomb-killed-224-Russians-s-outrageous
theory-ex-KGB-agent-clafms-dossier-proves-Kremlin-orchestrated-atrocity-justify-waging-war-Syria-decide
yourself.html 

.....is all really as rt seems over the story of Metrojet Flight 9268? Could there be another very 
disturbing explanation of how the aircraft was blown out of the sky? 
One man certainly believes so: Bor[s Karpichkov, a former spywith the KGB (rater renamed the 
FSB) who now lives under a new identity wrth his wife and family at a secret location in Engtand 
after fleeing here in fear for his life. 
His sensatronal ciaim at first seems unbehevable. For he maintains it was the Kremlin, not ISIS, 
that deliberately blew the plane out of the sky. 
And he says Putin cynically authorised the tragedy not onfy to obtain worldwide sympathy at a ttme 
when Russia was being treated as a pariah because of its aggression towards Ukraine, but also 
to gain support for its ostensible belligerence against ISIS, whfch Putin would use as a cover to 
attack rebel groups in Syria who were sworn enemies of his ally President al-Assad. 
Of course, this could s[mply be the most monstrous slur by a deepty disenchanted man. For it has 
to be said that Major Karpichkov feU out with his KGB paymasters over money he claimed was 
owed to him, and ended up in jail before fleeing to Britain. 
Yet his case deserves to be aired, particularly in view of the hi·story of black propaganda 
emanating from Putin and his Kremlin cronies, and his argument is compelling. 

The major claims his information comes from a general lieutenant in GRU (one of Russia's 
numerous military intelligence wings). 
Thrs man tord him, he says, that around the time of the plane's crash, Putin had been expressing 
his concerns to Kremlin allies about 'possible losses of political influence' in Syria and the Middle 
East Putin, he went on, was worried about the fate of his traditional ally in the regfon, President al
Assad, given the West's support for rebel groups trying to depose him. 
A plan was allegedly hatched by officials within GRU to reverse Russia's declining influence in the 
region and - as Major Karpichkov claims he was told by a senior source - to 'kill two rabbits 
with one bullet'. 
The aim was to get 'at least silent international approval' for massive military operations against 
Assad's enemies under the guise of a campaign against the IS terrorists blamed for bombing the 
Russian passenger jet, and to bolster Russia's multi-billion-pound weapons business with the 
Middle East. 
This was all summarised in a dossier compiled by the former KGB spy: '1n order to accomplish all 
these aims and to get Western consent to fighting Islamic State (which was, essentiaHy, official 
support for keeping the Assad regime tn power), the Kremlin desperately needed the kind of 
justi·fication whtch would generate worldwide attention and fuU international sympathy and approval 
for mi;litary acbon.' 
The major certainly knows all about the dark arts of espionage. 
A graduate of a KGB academy in Minsk, he was taught how to kill with his bare hands as well as 
how to carry out other s0--cal[ed ·wet-jobs' - the killing. of a target without teaving any traces of 
evidence. 

He served in Russian intelliaence for more than a decade reachina the rank of KGB maior and 
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as such, was privy to Kremlin secrets at a high level. He spent much of his career in the then 
Soviet republi.c of Latvia, where he specialised in counter-intelligence for the KGB. 
When the Soviet empire collapsed in 1991 , he stayed in newly independent Latvia, where he 
joined the country's intelligence services. But he also remained on the books of the Kremlin, 
leaking information to his old bosses. 
However, he was jailed for two months on weapons charges after a row over payments he 
claimed were owed to him by the KGB.The Russrans, in turn., accused him of being involved in a 
massive fraud - part of the normal modus operandi of the Kremlin bringing criminal charges 
against enemies. 
After he was placed under house arrest in Lativa, he used four false passports issued to him while 
he was a spy and fled the country, ending up in Britain a decade ago. 
He says he retains high-level contacts in Russian intelligence circles, and that his dossier is an 
accurate representation of the truth about the worst terrorist atrocity involving an airliner since the 
terror attacks in New York on September 11, 2001. 
The file states that Russian intellfgence 'genluses' in GRU outlined a plan to Putin and his closest 
aides to bomb a Russian airriner and blame it on lsJamic extremists 'to. initiate enormous 
international hate towards ISIS and to create international sympathy to act on its own without any 
limits or reservati,ons (for military action).' 

Once agreed, Major Karpichkov says, the operation was straightforward. 
A specialist in ·wet-jobs' and other forms of espionage was despatched to Sharm el-Sheikh, 
where hundreds of thousands of Russians holiday each year to escape the cotd. Posing as a 
fighter who was recuperating in the Red Sea after serving in Ukraine, the agent befriended a 
young Russian woman staying in the resort, and began a hoffday romance. 
When the woman was due to leave for St Petersburg, the Russian agent gave her a 'present' -
asking her to deliver it to his parents at home in Russia - and escorted her through the 
notoriously lax security at Sharm el-Sheikh airrport before she boarded the doomed Metrojet flight 
in the earty hours of the morning. 
The gift, says Major Karpichkov, was .a bomb and the detonator used to ignite the explosives was 
known as an EHV-7, which is produced exclusively for special forces soldiers. The device itself 
looked like a piece of plumbing tube, which is prrmed to explode by an eJectrolyte 'bath' slowly 
corroding a metallic wire, which detonates the bomb once it is broken. 
The explosfve materiar was - sources add - cyclonite, an enormously powerful substitute for 
TNT. 
It has been suggested that the bomb was most likely placed under the seat 30A or 31A. Plane 
records show that seat 30A was occupied by Nadezhda Bashakova, 77, from Volkhov in St 
Petersburg region, travelling with her daughter Margarita Simanova, 43, who sat in 308. In seat 
31A was Maria lvleva, 15, also from St Petersburg region. Could this young woman have been be 
the unwitting carri,er of the bomb? She was with her mother Marina lvteva, 44, who occupied seat 
318. My sources say the bomb carrier was older, and sitting nearby. 

However extraordinary, the allegations about the Sinai crash are not as far-fetched as they may 
seem. After all, Putin has allegedly used such a murderous method against his own peopte to 
generate support for war before. In 1999, during Putln'sfirst term as president after coming to 
power following a career as a KBG spy, he was accused of be.ing behind the infamous bombings 
of four apartment blocks fn Moscow as well as the cities of Buynaksk and Volgodonsk....... 

Not surprisingly, the Russians have furiously dismissed the clarms by their former spy. 'This theory 
about the plane being deliberately blown up on Putln's orders can only come from someone with a 
sick mind who is intent on revenge,' snorted one Russian intemgence source. 
'Look at Karpichkov's background - he has fallen out with all his old sponsors whether in 
Mn~rnw Rin:::i nr I nnrlnn :::inrl nmh~hlv thi:> r.lA tnn Nn nni:> tm~k him :mrl hi:> imu:,nk far_fpfrhPrl 
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nonsense. Unki ng it to the apartment block explosions - wen, these were also absurd claims for 
whrch no proofwas ever produced.' 
Perhaps this is true. Perhaps the claims by Boris Karpichkov arefantasy or some attempt to 
smear the spy's former Kremlin handlers- part of the intelligence world's so-called wilderness of 
mirrors, where nothing and no one is quite what they seem. 
Or perhaps we do really live in times when people blow their own out of the sky for arms sal.es, oil 
and power. 
For the sake of us all, let's hope that the Russian major is horribly wrong about what really 
happened to Metrojet Flight 9268. 

And below are some more examples of people suspecting the plane was bombed by the Russian government 

Wednesday, November 18, 2015 

Moscow Projects Its Own Myths onto the West and Then Justifies Russian 
Actions on the Basis of Those Myths, Solomatin Says 

http://windowon eurasi a 2. bl ogspot.com/2015/ 11/moscow-projects-its-own-myths-onto-west ht ml 

Paul Goble 

Staunton, N ovember 18 - A curious and extraordinarily dangerous feedback loop has emerged, 
Milchail Solomatin says. Moscow projects false myths on the West and then uses those myths to justify its own 
actions at home and abroad - or to put it more succinctly, "Russia seeks to introduce those standards of 
W estem civilization which it dreamed up on its own."' 

This projection ofRussian myths on the West is becoming increasingly a part not only ofRussian 
ideology but also ofRussian practice under Pu~ the Moscow historian argues in a commentary on 
Kasparov.ru today and opens the way to ever greater misunderstandings and disasters in the future 
(kasparov.rulmaterial.php?id=564C2C3Fl994E). 

Tuns. he says, Moscow puts out the myth that the US sends its troops into any country "which it 
considers the .zone ofits interests" and then the Kremlin uses that myth to ..justify the seizure of Crimea and the 
provision ofmilitary assistance to Asad." Its myth that the US organizes "color revohrtions"' is used to justify 
Moscow' s sponsorship ofseparatism in Ukraine. 

Its myth that the American film, -111e Tail Wags the Dog,"' 'reflects the principles ofthe foreign and 
domestic policy ofthe \Vest led to the creation ofIGselyev-TV,"' Solomatin observes. And even Putin' s blatant 
lying about Russian forces in Crimea reflects "a myth abou the total falsenes.s and cynicism ofpoliticians in 
Western cowtries." 

But there is another and even more deeply "rooted' for Russian consciousness myth" about the West, 
the myth .. that behind the Islamist terrorists stand the CIA. This myth is old, much older for example that the one 
that holds that the Maidan was ' sponsored by the State Department.,,. 

Given those Kremlin assumptions, So1omat:in says, uit is harcily wise to ignorer. the fact that "the Kremlin 
cannot but be thinking"' about how it can use weapons it says the CIA has created for Russia's purposes. 
Indeed, it would bevery surprising ifPutin and bis entourage were not doing that 

To say that, he points out, is not to say that Moscow organized this or that terrorist action but only that 
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its myths about the supposed Western organizers ofterrorist groups is part of Kremlin thinking and helps to 
explain why 1\iloscow so often succeeds in ei'Ploiting terrorist acts for its 0'1'11 purposes. After all, it 
assumes that the West is trying to do the s.ame thing. 

'~The only structure which ,,,on from the destruction of the jet over Sinai and from the 
bloodbath in Paris and the only structure whose earlier declared goals were advanced as a result of 
these terrorist actions was the Putin regime," the :vloscow commentator argues. 

As a result ofParis, he continues, Putin received carte blanche to isolate bis o,vn citizens from the rest 
ofthe world and a wondemtl opportunity to "force the West to. cooperate and forget about Ukraine." In 
fact, «not for any other government ofany other country of the world did the actions ofthe terrorists open such 
perspectives." 

That is what Putin ,v.as promoting at the G20 summit, and, one could add on the basis ofthe latest 
news, has succeeded in some measure given US President Barack Obama· s declaration today at the Asian
Pacific Summit that he views Putin as a reliable partner in the struggle against terrorism.. 

Exactly the same thing happened after the 9/11 attacks, Solomati:n says. '·'On the basis of 'common 
challenges," the West "forgave Russia" for its Chechen campaigns, and "Putin became the best friend ofBush 
Junior." 

i am far from convinced in the justice ofthe thesis that ·Toe FSB Blew Up Russia,' [ a reference to the 
book linking Putin to the apartment bombings in 1999]. but three things are completdy obvious," Solomatin 
says: 

1. ·The Kr,emlin believes in the effectiveness ofsuing lslamist terrorist in the geopolitical struggle because 
Russian ideologues have already for a long time accused the hated US of this." 

2. 'The Kremlin believes that cynicism is the basic contemporary policy." 

3. '"The Kremlin consistently is the main and at times the only beneficiary from the activities of ls1amist 
terrorists, something which is not surprising given that among their enemies is not a little in common and 
the chief among them is contemporary Western dvilization with its hberalism and hmnan rights." 

This is not something new for Moscow, he continues. It helps to explain what made possible "the 
alliance ofStalin with Hitler in 1939." 

Stotomatin says he is far fr.om "accusing Russia in the organization of terrorist actions, but it is 
mdoubtedty the case that Russia for a long time has become at a minimum, the ideological and political backer 
ofterrorism,'' as in the case ofthe shooting down ofthe Malaysian airliner o·ver Ukraine. Moscow may not have 
pulled the trigger but it supplied the weapons to those who dici 

That case "illustrates the connection ofRussia with international terrorism, one that is not direct but 
neither is it accidental or illogical," S tolomatin continues. '"Russia's Anti-Westernism and intensified anti.
Americanism,.,. its belief that world leadership rests on displays ofmilitary might and repression nave made 
it ..dose t-0 those who seek to blow up the world order." 

And this, the Moscow historian says, is "only beginning."' 

Thursday, November 19, 2015 
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Parallels with 1999 Could Backfire on Putin 

Paul Goble 

Staunton, November 19- "Kommersant" reports today that Russian experts say the bomb that 
brought down the Russian airliner over Sinai resembles those used to blow up apartment blocks in Moscow, 
,,-.;1th the only differences being the amount of explosive used, the nature ofthe timing device, and the target 
(kommersant.ru/dod 2857174). 

Vladimir Putin may be counting on using such reports to mobilize Russian society for a new 
military action much as be did 16 years ago. (For a discussion, see ills Moscow about to Use the Sinai Plane 
Disaster as He did the 1999 Bombings?"' November 3, 2015, at windowoneurasia2.blogspot.comt2015/11/is
putin-about-to-use-sinai-plane-crash.html,) 

No doubt, given the Kremlin' s control ofthe media and the willingness ofmany Russians to 
accept as trne anything Putin says, he may have some success in doing so. But there is a significant number of 
Russians and others who don't accept his v ersion of 1999 and thus may not accept his explanation of the latest 
terrorist act. 

Instead, they believe that the FSB and Putin personally were behind the blowing up ofthe 
apartment buildings; and consequently, this comparison may lead some ofthem to wonder whether he and his 
agents were behind the latest disaster as well, especially given how quickly and well he has exploited it to his 
own ends. 

(For the most detailed discussion ofwhat happened in 1999 and how various groups have 
evaluated it, seeJohnDunlop' s The A1oscow Bombings ofSeptember 1999 (Ibidem, 2014).) 

Whether or not Russians will draw such parallels, either thos,e the Kremlin ,vou1d like them to 
draw or those it very much fears that they might, depends on the level ofpopular memory. and an article in the 
latest issue of ..Kommersant-Dengi" argues that "the main problem ofRussia [today] is memory" 
(kommersant.ru/dod 2850128) ...... [Goble summarizes this article at length, as if he is regretful that most 
Russians likely won't draw the possible parallel between now and 1999~NHO) 

The Kommersant article was also cited by lllarionov-but he highlights different aspects of the 1999 parallel -saying 
it hints a Russian plan to attack Saudi Arabia! (fhis is article 2 of two. 

(In part 1 he pointed out that WP probably knew it was a terrorist act earlier but waited to announce it and then 
focused on financers rather than on ISIS): 

the Russian authorities did not announce that they knew until "after the conclusion oftlte G20 sw:nmit in Antalya in 
order to "avoid a practically inevitable discussion in that event ofth.e nature ofthe possible Russian response to 
the terrorist action." 

... Already at Antalya, Putin had said that it was necessary to strike at those who "finance terrorist activities," a 
group of countries which include Sandi Arabia and Qatar . . ... in the near furore, Saudi Arabia (and possibly 
Qatar) could be declared sponsors ofinternational terrorism ....Invoking Article 51 ofthe UN Charter, the 
Kremlin cou1dcarry out an operation ofrevenge." 

15. Tue consequences ofsuch attacks on oil prices are obvious, and the refusal of the US and the UK to invoke 
Article 5 ofthe NATO Charter for the defense of France marks the de facto paralysis ofthis organization and 
in essence an open _invitation to the carrying out of new aggression against its other members." 
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Friday, November 20, 2015 

lllarionov Offers Additional Arguments that Putin Planning to Attack 
Saudi Arabia 

Paul Goble 
http://windowoneurasia2.blogspot.com/2015/11/illarionov-offers-additional-arguments.htm1 

Staunton, November 20 - Yesterday, Andrey Illarionov laid out the logic behind his suggestion 
that Vladimir Putin is preparing to attack Sandi Arabia in order to destabilize and possibly dismember it 
( windowoneurasia2.blogspot.coml2015/ 11/putin-appears-preparing-to-attac.k-saudi.html). 

Not surprisingly, that suggestion precisely because it would involve an action few have thought 
possible immediately sparked a vociferous reaction in Moscow and elsewhere. And so today, the Moscow 
analyst provides additional arguments on behalf ofhis conclusion (kasparov.rulmaterial.php? 
id=564E4 31AA4 7E7). 

As he did yesterday and has done before, ffiarionov lays out his argument point by point. In this 
case, he offers 10 additional detailed discussions that he says force the conch.ts-ion that Putin' s ne,v war "will be 
directed not -only and not so much against ISIS" as "against Saudi Arabia" with the goals being 
its "destabilization and it can't be excluded dismemberment." 

1. "1n the course of the historic session ofthe force Politburo ofthe Russian F ederati.on November 16-
17,"' FSB chief Aleksandr Bortnikov focused on the origins ofthe explosives that blew up the plane 
over Sinai rather than on who carried out the attack, thus at a minimum confusing the issue concerning 
who was responsible by .,intensifying suspicions that arose earlier" about that. 

2. Bortnikov also stressed that the bomb itself was ..self-acting"' rather than the work of a suicide bomber, 
a conclusion of course supported by ISIS claims earlier the same day and one that again has the effect 
of spre--ading the blame for the bombing beyond Islamic State activists. The FSB chief insisted that 
Russian experts had established this independently. 

3. "'Kommersant"' carried a story suggesting parallels. between the 1999 bombings and the downing ofthe 
plane, a potentially dangerous one for the Kremlin ifpeople conclude that it might have been behind 
both but useful to Putin because the Russian security experts the paper citied 
mentioned "nameless •people from the North Caucasus'" as being to blame once again. And 
these "experts" recalled llthe names ofthose who 'prepared those who carried out the terrorist acts' -
'Khattab and his right-hand Abu al-W alid. '"' And what "a surprise!" Illarionov says. "Both ofthe 
individuals named as is well known were from Saudi Arabiar. 

4. i'he appearance in Russian anti-terrorist discourse ofSaudi Arabia and the absence in Putin' s 
commentaries .. . of any reference to ISIS hardly can be considered accidental," the analyst continues. 
The Kremlin leader talked about 1lmlamed 0 crimmals~ rather than being more specific even in terms of 
suspicions, a marked contrast to analysts in the West who have pointed to ISIS as behind this attack. 

5. Despite not naming anyone, Putin nonetheless promised to take the harshest measures immediately 
to "find and pi.mish the criminals." 'To other words," IDarionov says, "Putin declared that there will be 
conducted exira-judicial reprisals over unknown persons without o:ffering any evidence of their guilt or 
even their connection with the catastrophe ofthe Russian jet."' And he added that these reprisals will 
be carried out «with the help • ofpeople who share our moral values."' Given what happened after 1999, 
one can only imagine what that means. 
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6. Putin announced that Moscow would step up its ai:r raids in Syria without presenting any ••cause and 
effect link"' bet<.veen those in Syria and the airplane disaster. Rnssian commentators and many Western 
ones have accepted his logic without any questions about his falilure to provide a link or to foHow "the 
basic principles ofthe Western legal tradition - the presmnption of innocence, the need to pre.sent 
evidence oftheir guilt to the accused, court hearings ... [and] the right of the accused to a defense." 

7. In this way and by attacking people before identifying them as guilty, "Putin in a completely Freudian 
way demonstrated not only the lack of evidence of their guilt ... but the absence ofany desire to find it." 

8. •'Despite such a demonstrative violation by the Russian authorities ofthe basic principles of Western 
(and now all-human) legal tradition., the expansion of the .Kremlin' s use offorce won the approval from 
the side ofthe current American president 'Barak Obama declared that he has always supported the 
struggle ofRussia against .. . ISIS.'"' 

9. A11 ofthis, Inarionov points out, follows what has become "the Putin model ofunleashing large ( open 
and not hybrid) wars (the second Chechen and the Russian-Georgian)."' First, provocations, then 
terrorist acts, then the loss ofinnocent life, then finding one, s opponents guilty without evidence, loud 
promises to destroy them, the physical destruction ofthe opponents Putin has identifie<L and then "'an 
essential change in the domestic or geopolitical situation." 

10. •'Nevertheless, the war of2015 in comparison with the former large wars of 1999 and 2008 is different 
in certain key ways." It is conducted far beyond Russia• s borders. Unlike the earlier conflicts, Uthe 
beginning ofthe third war is openly supported by the West and the Obama Achnini.stration is ready to 
greet ±t ·with ovations . ., And the new war is directed at a coootry Moscow has long blamed for 
supporting terrorist actions against Russia. Saudi Arabia. 

"In large measure," Illarionov says, "this is not a new war but a continuation directed at the defeat" of 
an enemy Putin has long had in bis mind. And that enemy is Saudi Arabia. IfPutin does attack and succeeds in 
defeating or even dismembering that country, he \vill achieve "'the radical reordering ofthe entire contempor.ary 
world as we have kno\vn it" 

Shmulevich considers and rejects the idea that Russia could have caused the Paris attacks, but does say Russia 
was responsible in a general way for the rise of ISIS: 

Friday, November 20, 2015 

Putin 'Played No Less Role' in Creation of ISIS than Stalin did in Rise of 
Nazis, Shmulyevich Says 

Paul Goble 
http://windowoneurasia2.blogspot.com/2015/ 11/putin-played-no-less-role-in-creation.html 

Staunton, November 20 - Vladimir P utin should be compared \vith Stalin rather than with 
Hitler, Avraam Shmulyevich says. not only because he is seeking to use an east-west alliance to legitimize bis 
seizure ofterritory but also because Putin has played"no less a role" in the creation ofISIS than the Soviet 
dictator did in "the strengthening ofGennan fascism." 

In an interview with Kseniya Kirillova posted on Krym.ru, the Israeli rabbi and analyst 
approaches this issue with great caution, indicating what is known and what is only suspected because the 
Russian govermnent has done little or nothing to dispel the suspicions its actions have generated 
(ndqymr.com/content/article/273 74996.html). 
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says. "All the more radical Islamists including Ben Laden came out of the struggle with the Soviet Union. The 
second push to the growth ofradic.alism was given by the invasion ofRussia into Chechnya" In both cases, the 
Isla.mists saw Moscow as the enemy. 

At the same time, "the largest nmnber ofISIS militants are being recruited from Russia and the 
other countries ofthe post-Soviet space," he says. 'To part, this is connected with the fact that over the course 
ofmany years, the Russian special services have •pushed' their own Islamists toward Syria and Iraq, putting 
before them the choice: emigration or jail or murder."' 

"Ofcourse," Sbmulyevich says, "we do not know the motives ofthe FSB in this: did they only 
want to cleanse their own territory ofunsuitable elements or did they intend to strengthen ISIS. But whatever 
the case, it remains a fact that precisely the Rnssian special services sent there the most motivated and educated 
contingent ofmilitants." 

The Israeli analyst s.ays that he does not now have "any data about how much the Russian 
special services are today using their old ties with the Islamic State . .. or even how much ' the Islamic 
1IDdergro1IDd' in Russia is controlled by the special services."' 

'1-Iowever, ifRussia wants to avoid accusations ofcooperating with ISIS, it should at a 
minimum clarify this issue."' Instead, ~oscow in the course ofseveral years has crated • a green corridor' for 
the militants who want to join the terrorists."" Moreover, Russian agencies undoubtedly have large dossiers on 
these people and ''.one would like to mderstand how they are using these." 

At present, Shmulyevich continues, "we can reliably assert only that Russia extended its hand 
toward the creation ofISIS"' and umdoubtedly has some levers ofimloencer. on the group. But that alone does 
not mean that Moscow necessarily is behind any particular action ofthe Islamic State. 

Yet another facto which "'·does not speak in Russia's favor,"- Shmulyevich continues, is that it is 
precisely the cowitry "which stands at the origins ofArab terrorism;" and uall those method which Islamist 
terrorists use now, including the seizure ofplanes and suicide bombers were developed by the KGB and its 
satellites" in Soviet times. 

Despite that~ he says., he is ..not inclined to consider that Putin stands behind the Paris terrorist 
attacks and supposes that they were completely organized by ISIS itself. However, "the Russian leader used 
the tragedy in his own interests to the maximum extent possible"" and is seeking ''to convince the West that 
Russia has become a reliable ally in the struggle with terrorism." 

The Kremlin leader is having success in that regard, especially since he appears to have 
accepted the idea that his ally Asad will have to leave office. But that will create problems for him: he will have 
to assume the difficult task ofproviding security in the region. At the same time, ifhe gets bas es there, he will 
have achieved a longstanding Russian dream. 

And "it is possible,"' Sbmulyevich continues, that the price for all this that Putin will extract from 
the West is t}k:raine. Already it appears that "unfortunately"" the We-st is moving in the direction on Ukraine that 
Moscow wants, and that risk '\vill increase ,:vith each new ISIS terror attack." 

-Original Message-
From: Nellie Ohr (b) (6) 
To: (b) (6) Nellie Email , (b) (6) Allensworth (b) (6) 
Sent: Mon. Nov 23. 2015 5:38 om 
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Subject: Re: Conspiracy theorizing 

'Soda Can' Bomb From Sinai Crash Resembles Those of '99 Moscow Attacks 
Nov. 191The Mosoowlimes -The "soda can" bomb the Islamic State's official magazine claimed brought down 
a Russian airliner over Egypt's Sinai Peninsula on Oct. 31 , ki lling all 224 people on board, appears similar to the 
explosive devices that may have been used by terrorists to blow up residential buildings in Moscow in 1999, the 
Kommersant newspaper wrote Thursday. The paper cited unidentified experts, reporting that the photo of a 0.33 liter 
Schweppes soft drink can appearing in IS' Daqib magazine was strongly suggestive of grenades and booby traps 
used in the North Caucasian conflict in the 1990s, especially by militants led by the Saudi-born Chechen 
independence fighter lbn al-Khattab. The report added that cans packed with explosives and detonated by a similar 
mechanism may have been used in the Russian apartment bombings on Sep. 9 and Sep. 13, 1999, which led to the 
deaths of at least 218 people. Moscow later alleged that al-Khattab had masterminded the attacks . 
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Tuesday, January 5, 2016 5:45 PM 
(b) (6)From: Nellie Ohr 

Sent: 
To: Holtyn, Lisa (OCDETF) 
Subject: Re: How Corrosive Practices from Russia Penetrate and Undermine US and UK 

This message has been archived. 

I hate to burden you with a 55-page document.  I only skimmed it myself.  It has a nice summary graphic 
on p.3.  Much of the material he mentions is familiar stuff; it's just helpful to have it brought together in 
one place. 

-----Original Message-----
From: Holtyn, Lisa (OCDETF) (OCDETF) 
To: Nellie Ohr 
Sent: Tue, Jan 5, 2016 5:35 pm 
Subject: RE: How Corrosive Practices from Russia Penetrate and Undermine US and UK 

(b) (6)
(b) (6)

Wow, thank you Nellie – I will have to make time to read this one. 

Hope you and the family had a very Merry Christmas and Happy New Year! 

Sent: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 5:14 PM 
(b) (6)From: Nellie Ohr 

To: Holtyn, Lisa (OCDETF); Ohr, Bruce (ODAG) 
Subject: How Corrosive Practices from Russia Penetrate and Undermine US and UK 

This article has a section summarizing effects of criminal activities, other non-criminal but questionable 
activities (breaching trade rules, manipulating Interpol), and soft power means of undermining rule of law 
etc. in the US and UK 

http://imrussia.org/media/pdf/Research/Ilya_Zaslavsky__How_Corrosive_Practices_from_Russia_Penetrat 
e_and_Undermine_US_and_UK.pdf 

It is by Ilya Zaslavsky, --apparently the one by that name who's at Chatham House 
https://www.chathamhouse.org/about-us/directory/197781 
This appears be the same fellow who worked for TNK-BP and was arrested in Russia on charges of spying 
on Gazprom--just to make things interesting (http://www.themoscowtimes.com/news/article/us-brothers-
found-guilty-of-espionage/376971.html0 
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Internet Notes 29 D ecember 2015 

Viktor Shenderovich on vlast and organized crime Nlast as the lambov Criminal Group". Putin's mentor: 1.enya 
Sambisr: ·Lenya" and Rotenberg: Putin" Rakhlin. Rotenberg. and Shestakov: Kumarin. Tsepov, Litvinenko} 1 
The Nemtsov murder investigation: Mukhudinov reportedly named as t he zakazchik. 10 
Putin's •Little re<l book" offers words of wisdom for Russian officials. 10 
•outspoken" Chaplin sacked by ROC (He wanted the Church to condemn official corruption) 13 
The Saudis are having problems because of low oil prices. 15 
The Russian Defense Ministry on the US and /SIS. 16 
Russia. Taliban. ISIS. 17 

Viktor Shenderovich on vlast [=the authorities, the regime--NHO] and organized crime (Vlast as 
the "TamboY Criminal Group',; Putin,s mentor: "Lenya Sambist,,; "Lenya" and Rotenberg; Putin, 
Rakhlin, Rotenberg, and Shestakov; Kumarin, Tse-p°'·, Litvinenko) 

http://echo.msk.ru/programs/personalno/ 1682298-echo/ 

The Shenderovich interview has been removed from the Ek:ho ).lloskvy site. You can still see it here, though: 
http:l/medialeaks.rulnews/2 5l 2yut sh ender 
Kasbin has noted the disappearance ofthe Ekho material and re-posted it as well: 
http://kashin.gurul20 15/ 12125/shenderovich v ban/ 

Shendero-vich told Ekho Moskvy that th.ere is no law in Russia, th.ere is a "junta," or a "Corporation, r. or you 
could call vlast the "Tambov Criminal Group,"" bnt there' s no law. That group is using all possib le means to 
remain in power--propaganda, the courts, prosecutors, investigators-and has no intention ofleaving. 
Shenderovich called the current regime "Bandit viast," a vlast with nuclear weapons. __ 

Shendero-vich says that "fresh information"' on Putin• s youth has showed up in the Internet-Shenderovich says 
that Putin's "teacher" was gangster and Sambo (Comment: "Sambo,,--derived from the Russian words 
for "seH defense") instructor Leonid USvyatsov (AKA ..Lenya Sambistj (Comment: Gangland in the late 
So-viet and the post-Soviet period 111 Russia drew heavily from sports clubs-gangsters were often 
wrestlers) boxers, martial arts types. (There's an interesting bit on sports dubs and crime in the 
second article summarized below] I figured that Putin's links to gangsters were probably at least 
partly made in his judo training. As the So,riet system coUapsed, organized crime played a role in 
filling the vacuum, as is often the case in such situations, providin•g (or forcing) protection for/on 
businesses. Local mobsters sometimes became "Robin Hood'> figures, paying for schools, taking 
care of the problems of locals- some of you out there remember Anatoliy Bykov> AKA "Tolya 
Byk," a gym teacher a.nd boxer who became a mob boss, aluminum plant owner> and was e lec.ted to 
c,f-2fo. n.f'firo in ler~c,nnv,:a r c,lr l 'm c,nro fL2t- 2 Int nf' tl..o nnhlir Eicrnroc, nrLn rn4'o nn in tl..o Of\'., l..2~ 
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similar connections. The ties between the criminal world, Ja,v enforcement, politics, and business 
were established then and became a defining characteristic of post-Communist Russi.a, though the 
balance of power in the web of inter-re lationships shifted to "the statet the clans that created a hiYe
like network in official organs, under Putin). Putin mentioned him in bis first book, the Sambo 
instructor "Lenya "' Between jail terms, he took part in the education ofthe future president. '1..enya"' knew 
Put.in from age 16, according to Shenderovich, and helped the young Put.in get admitted to LGU on the "sports 
qnota." Lenya Usvyatsov was gunned down in a gangland slaying in St. Petersburg in 1994. 
Shenderovich says that this is where Putin's .,strike first" mentality comes from, that L enya was the source of 
Putin, s gangland speech. Lenya provided life lessons for the young Putin that he would not forget. After Lenya 
was killed, bis place in the Tambov mob was taken by crime boss and boxer Vladimir Km:narin (Comment: 
AK..,\ "BarsukoY," who starred in a number of notes over the years.). As St. Petel"sburg vice mayor, 
Putin worked for the Tambov OPG (Comment: I don't know that be worked/or them, at least not 
exclusively, but be certainly worked with them as one of the strands of the ,~ari.ous ''ciao» webs Puti:n 
intersected with at the time).. . 

Without going into detail, during an exchange with Ekho • s Irina Vorobyeva, Shende1"ovich links the Tambov 
connections to the recent Spanish "Russian Mafia" case (See the 23 December notes). He says the information 
is there, people are simply afraid to find out or talk about it. Salye was writing about it years. ago (Comment: 
In his St. Petersburg days, Putin was connected to a company that operated out of Germany, SPAG, 
which allegedly laundered money for Columbian drug cartels. The late Marina Salye (she died in 
2012) claimed that as St. Petersburg ";ce mayor, Putin bad authorized export licenses for natural 
resources that were supposed to be used in an exchange for food imports, imports that never 
materialized- the cost was around $100 m.illioo ...See, for instance, the 16 July 2012 notes. There's a 
bit on narcotics trafficking tbrougb the port of St. Petersburg in the second piece summarized below). 
Shenderovich notes that Kumarin is doing some serious prison time-and says that the Tambov gangster should 
be concerned for his life. There was probably a deal done---Kumarin would remain silent in exchange for a 
relatively comfortable prison stay. But Putin won' t be in power forever and other people could approach 
Kumarin 1,vith a new deal, people who might be interested in learning more about Putin' s time in St Petersburg. 
Shenderovich also brings up the assassination (by poisoning) ofRoman Tsepov in 2004 (Comment: 
Racketeer and one time all-around fixer and bodyguard for Nlayor Sobcbak in St. Petersburg, 
Tsepov was the founder of a St. Petersburg security firm, Baltic Eksport, whic.h he co-founded with 
Putin bodyguard Viktor Zolotov. Tsepov apparently tried to ins inuate himseHinto the Yukos affair as 
a mediator- I suspected at the time that this was the reason be was assassinated. Zolotov attended 
Tsepo,,'s funeral. The killing of Tsepov shook up the elite, creating quite a scandal. I bad Sechin and 
D eripaska, who 0was also interest.ed in Ynkos, as likely suspects in the murder-Tsepov reportedly 
tried to pass himself off as D eripaska's representative). Shenderovich goes on about Tsepov' s 
connections to the mayor• s office and the Tambov mob and about his desire to take part .in the ..re-division,, of 
Yukos. Shenderovich implies that Tsepov, like Litvinenko, was k:illed by polonium poisoning ... 

This a.rticle-uWJio JsJ.'as Putin's Real 'Teacher"'-prompted Shendero-vich 's re"'arks to Ekho 
Moslwy. Thanks to the reader who sent it along: bttp://rusiev.net/2015/12/22/kto-b}il-nastovashhim
uchitelem-putina-ili-kak-fsb-rabotaet-na-vorov-v-zakone/ 
And it begins with a bit on Putin and '1..enya" ...At the beginning ofthe 90's and thereafter, the article notes that 
the KGB/FSB merged with the criminal world .. . 
The article says that in Soviet times, sportsmen were often used as e:x"t:ras in films. Putin Judo sparring partner 
Arkadfy Rotenberg and Leonid Usvyatsov met at Lenfihn ...The photo below has a red arrow showing what it 
claims is Arka-diy Rotenberg in a 1976 movie "Blokada,, 
The "prisoner" is. Duma Deputy- and also Rotenberg judo student-Vasify Shestakov. 
Rotenberg, Putin, Shestakov are left to right in the picture below 

Putin's and Rotenberg' strainer was Anatoliy Rakhlin (now deceased), a man Putin said had played a ''decisive 
role"' in his 1ife--in 2000, Putin and Rakhlin published a book on judo and issued a video course in judo as well. 
In a 2007 Izvestfya interview, Rak:hlin spoke of Putin's loyalty to his circle of judo friends, including Arkadfy 
and Boris Rotenberg and Vasily Shestakov. VVP gave work to the people he trusted. Rakhlin also said that 
Putin was connected to the KGB- that is, he ,vas an informer-when he was a srudent. At 16, Putin acquired 
a new trainer, Leonid Usvyatsov, though VVP does not like to advertise the connection_ Usvyatsov was 
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responsible for Pl'.ltin, s and Rotenberg' s being admitted to LGU. 

Usvyatsov was a self defense trainer, appeared in films as an extra, served two prison terms (rape and currency 
violations; Usvyatsov was said to be involved in the Soviet biack market in antiques for which he was paid in 
dollars; His underworld connection was a major player in the black market antiques trade, Aleksandr 
Khochinskiy) and was widely known to be a ••criminal authority."' •1..enya"' was sixteen years older than Putin. 
His father had been killed at the front in 1944. "Lenya Sportsman"' was assassinated.in 1994 at age 58. 

A former training partner ofboth Ai-kadiy Rotenberg and Putin, Nikolay V ashchilin, says that there was an 
attempt on Rotenberg' s life at Usvyatsov's funeral-he does not elaborate on what Rotenberg was involved in 
that might have led to the assassination attempt_ Lenya Usvyatsov was replaced in the Tambov organization by 
Vladimir Kmnarin. Following Usvyatsov's death, there was an attempt on Kumarin. He ,vas maimed, losing his 
right arm, but survived 

Comment: R ecall that Knmarin, AKA '<Barsukov," bas also been a patron_ of church bo:ild:ing projects 
and was VP of the St. Petersburg Fuel Company, which was awarded major contracts in St. 
Petersburg in the 1990s. He was known as the ''nighttime mayor" of the o_orthem capital 
The picture below, from r-1, Ai-kadiy Rotenberg, Vaschilin, unknown (does anybody recogo_i.ze him? He 
seems familiar to me) and former Premier Viktor Zubkov 

The article claims that being admitted on the "sports quota"" to the LGU law school meant that Pntin did not 
have to do a lot ofcomse work ... 
More on the 'Tambov OPG" and its connections to those mentioned above ...The Tambov OPG was formed 
in 1988. At the time, Usvyatsov was in prison, Putin was a KGB officer in Dresden, and Rotenberg was head 
of the RBC wrestling club. The club was formed by the authorities as a means of attempting to use the training 
to rehabilitate ..difficult" teenaged boys (or what the article calls "underage bandits"'). Nikolay Vashchilin says 
that on the contrary, the club served as a "training base" for young gangsters, including Kumarin. The wrestlers 
and boxers Rotenberg trained became security men for the new businesses that were sprouting up in the 80's 
USSR. One ofKtnnarin' s friends, Konstatin Goloshchapov, became a judo training partner ofPutin's. 
Goloshchapov was also a masseuse and Putin is. said to have often accompanied him to the banya for a 
massage (Comment: The piece is implying that there was a homosexual relationship: According to the 
article, Goloshchapov "appropriately" massaged Putin's "organy," which is a '<i>ig plus" in the 
current system [So others have to be "appropriate" with Putin, too?]. There have been rumors about 
Putin for years and I've pointed out that Litvinen.ko was assassinated within a few months of claiming 
Putin was a pedophile. There ha"-e been hints dropped about VVP for as long as I ca.n remember
hints tbat appeared to be warnings, or could have been. I always wondered about those rumors and 
whether the undercurrent of insecurity l thought I detected in Putin might be coo_nected to them. I 
also wondered whether he had such relationships ·while a boy in his judo/self defense training dubs, 
maybe with an older trainer). Goloshchapov is today a banking partner ofRotenberg' s, and is in the 
construction business. 

One ofPutin' s 'businesses" ,vith the Tambov OPG was the shipping ofnarcotics ("white powder"'), which went 
through the St Petersburg port in the 90' s. Putin' s connection to the drug trade was Viktor Ivanov, then a 
Putin aide, now head of the state" s anti-narcotics agency. 
Litvine.nko began investigating these connections. He met with Tambov gangsters living in Spain. He met with 
Kumarin. He was poisoned by Lugovoy with polonium 210 for his trouble. Lugovy got a state award from 
Putin_ Kumarin got 25 years in prison and was thus neutralized 
The release of recent material on the "R.usian Mafia" case includes phone conversations between the gangsters 
in Spain and their people in Russia-they discussed getting Bastrykin appointed to head the Investigative 
Conu:nittee, what to do with "Putin' s villa," and Kumarin's 2007 arrest (on orders from «the Tsa£)...They say 
that every nation gets the government it deserves ... 

Regarding Rakhlin ...From the 19 August 2013 notes.~ 
[Comment: Watching the TV corerage or Rakhlin' s funeral. I got the impression that Putin was genuinely rery ups et by his 
old trainer's de.ath- the "solitary willk" sequence seemed melodramatic, but it was ahuost as ifPutin, who sometimes, as I 
noted on 13 August, has sho1m signs or wuriness and disenchanboent. was ~ing to break his isobtion by oonreying his 
se.nse or loss to then· audience~ There's video at the 9 August newsru report on the funeral and Putin's walk ( 
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- . . 
http://mrn'.netl"sru.com/sport/Olhng20l3/sensei print.html )-which wu , u serer:tl obsen,ers noted. filmed from n rious 
angles {And senral security men were .nearby, one .oddly carrying an umbrella 0 11 what looked like a clear day), and n ewsru 
r eminds 115 that Rakhlin in 1964 selected Putin and Rotenber g for training and Putin became St. Petersburg champion and 
Master of Sport under his guidance. The wllk is on YouTube as well: http://n-r;w.n 11tube.com/watch?.-1HPCN9:cF4M l're 
seen Rakhlin described as a "seco.nd father" to Putin. 

Vedomosti ponders Putin' s isolation after a divorce and his distancing himself from the elite. He is. alone at the top: 
http:,-'/"'~"'.vedomosti.ru1opiniorunews '15108011 razv:ivav.a-plarona::ixz.zJqjOdjAOp 

The N emtso,· murder investigation: 1\iukhudino,· reportedly named as the zakazchik 

https:/lslon ru/posts/6194 7 

The Investigative Committee (SK) is claiming that snspec.t Rnslan Mukhndinov [ also spelled Mukhutdinov] has 
been named as the person who "ordered= (the «zakazchikj up the contract bit on Nemtsov. The investigators 
also consider Mukhudinov to have been the direct organizer ofthe murder. 

Putin's "Little red book" offers words of wisdom for Russian officials 

http}l-,vww.rfed.orglcontentfputin-little-red-book-offers-up-prophetic-words-russian-president/27453861.htm! 

S trapped for gift ideas this holiday season? 

How about a 400-page book of Vladimir Putin's most "world-changing" words? 

That's what about 1,000 Russian officials and politicians can expect under their New Year's trees 

this year. 

"World-Changing Words. Key Quotes of Vladimir Putin," offers up the Russian president at his best (at 

least from the Kremlin's perspective) in 19 speeches and articles that critics say is the latest effort to 

build up Putin's image as the country's infallible leader and harkens back to Mao Zedong's "Little Red 

Book." 

The book is being published by Network. a youth group which has its fingerprints on other pro-Kremlin 

projects, including an alphabet-learning tool with a hearty helping of the new political correctness in 

Russia. 

Anton Volodin of Network, or "Set"' in Russian, told RBK "Putin's words can be considered prophetic." 

'No Personality Cult' 

"Listening to the speeches by Vladimir Putin, we were struck with the idea from time to time: a lot of 

what he says has turned out to be true in one form or another," Volodin told RFE/RL's Russian Service. 

Asked if the book is part of attempts to build a personality cult , Volodin responded, "Absolutely not" 
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"If you think this book is the attribute of some kind of totalitarian government, that's absolutely absurd," 

he said. "You need to look at the content of the book, not just the headlines. In our book there are not 

only quotes. We took what we felt wer,e the most revealing addresses, including articles by Putin, and 

put them together in the book_" 

According to the RBK report. Putin's First Deputy Chief of Staff Vyacheslav Volodin - no relation to 

Network's Volodin - pushed for the book to be handed out to Russian officials across the country during 

a meeting with about 50 top political figures last week including members of the two houses of the 

Russian parliament. 

Natalya Matienko, the secretary of the Public Chamber of Russia's Jewish Autonomous Region, sajd 

she had received a copy of the book in the mail along with a letter signed by Volodin, which, according 

to Matienko, stressed the publication lays out the principles and values guiding Russia on domestic and 

international issues. 

The compilation begins with Putin's address to the UN General Assembly in 2003, and ends with his 

speech to the same world body earlter this year. It also includes Putin's 2008 interview with CNN, w hich 

as the authors note "occurred after Georgia attacked Tskhinvali" - a reference to Moscow's brief war 

with Tbilisi over Georgia's breakaway region of South Ossetia, viewed by most of the world as an act of 

Russian aggression. 

The book also includes the full text of Putin's speech to the Munich Security Conference in 2007, when 

Putin accused the United States of establishing, or trying to establish, a "unipolarn world. 

Putin's address to the parliament and nation on March 18, 2014, lauding Russia's illegal annexation of 

the Ukrainian Peninsula of Crimea also makes the cut. 

In fawning tones, the introduction gushes over Putin's alleged power to predict, saying "these are the 

same words which predicted and predetermined changes to the global politicaJ system." 

While eager to praise Putin, Volodin of Network is less willing to disclose the source of the book's 

funding, only saying there were "numerous sources." 

Heir To Nashi 

Financing may be murky, but Network's ties to the Kremlin are crystal clear. 

Network is the spiritual heir to Nashi. the prototypical and now defunct pro-Putin youth outfit that was 

founded in 2005 in the aftermath of Ukraine's Orange Revolution as part of a Kremlin effort to inoculate 

Russia against a similar uprising. 

But unfike Nashi, which was formed to appeal to working-class provincial youth, Network is aiming to 
:attr.act thA urtun middlA cl:a~c;. 
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Earlier this year, when Kyiv students released an impassioned video appeal to their Russian 

counterparts to question the Kremlin line, Network sprang fnto action. 

Activists of the group in the exclave of Kaliningrad on February 1 posted a video much in the style of the 

Ukrainian one, spewing the Kremlin line: it attacks Ukraine's pro-European Euromaidan protests as 

a "coup," decries the February 2014 ouster of former President Viktor Yanukovych, defends Russia's 

subsequent annexation of Crimea, and zeroes in on civil ian deaths in the country's east 

Network also thought up a new learning device in the Siberian city of Irkutsk in May 2014, highlighting to 

what lengths the Kremlin will go to inculcate a pro-Kremlin worldview. 

The primer to help chitdren master the 33 letters of the Russian alphabet has ~A" for "Anti-Maidan." 

Ukraine's pro-Russi-an groups -with "P'' predictably for "Putin" and "R" for "Russia." 

Network dubbed it the "Polite Alphabet," after the "polite" forces that brought about Russia's annexation 

of Crimea. 

At the time, Network said it planned to distribute the primers to schoolsthroughout Irkutsk in the 

spring of 2014 and bring them to other cities soon. 

Network has big plans as well with its latest project, saying the Putin book will be made available to a 

wider audience beyond Russia's movers and shakers. 

'World-Changing Words," should be on the shelves of Russian book stores sometime in January, 

Volodin has said, adding an English-language version for a foreign audience is also in the works. 

'Toey should understand the justice of Russian politics abroad as well," Volodin says. 

"Outspoken" Chaplin sacked by ROC (He wanted the Church to condemn official corruption) 

http://news.yahoo.com/russian-orthodox-church-sacks-outspoken-cleric-moscow-202425937 .html 

The Russian Orthodox Church has sacked an outspoken official who pushed the church to take a more 

aggressive role in public life. 

Father Vsevolod Chaplin. who has headed the Moscow Patriarchate's department for cooperation 

between church and society since 2009, has been released of his duties and his department has been 

disbanded. The church explained its decision Thursday by citing the need to increase efficiency. 

Following his ouster. Chaplin issued strong criticism of Russian Orthodox Church Patriarch Kirill, 

saying on Dozhd TV that the two men had "seriously disagreed" over the church's role. He added the 

church should be more independent and not ingratiate itself with government officials. He also said it 
c-hrn1lrl n _trh lirlu rnnrlo_mn nffiri~I ,...n,..n Lntinn 
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The 47-year-old Chaplin described his dismissal as an attempt to purge the church of independent 

voices. 

Chaplin long has attracted attention with outspoken statements on topics ranging from spiritual matters 

to fashion. He famously said once said women should dress more modestly to avoid provoking rapes. 

He recently said that Russia was waging a "holy war" against extremists in Syria, drawing strong 

criticism. 

The Russian Defense 1':fi11istry on the US andISIS 

http://tass.ro/er.lpolitics/847 380 
MOSCOW, December 28. ffAS.SI. The Pentagon, refusing to transfer the data on terrorist targets in Syria to the 
Russian military, continues to fight against the Islamic State terrorist group "in word only", Russian Defense 
Ministry spokesman Igor Konashenkov told reporters on Monday. He thus commented on a recent statement by the 
Pentagon spokesperson Michelle Baldanza who confirmed that the US military did not intend to share with Moscow 
the information on IS targets until Russia changes its policy towards Syrian President Bashar Assad . 'We are not 
going to cooperate with Russia on Syria until they change their strategy of supporting Assad and instead focus on 
ISIL (IS)," Baldanza said. 'The hackneyed thesis has once again confirmed that the Pentagon will fight against IS in 
word only. instead of taking real action," Konashenkov said . 'The statement by the US Defense Department 
spokesperson Michelle Baldanza about the [US side's) refusal from any cooperation in the fight against Islamic 
State is a broken recor<l, and it's high time to change it." he said. The Russian Defense Ministry spokesman said 
that at last week's news briefing of the chief of the Main Operations Dire.ctorate of the Russian General Staff, 
General Sergey Rudskoy, the military presented data on changes in the routes of illegal transportation of oil by the 
Islamic State militants. According to the Russian Defense Ministry. the new routes run through the north-western 
regions of Iraq, which "are in the focus of constant attention of the United States." 'We publicly told our American 
colleagues that it is necessary not to discuss the IS activities in Iraq, but to take real action to block the terrorists ' 
sources of income in the region," Konashenkov said. 

On December 25, Sergey Rudskoy told journalists that Russian intelligence found almost 12,000 tank/delivery 
trucks on the Turkish-Iraqi border near Zakho. where the 'eastern' oil smuggling route used by the Islamic State 
terrorist group runs. "As of the time the imagery was shot, there were 11. 775 tank and delivery trucks on both sides 
of the Turkish-Iraqi border in the vicinity of Zakho, with 4,530 of them in Turkey and 7,250 in Iraq," he added. "It is 
worth mentioning that oil extracted both in Iraq and in Syria is smuggled via the checkpoint there," he added. The 
Defense Ministry had said previously that the Russia-banned Islamic State's eastern oil smuggling route led from 
the oilfields in Syria's northeast and Iraq's northwest to Turkey via the border towns of Kara Chokh, Cham Khanik, 
Tavan and Zakho. Since the beginning of the operation in Syria, Russian aircraft have taken out around 2,000 tank 
trucks operated by the militants. 'Thirty-seven oil wells and refineries operated by the terrorists and 17 tank truck 
convoys hauling oil products have been eliminated over the last week," Rudskoi said. The Russian military launched 
an air operation against the militants with the Islamic State and Jabhat al-Nusra in Syria on September 30 by 
request of Syrian President Bashar al-Assad. The Russian air task force in Syria included over 50 aircraft, including 
Su-34 (NATO reporting name: Fullback) and Su-24M (Fencer) tactical bombers, Su-25 (Frogfoot) attack aircraft, Su-
30SM (Flanker-H) multirole fighters and Mi-8 (Hip} and Mi-24 (Hind) helicopters. The Russian Defense Ministry 
issued a statement in mid-November that it would focus its strikes on the oil production. storage, refining and 
transportation facilities controlled by Islamic State militants. 

Russia, Taliban, /SIS 

http://www.themoscowtimes.com/news/article/taliban-says-no-contacts-with-russia-over-islamic-state/554297 .html 
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The Taliban denied reports that representatives had met Russian officials to discuss the common 

threat from Islamic State in Afghanistan as a British newspaper reported that President Vladimir Putin 

had met the Taliban leader. 

Last week. a senior Russian official was quoted saying that Russia's interests "objectively coincided" 

with the Taliban in the fight against Islamic State, which has established a foothold in eastern 

Afghanistan_ See the 23 December notes_ 

He said channels of communication had been established with the Taliban to exchange information_ 

Moscow, currently conducting a bombing campaign in Syria it says is directed against Islamic State 

forces, has been concerned about the possible spread of the radical movement from Afghanistan 

into neighbouring states including Tajikistan or Uzbekistan_ 

In a statement, the Taliban said itwas in contact with countries in the region but had not discussed 

support against Islamic State, which it calls Daesh_ 

''The lslamtc Emirate has made and will continue to make contacts with many regional countries 

to bring an end to the American invasion of our country and we consider this our legitimate right," it said, 

using its formal name_ 

"But we do not see a need for receiving aid from anyone concerning so-called Daesh and neither have 

we contacted nor talked with anyone about this issue_" 

Britain's Sunday Times newspaper this week quoted an unnamed "senior Taliban commander" as 

saying that Putin met Taliban leader Mullah Akhtar Mansour in September to discuss possible Russian 

support 

"Putin is said to have met Mansour over dinner at a late-night meeting on a military base in Tafikistan 

in SeptembeL" the newspaper said_ 

It quoted a Kremlin spokesman as saying the reports were "not relevant"_ 

Mansour, longtime deputy to Taliban founder Mullah Mohammad Omar, assumed leadership of the 

movement after the announcement in July that Omar had died more than two years previously and hjs 

death concealed_ 

Taliban militants have been engaged in a bloody struggle with groups declaring loyalty to Islamic State, 

particularly in the eastern province of Nangarhar, where they are challenging the Taliban for leadership 

of the insurgency_ 

The struggle has atso been linked to an internal power battle within the Taliban, where several factions 

have rejected Mansour's leadership claims_ 
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Nellie Ohr 

From: Nellie Ohr 

Sent: Tuesday, December 15, 2015 11:06 AM 

To: (b) (6) Nelhe 1; Holtyn, Lisa {OCDETF); Ohr, Bruce {ODAG) 

Subject: Re: In case you wondered: Browder is acting on behest of "controllers" in the "US 
special services" 

p.s. one more on Chayka, from Wayne's 11 Dec notes: 

This is from the moderate nationalist Solovey, who often sounds reasonable .... 

[Solovey on stability 
h.ffp:l/vk.comfid24-W77574?.\.=wall.24447757'1 U888%2Fall 

Solovey \vntes that there' s something we need to know about " stability"-m the last s±ic-eight months, the Defense M.inisuy 
has been bringing militaiy units to buildings housing state departments in order to familiarize personnel with places they may 
hav e to defendin a crisis .. .But among themselves, the rank-and-file say to one another "I'm not defending them .. .let 
the ' menty' do tL• . . ·•' ] 

Comment: A reader pointed out to me that the VK post had been taken down. 
Solovey, however, does mention the ~IoD story i:n this interview: 
http:l/obzor.press/interyyu/12719 
He also touches on some other points ... 

On Chayka: Solovey thinks it likely that Chayka will be forced out ofbis job, but not just now, since Putin 
does not like to react to pressure. As far as ,vho might be interested in spreading kompromat on Chayka, 
Solovey points out that Chayka has powerful enemies in the Investigative Committee (SK) and the FSB. He 
also mentions Sechin as a Chayka enemy. The Navalniy film unloaded a wave ofcompromising material on one 
ofthe most influential people in Russia What we have to think about, says Solovey, is whether the material is 
reliable. As far as its reliability, Solovey points out that Chayka has not bothered to take N avalniy' s Anti
Corruption Foundation (FBK.) to court. That tells us something. 

- Original Messai:ie-
From: Nellie Ohr (b) (6) 

To: ; bruce.g.ohr <bruce.g.ohr@usdoj.goV> 
Sent: Tue, Dec 15, 2015 10:51 am 
Subject In case you wondered: Browder is acting on behest of "controllers" in the "US special services" 

From last night's Allensworth notes (Dec 14) 

" .. .. Browder and his controllers in the US special services decided to use the Magnitskiy affair to discredit 
Russia and the Pt"osecutor' s office ..... " 

[Here's the whole summary:] 

(B.ad(ground: from last Friday's notes'. " .\fa,.onw-.tzy lt.,•sw Karpqv a,;cu.us qf:-.'111'1Jb10· qfcollaboraring'IA'im BNMdtr 011 

CkG{l\la im:estigat.ion 

htto:!i'r.~,,,ro.mm.rossia'l l~.1015 thi'-1.:a.html 
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F=1'.!VD In.-~stig.ttor P&v~l Kaipo,,·, w1to:s2 =.a ~ed on !l:2 " Ma~dtwy list,"'ha!: direct~ an app;!al to lsw eniirc=t cl.timing !tat Kzvatruy·~ Anti
Com;ptioo 

Runian MVD zoo Cs-J>ras polic~ cmi.->d out joint s?Mdt~ rilit..->d to dmg'=> d!'.H Gazprom sJme; (R5A billion worth) v;'l!:2 illegally m•owd out ofRus:si.L K.trpov 
SI}~ 

BIOi;~•~ H~iug~Capital iid>..!fl:~ ill a crimill41 ca~~ by the 1'.iVD \<id! using aZOl!.tcompany,, " D•lnyaya Step~(~ in 199&), to gei arour~a b!11 
Ol!. 

~gn acquisiticm. cfG.upmm ~J t1rat l.tst<!d ootil 2005. U!>u;g ~ ioot compmy, H=iag: tl.teg~ly K-<tuil::d o;~ r millioo Gazprom ~;. ~ wot 

Kaipo,;'s app!al co,:ld prompt an ~ci.11 illquey (pro,,·,e;b) into Navili:iy's ti".C FBK'i relatiorn.bip wid! B~. ] 

Now Chayka is saying the same thing-Browder \Vas behind the FBK investigation: 

h~~p://newsru.com/ru~s i ~/14dec2015/;,pecbr ~ude r .h""'1 

Chayka made the charge in a letter published in Kommersant 
http://www.kommersant.ru/doc!2876887 Chayka says that Browder knows that the investigation into the 
machinations with Gazprom shares will eventually end badly for him, thus the attack on the Prosecutor 
General...Browder and bis controllers in the US special services decided to use the Magnitsk:iy affair to 
discredit Russia and the Prosecutor' s office. As a result ofBrowder' s PR campaign, the US adopted the so
called ...Magintsk:iy law"'... 

Kommers.ant also published Navalniy's reply to Chayka's claims: Navaloiy says thatfollo1,-.,,fug Berezovksiy"s 
death, vlast needed someone to blame for everything and they now have Browder as the all-purpose bad guy. 
Anyway, says Navalniy, Browder is not interested in us (Comment: I think he means the FBK)-why does 
Browder come up in a case involving connections to the Tsapkov gang? Navalniy goes on to say that he 
believes Chayka acted a k:rysha for bis sons and their associates and their criminal activities .. _ 

There's been a reply to Chayka' s letter from Browder as well: http://lawandorderinmssia.org.l2Q15/rnssian
p:ros.ecutor-chaika-makes-uuhinged-allegations-against-bill-browder-offeriog-no-explanat:ion-on-murder-and
abuse-of-ofiice-allegations-involving-his-two-sons/ 

'Tm very impressed with the investigation which went into makingthis movie andapplaud Alexei Navalny and his col
leagues for their bravery in exposing the shocking allegations against Chaika and his family, butI had nothing to do with 
the investigation,financtng orproduction ofthis film, " said Bill Browder,. author and Head of the .Magnitsk-y Justice 
Campaign. 
"Chaika's 7 pages ofunhinged allegations that I am a CIA agent who was rwming a speclai operation designed to destroy 
Russia l.ooks like the emotional ranting ofsomeone who has been caught red-handedaxd is despermely looking/or cm 
escape route," continued Mr. Browder. 

Latvnina on the reaction to the FBK Chavka inve.sti{!ation 
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http: //e cho .Ill3k.ru / programs/ code/ 1 675290-echo/ 

Latynina notes that the number of those defending Chayka has been minimalc-onl'y fom Dmna deputies, for 
instance, signed a declaration in support ofthe Prosecutor general. .. Medvedev (See below) commented that 
only law enforcement can make formal accusations- and he said the FBK claims were part of the political 
struggle and that ifs not the 1930s. ).1edvedev did not say a word in defense of Chayka, however. Karpov's 
accusations were a =gift" to the FBK.,.claims coming from a corrupt former investigator on the "~agnitskiy 
list"...Regarding the less than impressive list ofdeputies and Karpov, these are not the kind ofpeople the 
Kremlin wou1d assign to defend Chayka-so Latynina (like Solovey-see the 11 December notes) says that 
Chayka will be removed, but not just now, so as not to make it look like a reaction to the FBK investigation. 
The regime cannot react to what the public says, much less the opposition. T11at's, even though some 3 million 
people watched the FBK video, probably including people from Putin' s "nuclear electorate." And she thinks 
the main reason for Chayka' s departure won' t be the connections to Tspakov, but Chayka' s son Artyom 
receiving Swiss citizenship-this after Crimea became "nash." 
Russian court refuses slander lm1lsuit against Chayka 
http:/Jwwiv.themoscowtimes.com/ntr.vslaniclelmoscow-court-refuses-to-consider-slander-law.mit
against-chaika/552 77 5. html 
Moscow's Presnensky district court bas refused to consider a slander lawsuit against Prosecutor General Ywy Chaika filed bv 
• .lJexei Navalny's Anti-Corruption Fund lFBK), theRL\ Novosti news agency reported. 
' 'The lawsuit was given back to the applicant due to the Presnensk:y court's lack ofjurisdiction." court spokeswoman Nina 
Yutl:ova said. RIA No,·ostireported. 
The defendant Chaika does not reside in the district subordinate to the Presnensk-y court, Yurkova said, the RBC newspaper 
reported M onday. 
In response. Navalnv WTole on his bloe-.citine-. Chaika's tax report that says he owns a fiat in the Presnensl,v district-that 
Presnensky court is legallv where the lawsuit has to be filed. 
"If Chaika lives elsewhere -he is lying in his tax report. Ifhe does not lie in his tax report-the court is lying to us." 
Navalny said. 
The FBK filed a slande.r lawsuit against Chaika after the pros~utor general claimed the film detailing his sons' illegal activities 
made by FBK was •commissioned." 
On Dec. I, FBK published an investigation incriminating Ywy Chaika, as well as his sons .-'\.rtyom and Igor, in a range of 
shady business de.als, the illegal seizure ofa state-owned enterprise and murder - as well as a listing offoreign assets 
allegedly o'wned by the family. 
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Ohr, Bruce (ODAG) 

From: Ohr, Bruce (ODAG) 

Sent : Wednesday, November 25, 2015 8:26 AM 

To: Nellie Ohr 

Subject: RE: writeup of Galeotti's talk 

I like it! 

From: Nellie Ohr (b) ( 6) 

Sent: Tuesday, November 24, 201S 10:29 PM 
To: Holtyn, Lisa (OCDETF); Ohr, Bruce (ODAG) 
Subject: writeup of Galeotti's talk 

This article sums up a lot of the talk he gave at the Hudson Institute last month (and I think he's given it at several 
other places too) 

STOLYPIN: Will 2016 see the three Russias 
diverging? 
http://www. int elIi news co rn/stolypi n-wil 1-2016-see--the-th ree-russi a s-diverging-83962/?source=ru s s ia 
Mark Galeotti 

There have been many attempts to understand Russia by subdividing iL Is it a feudal Russia of rulers and ruled, or 
the 'four Russias' posited by scholar Natalya Zubarevich, divided geographically and socio-economically? My own 
sense is that alongside such formulations. we also need to see the country and society divided into three, and the 
competition between them - one as much philosophical as practical - is likely to become all the sharper in 2016. 
defining Russia's future trajectory. and the eventual post-Putin order_ 
The three 
However little attention it may get in foreign coverage, Russia has a working, rational state. This is not some neo
fascist imperialism, nor an out-of-control kleptocracy where everything is plundered and funnelled into foreign bank 
accounts. There are inefficiencies, there is petty corruption - apparently on the rise again as a result of officials' 
shrinking real incomes - but in the main. the country works_ Roads are paved, refuse is collected, teachers teach 
and police officers police. Most people essentially want to do their jobs, live - that perennial Russian dream and 
mantra - a · normal* life. 
However. above 'Real Russia' squats the smaller, but vastly richer 'Kleptocratic Russia'_ This ugly parasite is much 
of the time happy to let its host do its thing, but has ult imate authority over the structures of state, routines of life 
and workings of justice, when it chooses to exert iL This is the realm of the embezzl1ng senior officials, the 
pampered sons and daughters of the mighty, the businesspeople who depend as much on sweetheart deals and 
covert cartels as any real acumen. 
Yet this country cannot simply be dismissed as a kleptocracy, because at the very top of the stepped ziggurat of 
nationaJ power lies the smallest and, perhaps, most dangerous and pernicious incarnation: 'Ideological Russia'_It is 
hard to doubt that, whatever his motivations during his earlier presidencies , Vladimir Putin is driven now not by 
personal economic interest but an ideological programme - a vision of a nation restored to its due place in history 
and the world (and, by extension, a vision of his appropriate legacy). He has surrounded himself with a small coterie 
of like-minded cohorts - or at least figures wi lling and able to play that role - and they are ultimately in charge. 
The Kleptocrats get to reach in to Real Russia when they choose, to divert a procurement contract here, dictate a 
court decision there, but the Ideologists in turn have the final say. Ever since Crimea, the primary thrust of national 
policy has been towards confrontational geopolitics, which have hit at the heart of the kleptocrats' interests, grinding 
an already-suffering economy downwards and limit ing their scope to move themselves an-d their assets at will. 
Beyond that, whereas in the past these two blocs collaborated smoothly , there are now indications that the 
lrlPnlnn1 IP0C: <:PP c:nmA nf thP l<IAntnrr:::atc: :rnrl thPir nJ:1rJ:1c:iti r- h:::ahitc: :::ac: :;a nrnwinn nrnhlAm in :::an :::artP w hAn rlwinrll inn 
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resources need to be focused more directly on the ideological project. Witness. presumably. Russian Railways 
chief Vladimir Yakunin's dismissal and the increasing evidence of a not-as-bogus-as-usual anti-corruption campaign 
on the way_ 

Of course, no such simple pattern can be exact and accurate. There are individuals high up in the system, from 
cabinet ministers to central bank chief Elvira Nabiullina, whose technocratic instincts seem closest to those of Real 
Russia. Likewise. even Ideologists still seem happy to help their children find comfortable and highly lucrat ive 
positjons. from whence to steal with savage abandon. However, as a broad model for trying to understand the 
disparate and often contradictory forces working to shape Russia's future. this seems to have some value. 
Widening gaps in 2016 
Although it is probably wishful thinking to expect dramatic and positive outcomes over the course of the coming, 
year, for a variety of reasons 2016 is likely to see the relationships between the three Russias become increasingly 
tense, laying the groundwork for change to come. 
On September 18 next year, elections will be held for the Duma. the lower house, which will in many ways also be a 
referendum on the regime. There is no question of Unite<! Russia (and its affil iated pseudo-parties) losing their 
control over the chamber, both because of the propaganda campaign likely to precede the vote and also, where 
necessary, j udicial rigging of the process and the count. We can, for example. expect to see the more vocal and 
effective Kremlin critics systematically excluded, vilified and pressurised. How the vote will count, though, is that it 
forces the state to mobilise the masses - and the extent to which it has to struggle to produce the results decreed 
by the Kremlin wi ll provide insiders with an index of true popular discontent. 
After all, Putin's sky-high personaJ ratjngs tell us little about the public mood_ Arguably, the growing rash of locaJ 
labour and social protests, from truckers blocking roads to demonstrations against rising utilities prices, are a better 
measure, as inflation. wage pressures and the effects of social spending cuts all come to bite. 
The Ideologists may be tempted to crank up their propaganda about a Russia isolated and embattled, but there is a 
real risk of 'fantasy fatigue' if this is just a matter of intemperate words and invented threats. On the other hand, 
manufacturing or introducing Russia into crises abroad to give substance to the hype. from a renewed Ukraine 
campaign to picking fights over the Arctic sea-lanes, would not only deplete dwindling resources, but likely only 
deepen its economic and diplomatic isolat.ion. 
This is unlikely to please the Kleptocrats, squeezed between economic stagnation, popular dissatisfaction and 
Kremlin adventurism. However, at present polit ical power trumps all in Russia: the rich are not so much wealthy in 
their own right so much as the temporary stewards of those assets until the day comes when the Kremlin seeks to 
reassign them. To this end, they have a perverse incentive to want to see genuine rule of law and secure property 
rights come to Russia, and an end to its geopolit ical struggle with the West. 
An archetypal bank-robber wants the police force to be inefficient and corrupt - until he is rich enough to own banks, 
at which point he wants the state to protect his ill-gotten gains. So, too, a kleptocratic generation of Russian 
oligarchs, minigarchs and boyar-bureaucrats who have done well thanks to Putin may well come to feel that their 
interests have come to diverge from his. 
And what about the poor Russian people, the perennially disenfranchised? There seems little prospect of their rising 
against the regime, literally or metaphorically (rising, after all, for what?). Instead, theirs are the weapons of the 
weak: refusing to conform, turning to the underground economy, passively resisting to behave as their masters want. 
This does not go unnoticed, and wil l be visible - at least to those who see the real, uncooked books - in indices 
from labour unrest and productivity to suicide rates and support for local civic initiatives. 
In itself, this wil l not force change on the elite. However, it may scare the Kleptocrats and technocrats. If the 
economy worsens, if the elections prove tougher to massage, and if the Kremlin looks increasingly willing to 
sacrifice their interests in the name of an ideological project. at some point they will begin to look for ways to protect 
them. 
And here's the inevitable prediction buried in all these 'year aheacf' articles. It may well not come in 20'16, but 
whenever Putin is replaced or succeeded, it will not be with another Ideologist, but with a Kleptocrat. The interests of 
the elite will take precedence over the masses, but also over Russian geopolitical grandeur, and this new regime will 
eagerly seek to mend bridges with the West. 
As a generation of ruthless exploiters gives way to their more pampered and less sharp-toothed children, the 
pressure to create reliable protections for prope,rty rights (however that property may have been acquired in the fi rst 
place) will only grow. Meanwhile, ordinary Russians and their technocrat fe llow-travellers in the elite wil l be looking 
for change, and thus the possibil ity- no more - is that a Kleptocratic presidency may in turn give way. some day, 
sometime, to a generation finally eager to make real the promises of 1991 - of building genuine, working political 
and economic democracy_ Perhaps. 
Mark Galeoffl is Professor of Global Affairs at the SPS Center for Global Affafrs, New York University and Director 
of its Initiative for the Study of Emerging Threats. He writes the blog In Moscow's Shadows 
(htto:llinmoscowsshadows.wordor.ess.com!) and tweets as @Marl<Galeottf. 
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Nellie Ohr 

From: Nellie Ohr 

Sent: Tuesday, November 24, 2015 11:01 PM 

To: Holtyn, Lisa (OCDETF}; Ohr, Bruce {ODAG) 

Subject: One Economic Sector Booming in Russia: Corruption (Galeotti article) 

This paper contains the other half of the things Galeotti said in his Hudson talk. A few excerpts are below (format 
doesn't copy and paste very well) but it's all worth reading. 

http://henryj acksonsociety .org/wp-content/uploads/2015/ 11/0ne-Economic-Sector-Booming-finaLpdf 

One Economic Sector Booming in Russia: Corruption 

as economic crisis gnaws into the budget 

s of the state and ordinary Russian alike, 
corruption of the old, predatory and unpredictable variety is coming back. As Oleg , a 
small 
businessman trading in imported Turkish textiles puts it, "things had become so to 
speak civilized, 
there was corruption 
but it was ordered, acceptable. Now, things are changing, getting wilder." ....... 

n the past 15 months or so, things certainly have changed. Corruption and 
embezzlement are on 
the rise. Furthermore, it is 
not just a question of more corruption, but more parasitic corruption. In 
other words, not only are the sums being demanded rising but the scope to avoid 
paying is 
diminishing. It is not a question of deciding whether you want to "upgrade," to skip 
some te 
dious 
paperwork, jump to the head of the line, or cut some corners. Instead, it is 
something that you have 
to 
do, because otherwise someone who can make your life difficult will indeed make 
your life 
difficult......... 

you have the right to steal in the form and to the amount appropriate to y our rank, and so long as you are loyal to 
the system, to your patrons and to your clients., ..... 

Thee 
conomic crisis is squeezing Russian officials, forcing them to be more predatory and 

.. .. .. - .... - . ~.. ... . .. 
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exploitative in order to preserve their quality of life. In the process they are not only 
bearing down 
more heavily on ordinary citizens but also beginning to worry a Krem 
lin that is watching a dwindling 
treasury being plundered by its own elite. -But, for Putin, 
a war with Ukraine is one thing 

f 
ighting 
a war with his own elite is quite another. 
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Nellie Ohr 

From: Nellie Ohr 

Sent: Friday, November 13, 2015 6:34 PM 

To: Ohr, Bruce (ODAG); Holtyn, Lisa (OCDETF) 

Subject: Versiia on Lesin's untimely death: FBI staged it.... 

Att achments: IN13Nov15.doc 

It's the first item in today's Allensworth notes. 

Also, further down is an item in which a Moscow police official was accused of spying for the CIA-

-Original Message
From: Wayne Allensworth (b) (6) 

To: Wayne and Stacy Allensworth (b) (6) 
Sent: Fri, Nov 13, 2015 6:21 pm 
Subject: Internet Notes 13 November 2015 

Internet Notes 13 November 2015 

~fore on Lesio 
Bailing out VEB 
Solovey oo propaganda and public opinion 
Former Russian policeman conncted ofespionage 
:Kew press rnles after the "leak'' 
:Kearh· half ofRussians fear a terrorist attack 
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l\fore on Lesin 

See the 6, 9, and 11 November notes_ 

http:/ 1\w,'\v _ daifymailc o_ uk/news/article-3315994/Vladimir-Putin- s-media-mastermind-dead-DC-hotel
murdered-FBI-.informant-alive-claim-Russians.J11m] 

The death from a 'beart attack' of a longtime close ally on l adim.ir Putin in a Washington hotel bas led to a sw'irl of 
speculation that he was murdered on Moscow's orders after offering to help the FBl. 
:O.fil:hail Lesin, 51, was announced last weekend to have been found dead in the US capital He was a Svengali figure for Putin, 
who was alleged to have menaced the Russian media into idolizing the strongman presidenl 
The shock death has created an eave of speculation in Moscow that it is related to previous reports that he was helping the 
FBI - and could be murder. 
There are even se;pMate allegations that Les in mav still be alive. with his demise faked by the US authorities. 
According to this version.. he is being kept safe as part of a \\>-it:ness protection scheme_ while spilling to the FBI all he knows 
on Putin's Russia. 
Daily Mail Online ,can reve.al that only weeks b efore bis death was announced, he fathered a child "'i.th glamorous model and 
flight attendant Victoria Rakhimbayeva_ 
She is believed to be aged 29, with whom he had enjoyed a clo,se relationship since at least mid-2014. 
She has not commented on his death other than to thank friends on social media for their commiserations, but before the 
tragedy she made clear that they intended to set up home peonanently in New York. 
Despite Russian rep-0rts of a heart attack, police in DC have said no cause ofdeath has been determined while also indicating 
the.re was no obvious sign offoul play. 
'A ruling on the cause and manner of de,ath is pending furtherin,•estigation,' said a Saturday statement. 
Nicknamed the 'Bulldozer, Lesin was one of the key props of the Putin presidency , personally masteoninding a v..i.de-ranging 
media crackdo\\>n which has left the vast majority ofRu ssian TV stations and newspapers obedient to the Kremlin. 
He also setup Russia Today, now RT, seen by critics as a 'propaganda' cbannelaimedatthe West. 
But earlier this year, after the break-up ofhis marriage, and in a new relationship v.--ith his Siberian lov erwho he may have wed
she referred to him as her 'husband' -he su ddenly quit the latest of several high profile positions, as head of Gazprom Media, 
a major state owned media conglomerate. 
There are unsubstantiated claims in Mose.ow that when he died he was in debt to billionaire Yurv Kovalchuk. one ofPutin's 
closest big business friends. 
'He owed huge amount ofmonev to Kovalchuk. which be suppose.div didn't intend to pay back.' an unnamed source told The 
:\loscow Times. 
His presence and death in Washington shocked many Russians. 
Lesin was found dead at 11:30am. on November6 while staying on an upper floor at the SMO-a-night Dupont Circle Hote~ 
se-en as modest for his multimillionaire 1ifestyle. 
It is unclear ifRakhimbayeva was in the US v..i.tb him at the time_ 
Yet some 16 months earlier, Senator Roger Wicker had called for a JusticeDepartment probe into ,,-hether lesin was engaged 
in money laundering. 
The status of any subsequent FBI investigation is unclear, but - rightly or wrongly - in Russia it was v..idely beliend that a 
probe was indeed underway. 
Many elite Russians with links to the Putin regime are currently giving the US, and other parts ofthe West,. a wide berth amid 
fears of arrest, hence the surprise and bewilderment at him being in Washington_ 
But there are .also sugees1ions thatl.esi.n had taken a decision to leave Russia for good before his untimelv death in America. 

Prominent commentator Sergey Pan:homenko said ofL esin's de.ath: 'To be honesL I wouldn't rule out the option of a progran1 
for witness protection..' 
The one-time close Putin apparatchik is said to have owned property worth Sl& million in Los Angeles, a rumored focus ofthe 
supposed FBI investigation, and two adult children who live in America. 
lesin's company the Dastel Corporation bought a 13,000 sq ft Beverly Hills home. in August 2011 for $13.& million and a 10,600 
s qua.re foot property in Brentwood for S9 million in 2012. it was reported. 
'For over a year he was li\i.ng under FBI scrutiny .and a total check on his assets,' he said. 
'For some reason he came to 'Washington where he su ddenly died but not from not of something he had bee.n suffering from.' 
Echoing Kokh.. he suggested lesin 'had something to swap his death fot' - adding: 'lnere was a lot to swap it for.' 
Moscow is orone to consoiracv theories when orominent oeoole die before their time_ bu1 while lesin had a number of 
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medical issues, they were not seen as life-threatening andthere was genuine shock among his friends and those who crossed 
paths with him. 
'Lesin died. It's impossible to believe this,' tweeted Margarita Simonyan, editor-in-chief ofRT. 
Alexey Venediktov , one of Russia's mostrespected journalists, who had dealings - and clashes - \vith him, ·wrote online; 
'He left the country. September 25 he had a baby daughter. This September, now, so it's been a month, a month and a half_ 
'And honestly, when I found out about his death, my first thought was about the baby, to be honest. It's also about empathy, 
because, okay, h e's gone but the girl with a baby - bow is she? ... 
The he.ad ofRussian media regulator Rospec.hat, .Mikhail Seslavinsky, said ofLesin: 'I saw him a month ago. 
'He was full of energy, going through a new period in his life, talking about forgotten feelings because of his newborn little 
daughter'. 
In private, lesin 'highlighted his responsibility for all the members ofhis extended family, loved all ofhis family, and was 
hoping for an harmonious existence in a world new to him.' 
He spoke of a succession of surgeries that l.esin -who bad been a heavy drinker and smoker - had undergone. These· were 
not for heart problems, but linked to his spine. 
'He was always a fighter, even after going through several complex surgeries, He had recovered, was doing sports, and looked 
absolutely healthy,' he said. 
Simonyan revealed he had lost 66 pounds after breaking his spine three years ago, and undergone l3 operations after his 
back became infected._ 
.After his death was announced, RT said without explanation that lesin 'had been suffering from a prolonged wlidentified 
illness' ... 
In the months before his death, ld.utsk-bom Rakbimbayeva traveled on an odyssey to some of the most exotic places in the 
world, according to her social media accounts ... 
It is unclearifLesin- who she does not name - was "'ithher at .all times, but in one online exchange she made clear they 
intended to settle in New York, although she preferred Los Angeles. 
'Russia is already left behind, and I haven't yet made it to America,' she WTote at one point. 
'Getting there "'ith conne<:tions: 3 months in Europe and 3 months in Asia' 
She said: 'los Angeles is the best city in the world but husbandis against', ad.ding 'Poor me.' 
She was asked; 'Ho,y did you manage to travel so globally between America and Russia, if it's not a secret? Savings'?' 
She replied: 'Tra..-eling is about my husband- he's a brilliant mind and a great organizer ofhis (and also my) life.' 
Five weeks ago, she posted from Hawaii, seven weeks ago from Los Angeles. Earlier she was in the Komo do Islands, 
S"'-iuerland, Singapore, Bali, and Greece. 
'\Ve passed through all the islands in Greece-on yacht: she boasted around nine months ago. 
In August 2014, she posted from Italy saying: 'Every day of my life is so full of happiness that it seems it can't get any better. 
'But a new day comes and shows me new goals. [ start thinking that happiness has no limits. 
'\\iish everyone love and unlimited happiness!' ... 
Controversy surrounded him, as when during bis stint as press minister the media empire of oligarch\'ladimir Gusinsk-y media 
assets - noted for their independence - were transferred to state energy giant Gazprom. 
He was also rumored to ha,·e played a key role in the creation of a secret tape compromising fonner ProsecutorGeneral Yuri 
Sln.1ratov. 
Sln.1ratov was seen in bed \vith two women, claimed to be prostitutes, forcing the resignation of a man who was probing 
alleged corruption in then president Boris Yeltsin's circle. 
When he quit Gazprom Media in December, a move seen as a shock, he cited 'family reasons' although there were 
unconfinned claims he bad fallen out v.ith other influential figures close to Putin. 
Senator Wicker said ofLesin: 'That a Russian public servant could have amassed the considerable funds required to acquire 
and maintain these assets in Europe and the United States raises serious questions.' ... 

Another comment from Venediktov: http: ~w.thedailybeast.com,amcles 12015 11 l~ 'putin-s-pals-are-russtan-patriots-until
thev-get-sicLhtml 
Venedil1ov confinned that in the last few months of his life, "lesin was trapped in problems, investigated in the U_S~ facing 
debts of about S90 million here in Russia." As such,. he expressed doubts about the. current nrsion oflesin' s death. "He did 
not have anv ID on him in the hotel room., that is very stran2e.: his familv were not ,vith him when he died. They sounded too 
guick to jump on the he.art attack version. as if they were t:f)ing to secure some different story."Venedil-tov added, expressing 
a hope to hear the truth aboutLesin' s death. 
Bailing out VEB 

http: kommersant.ru doc '2851?00 

VneshEkonomBank has got some major liquidity problems and lots ofdebt (Rl .2 trillion}--a political decision 
has been made to help the bank, ·which under Central Bank rules is not eligible for refinancing from the CB, but 
the government has yet to come up \Vith a plan. At a session yesterday chaired by Igor Shuvalov, there was a 
possible plan under discussion for shifting some packets ofshares held by the state to VEB (worth Rl .5 trillio~ 
thP c;ha,-pc; w nnlrl hP c;nln tn r ,11<;,p rmiit:-il) ;mn fnr thP cmvi"'l'nmf>flt tn talrP nvM" c;nmP nfVFJ~, c; " t,nirn 
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or "problem assets" (including special construction projects dating to the Sochi Olympics)-but there was no 
agreement made on supporting the plan as it would cause more problems for the budget and potentially 
endanger Rnssia,s financial ratings .. . 

Apart from the Olympics, VEB has been saddled with a nmnber of other costly projects, including financing the 
development ofthe SSJ 100 plane at a low interest rate, a Rostek/Vi Holding plan to develop platinum 
deposits in Zimbabwe, and aid to Globeks Bank:.. . In October, ~edvedev directed the Finance N1inist:ry and 
the Economic Development Ministry to come up with a plan, but no set plan has as yet materialized ... 
Economist Vladimir Tikhonov says that VEB, a state corporation with considerable weight, should be saved, 
but only ifit increases its own '"effectiveness." At Russian Railways, the leadership was changed, state subsidies 
cut, and the company set on the path to cutting expenses. Tikhonov thinks that the best plan for avoiding 
damage to Russia's:financiat ratings is to use National Welfare Fund reserves to re-capitalize 'VEB- although 
the sum invohred would amowit to 30% ofthat fund, and that expenditure would also be taken as a "negative 
sigruu . .. Tilchonov, however, adds that the budget deficit will probably be less than expected, so maybe the 
difference between the projection and the actual shortfall could be used for the bailout ... 

Solovey on propaganda and public opinion 

http·· rus.poscunees.ee·3395127 va!eriJ-sotci,·eJ-bolshmm·o-bµdeJ-ne-imeet-s,·oe20-mnen13a" 
ulm source=ros.posltnttts..ee&utm ml!'dium=buEton anide&utm contt'llc=33951~7&mm camp;mm=vk soct-il 

MGIMO's Valeriy Solovey says that the prevalence ofTV viewing in Eastern Europe is a holdover from 
Soviet times, especially among older viewers and, say, ethnic Russians living in the Baltic states. The situation is 
a bit different with younger people, though sociologists report they watch TV only about 5% less than their 
elders (Solovey mentions the Internet/social networks as additional sources of information for yowig people). 
As the older generations pass on, TV will have less impact, but it will remain the single most influential 
propaganda ins.trument as people trust television. \Vhy? It's psychological--people have a sense ofbeing 
present at an event when watching TV ...Propaganda has its limits--it, s not effective when we are tallcing about 
something that has an impact directly on the viewers' interests or abont something they know about It ' s not as 
hard to convince Russians that Americans are children ofthe Devil, as they do not know Americans. It' s 
harder to cast Ukrainians as Satan' s spawn, though...It would make sense to have pluralism in media smtrces, 
,vith different views offsetting each other. That wocld b-e a defense against propaganda. It would be better if 
people limited TV viewing. And it' s ·very important to read, as reading engages the critical refle.x, which tends 
to become disengaged with TV viewing ... The kind or'infonnation wars,, we are witnessing today have not 
been seen for decades, but they will have to end eventually as it is not possible for society to remam in a 
mobilized state for a long time, even in Russia People grow weary psychologica11y. The events in Ukraine 
have not interested Russian TV viewers for some time, and the war in S)'ria is taken .like a Hollywood action 
moV1e. 

Most people don,t have their own opinions, maybe 70%-80% are easy marks for propaganda They have 
opinions only abont things close to them, things that are important to them personally, but most don,t have 
opinions on political questions. There, s nothing insulting about saying that, it' s just hwnan nature. Propaganda 
has no effect on maybe 5%, intelligent people with strong critical reflexes. Mos-t people take information in to 
learn what the social consensus is and support it-those who do not can be the revolutionary core driving 
change...For an authoritarian or totalitarian regime to sustain itself, it needs a uspiral ofsilence"--people have 
to be afraid to speak up. Revolutionary change takes place when the uspiral= stops-sometimes that takes 
years, sometimes it happens very quickly. Nobody knows why. Revolntions are.impossible to predict. Ifs only 
after the fact that commentators look back and say it ,vas inevitable. Ifs the 3 %-5 % who push the limits., ,vho 
take to the streets, who speak up. But then others will follow. Mas.s dynamics are unpredictable. We can 
predict a crisis, but no one knows how it will develop. We see that Russia is in a serious crisis, for example, 
but no one knows how to end it. Will it end in a revolutionarv wav? With sta.IDJ.ation? Re!lardless. the end 
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game will likely begin soon. 

What about polls showing that Russians don•t really feel the consequences ofthe crisis? P eople say what they 
think the pollsters want to hear. There are «socially approved answers."' People ,vill say everything is alright, 
everything is. moving in the right direction. But those same people who say they are proud ofRussian foreign 
policy victories also say they are preparing for a long term crisis. They don' t make any connection between the 
political and the economic situations-but popular behavior is changing, as people are spending less, they are 
economizing. 

On Putin's high :ratings: Well, if you give respondents a list of names-Putin, Med:vedev, Navalniy-and ask 
them who they trust, you know what the answer' s going to be. Nevertheless, VVP' s approval rating is high, 
though not 90%. But the quality of the support is not real high. Russians are alienated from politics. Society 
sees politics as the prerogative of a small group of elites.. So the 3 %-5 % tm:ns up on the street, but the rest 
think that politics is something for vlast, not them (Comment: This is close to my view of things. 'Most 
Russians don't think politics is any of their business. You can get ordinary people stirred u~not 
just the 5%-wben something that directly bas an impact OD their daily life comes up, as we saw 
earlier this week with truckers blocking roads over a le\.-y OD freight trucks.* See the 11 N ovember 
notes. " 'bat the issue is usually resohred-maybe the government backs down, for now, or some 
concession is made-then everyone goes back to their private lives. Putin's support is broad, but 
not necessarily very deep). We should keep in mind that this was the state of affairs when the USSR 
collapsed. The CPSU had 15 million members. And it all disappeared. So we should not overestimate the 
quality ofPutin, s rating. 

People have selective memories, thafs both as indr.~dnals and collectively. We remember some things and 
prefer to forget others. Propaganda can boost the selective element ofmemory. You can truce an accomt ofa 
certain event and clean up its negative connotations. Right now we hear that the attitude to Stalin has 
improved. that a lot ofpeople support re-installing the Dzerzhinsky memorial-there is no basis for doubting 
this. But lefs ask people this que.stion: 'Would you ,vant to live mider Stalin or Dze:rz:hinslciyT An attitude 
toward a symbol is one thing, a person's actual preferences quite another ... Speaking seriously, Russians are 
rather rational, more so than propaganda or polls show. Otherwise, Russian society would simply not have 
survived. 

As. far as selective memory, recall how Gorbachev was welcomed by everyone, they all wanted freedom and 
democracy. Then they welcomed Ye.ltsin. But ifyou ask peopte ifthey voted for Yeltsin, nobody will say they 
did. .. . Some time down the line, it will be the same for Putin .. . 

*http://w,vw.themoscowtimes.comJbus±ness!artidelnew-truck-fees-may-lead-to-goods-shortages-russian
retailers-say/5-rn970.htm1 

M ajor Russian retailers have warned that the introduction of a new federal levy on 12-ton trucks could disrupt supplies and 
lead to goods shortages in stores. the Kommersant newspaper !ej)Orted Friday. 
The new fee for using federal roads. set to come into force on Nov. 15. has angered truck O\vners across the countrv. v.-ith 
roadblock protests springing up in maiorcilies including St. Petershur2", the Siberian city ofNovosibirsk and the Urals' 
Yekaterinburg. 
However, aceording to the Kommersant report, the main problem for logistics companies will likely be the requirement to have 
satellite de,-ices installed onboard the trucks. These would be linked to personal accounts, enabling drivers to pay the federal 
levy in advance of or after a journey. 
Truck owners and companies were able to registerfor the scheme a month in advance. Howev er, representatives ofretail 
chains told Kommersant that many driv ers will not have been issued the de.vices in time. 
A spokesperson for X5 Retail Group, a leading Russian food retailer owning the supennatket chains Pyatyorocbka, 
Perekryostok, andKa.ruse-1, estimated that a third of their supplies might not re.ach store shelves in time, the NTV channel 
reported. 
Kremlin spokesman Dmitr\, Peskov told news agency RU. Novosti on fridav that the Transportation Minisµy "was making 
eve:cy effort" to reach a compromise v.,;th the protesting truckers.. adding that both sides "needed to show flexibility:" with 
..-0012.rrl ♦n -t'\l,o ...,o,.·u- 10-,:-nr ~ -•utd'A.fl'I 
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Former Russian policeman convicted of espionage 

http-f/www themoscowtimes com/news/article/former-russian-police-officer-sentenced-to-13-years-for
espionage/548914.html 
_.\ former Moscow policeman has been sentenced to l3 years in prison for spving forthe U.S. Central Intelligence Agency 
(CIA). the Intetfax news agency reported Thursday, citing a statement from the Russian Federal Security Setvfoe (FSB), the 
successor to the So"iet KGB. 
A Moscow regional court on Thursday convicted fonner Ministry ofInternal Affairs officer Yevgeny Ch.istov ~iili treason in 
the form of espionage after the man "pled completely guilty,confirmed the fact that he was recruited by the CIA and 
delivered to them infonnation on ministry activities," lnterfax reponed. 
According to lnte1fax, Chistov's c.ase file shows that in 2011, the officer, " acting out of selfish motives., took the initiative to 
make contact with the CV\ .," and began transferring state secrets out ofthe countly. 
Ch.istov's case is the latest in an .alanning string of spy scandals to shake Russia since the start of the Ukraine crisis in early 
2-0l4. 

N ew press rules after the "leak1
' 

See yesterday' s notes. 
http: ·-"'--.themosco\,1imes.eontnews,artic1e kremlin-unposes-stricter-press-rules-follo\,mg-nudear-sub-leak 54&965.h!ml 
Followine- the ''unintentional" leak of a secret milita;y project by state television on Tuesday. the Kremlin has instituted new 
e-uidelines for covering militarv meetings: cameramen must keep their cameras pointed at the wall until the. president arrives. 
the Kommersant newspaperrworted Friday. 
During a meeting bet,.veen President Vladimir Putin.and his senior military advisors and officials in the seas-ide village of Socbi 
on Tuesday, a cameraman briefly filmed over the shoulder of a milita1y officer, catching a description of a new weapons 
system kno\'\'tl simply as " Status-6." 
Status-6 appears to be an unmanned submarine packe.d with a high~megaton thennonuclear warhe.ad and radioactive material 
to create. a massive duty bomb, which would render an enemy's port or coastline a radioactive wasteland "for long periods of 
time." 
The Pentagon has reportedly been aware of such a weapon under development in Russia for at least a year, and Russian 
analysts have argued that the leak was intentional to demonstrate the lengths Russia is ,villing to go in preserving its nuclear 
deterrent in the face ofU.S. missile defenses. 
Nonetheless, Kremlin spokesman Dmitiy Peskov on Wednesday lamented the allegedly unintentional leak,. promising to 
tighten procedures for state media reporters covering meetings between Putin and his military staff. 
Reporters .v-ill now have to leave their cell phones 'INith security guards before entering such meetings, photographers c.annot 
take photos before Putin enters the room, and television cameras must be pointed at the wall until the meeting starts, 
Komme-rsant reported. 
Furthem1ore, military officials present at meetings are being encouraged to study their documents prior to the anival of the 
press. 
N ea.rly half of Russians fear a terrorist attack 

http:, ~"-,v.themo scowtime s .com 'news article nearlv-half-of-rus '-tans-f ear-terronst-attack-p o['5-l&960.html 

NeMly half ofRussians fear a terrorist attack or hostage-taking situation in the near future. the lnterfax news ae:encv 
reported.. citing data from independent pollster the levada Center. (http: ' wwwlevada.ru'2015 11113 teraln·. ) 
Ofthe 4& ;pe.rcent who fear an attack. 76 ;percent considef'terrorist group the Islamic State as the greatest thre.at. lnterl'ax 
reported Friday. 
International terrorism as a whole wonied 39 percent ofRussians polled,. while l 7 percent we-re concerned by Russian 
extremists and radicals. One-third (34 percent) ofrespondents did not believe in the possibility of a terrorist attack. 
The poll was conducted on Oct. 23-26 among 1,600 people in 134 cities and towns around Russia, Interfax reported. No margin 
of enor was given_ 
Toe Islamic State terrorist group released an hltemet \idea promising to attack Russia "very soon," the SITE monitoring 
group reported on Thursday. 
The Islamic State has previously called for Islamic fighters to take revenge. on Russia after President \.1adim.irPutin launched 
an air strike campaign in Syria against Islamic State militants and opposition forces fighting against Syrian President Bashar 
Assad. 
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More  on  Lesin  

See  the  6,  9,  and  11  November  notes.  

http://www.dailymail.co.u  tin-s-media-mastermind-k/news/article-3315994/Vladimir-Pu  
dead-DC-hotel-mu  ssians.htmlrdered-FBI-informant-alive-claim-Ru  

The  death  from  a  'heart  attack'  of  a  longtime  close  ally  of  Vladimir  Putin  in  a  Washington  hotel  has  led  to  
a  swirl  of  specu  was  rdered  on  Moscow's  orders  after  offering  to  help  the  FBI.  lation  that  he  mu  

Mikhail  Lesin,  57,  was  nced  last  weekend  to  have  been  fou  was  aannou  nd  dead  in  the  US  capital.  He  

Svengali  figu  for  Pu  was  alleged  to  have  menaced  the  Russian  media  into  idolizing  the  strongman  re  tin,  who  

president.  

The  shock  death  has  created  an  of  specu  seave  lation  in  Moscow  that  it  is  related  to  previou reports  that  he  

was  helping  the  FBI  cou  mu  and  ld  be  rder.  

There  are  even  separate  allegations  that  Lesin  may  still  be  alive,  with  his  demise  faked  by  the  US  

authorities.  

According  to  this  version,  he  is  being  kept  safe  as  part  of  a  witness  protection  scheme,  while  spilling  to  the  
FBI  all  he  knows  on  tin's  Ru  Pu  ssia.  

Daily Mail Online  can  reveal  that  only  weeks  before  his  death  was  nced,  he  fathered  a child  with  annou  

glamorou model  and  flight  attendant  Victoria  Rakhimbayeva.  s  

She  is  believed  to  be  aged  29,  with  whom  he  had  enjoyed  a  close  relationship  since  at  least  mid  2014.  

She  has  not  commented  on  his  death  other  than  to  thank  friends  on  social  media  for  their  commiserations,  

bu before  the  tragedy  she  made  clear  that  they intended  to  set  p home  permanently in  New  York.  t u  

Despite  Russian  reports  of  a  heart  attack,  police  in  DC  have  said  no  secau  of  death  has  been  determined  

while  also  indicating  there  was  obviou sign  of  fou  no  s  l play.  

'A  ru  on  the  cau  and  manner  of death is  pending fu  a  rday  statement.  ling  se  rther  investigation,'  said  Satu  

Nicknamed  the  'Bulldozer',  Lesin  was  one  of  the  key  props  of  the  Putin  presidency,  personally  

masterminding  a  ssian  TV  stations  wide  ranging  media  crackdown  which  has  left  the  vast  majority  of  Ru  

and  newspapers  obedient  to  the  Kremlin.  

He  also  set  u  ssia  Today,  RT,  by  critics  a 'propaganda'  channel  aimed  at  the  West.  p  Ru  now  seen  as  

But  earlier  this  year,  after  the  break  up  of  his  marriage,  and  in  a  new  relationship  with  his  Siberian  lover  
who  he  may  have  wed  she  referred  to  him  her  'hu  he  ddenly  qu  as  sband'  su  it  the  latest  of  several  high  

profile  positions,  as  head  of  Gazprom  Media,  a  major  state  owned  media  conglomerate.  
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There  are  nsu  was  to  billionaire  Yu  u  bstantiated  claims  in  Moscow  that  when  he  died  he  in  debt  ry  

Kovalchuk,  one  tin's  closest  big  bu  of  Pu  siness  friends.  

'He  owed  hu  amou  to  Kovalchu  su  an  ge  nt  of  money  k,  which he  pposedly didn't  intend  to  pay back,'  

u  sou  told  The  Mosc  Times.nnamed  rce  ow  

His  presence  and  death  in  Washington  shocked  many  Russians.  

Lesin  was  nd  dead  at  11:30am  on  November  6  while  staying  on  an  pper  floor  at  the  $240  a  night  fou  u  

Du  seen  modest  for  his  multimillionaire  lifestyle.  pont  Circle  Hotel,  as  

It  is  u  was  nclear  if  Rakhimbayeva  in  the  US  with  him  at  the  time.  

Yet  some  16  months  earlier,  Senator  Roger  Wicker  had  called  for  a  stice  Department  probe  into  whether  Ju  

Lesin  was  ndering.  engaged  in  money lau  

The  status  of  any  bsequ  u  t  rightly  or  wrongly  in  Ru  was  su  ent  FBI  investigation  is  nclear,  bu  ssia  it  widely  

believed  that  a  probe  was  indeed  under  way.  

Many  elite  Ru  to  the  Pu  are  currently giving  the  US,  and  other  parts  of  the  West,  ssians  with  links  tin  regime  
a wide  berth  amid fears  of  arrest,  hence  the  rprise  and bewilderment  su  at  him  being  in  Washington.  

But  there  are  also  su  a  decision  to  leave  Ru  uggestions  that  Lesin  had  taken  ssia  for  good  before  his  ntimely  

death  in  America.  … 

Prominent  commentator  Sergey  Parkhomenko  said  of  Lesin's  death:  'To  be  honest,  I  ldn't  le  twou  ru ou the  

option  of  a  program  for  witness  protection.'  

The  one  time  close  Pu  atin  apparatchik  is  said  to  have  owned  property  worth  $28  million  in  Los  Angeles,  
ru  s  su  lt  children  who  live  in  America.  mored  focu of  the  pposed  FBI  investigation,  and  two  adu  

Lesin's  company  the  Dastel Corporation  bou  a  gu 2011 for  ght  13,000  sq ft  Beverly Hills  home  in  Au  st  

$13.8  million  and  a  are  foot  property in  Brentwood for  $9  million  in  2012,  it  was  10,600  squ  reported.  

'For  over  a year  he  was  living  nder  FBI  tiny  and  a total  check  on  his  assets,'  he  said.  u  scru  

'For  some  reason  he  came  to  Washington  where  he  ddenly  died  bu  not  of  something  he  had  su  t  not  from  
been  suffering  from.'  

Echoing  Kokh,  he  su  to  swap  his  death  for'  adding:  'There  was  a  lot  to  swap  ggested  Lesin  'had  something  

it  for.'  

Moscow  is  prone  to  conspiracy  theories  when  prominent  people  die  before  their  time,  bu  at  while  Lesin  had  

nu  es,  they  were  not  seen  as  life  threatening  and  there  was  ine  shock  among  his  mber  of  medical  issu  genu  

friends  and  those  who  crossed  paths  with  him.  

'Lesin  died.  It's  impossible  to  believe  this,'  tweeted  Margarita  Simonyan,  editor  in  chief  of  RT.  

Alexey  Venediktov,  one  ssia's  most  rnalists,  who  had  dealings  and  clashes  with  him,  of Ru  respected jou  

wrote  online:  
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'He  left  the  cou  a  ghter.  This  September,  now,  it's  been  month,  antry.  September  25 he  had  baby dau  so  a  

month  and  a  half.  

'And  honestly,  when  I  fou  ou  t  his  death,  my  first  thou  was  t  the  baby,  to  be  honest.  It's  also  nd  t  abou  ght  abou  

abou empathy,  becau  t  a  how  is  she?...  t  se,  okay,  he's  gone  bu the  girl  with  baby  

The  head  of  Ru  lator  Rospechat,  Mikhail  Seslavinsky,  said  of  Lesin:  'I  saw  him  a  month  ssian  media  regu  
ago.  

'He  was  ll  of  energy,  going  throu  a  period  in  his  life,  talking  abou  se  of  fu  gh  new  t  forgotten  feelings  becau  

his  newborn  little  daughter'.  

In  private,  Lesin  'highlighted  his  responsibility  for  all  the  members  of  his  extended  family,  loved  all  of  his  

family,  and  was  hoping  for  an  s  existence  in  a  world  new  harmoniou  to  him.'  

He  spoke  of  a  ccession  of  rgeries  that  Lesin  who  had  been  a  heavy  drinker  and  smoker  had  su  su  
u  were  t  linked  to  his  spine.  ndergone.  These  not  for  heart  problems,  bu  

'He  was  always  a  fighter,  even  gh  several  complex  rgeries,  He  had  recovered,  was  doing  after  going  throu  su  

sports,  and  looked  absolutely  healthy,'  he  said.  

Simonyan  revealed  he  had  lost  66  pounds  after  breaking  his  spine  three  years  ago,  and  undergone  13  

operations  after  his  back  became  infected.  

After  his  death  was  nced,  RT  said  withou explanation  that  Lesin  'had  been  ffering  from  annou  t  su  a  
prolonged  unidentified  illness'… 

In  the  months  before  his  death,  Irkutsk  born  Rakhimbayeva  traveled  on  an  odyssey  to  some  of  the  most  

exotic  places  in  the  world,  according to her social media accounts…  

It  is  u  who  she  does  not  name  was  t  in  one  online  exchange  she  nclear  if  Lesin  with  her  at  all  times,  bu  
made  clear  they intended  to  settle  in  New  York,  although  she  preferred  Los  Angeles.  

'Russia  is  already left  behind,  and  I  haven't  yet  made  it  to  America,'  she  wrote  at  one  point.  

'Getting  there  with  connections:  3  months  in  Europe  and  3  months  in  Asia.'  

She  said:  'Los  Angeles  is  the  best  city in  the  world bu  sband is  against',  adding  'Poor  me.'  t  hu  

She  was  manage  to  travel  globally between  America  and Ru  aasked:  'How  did  you  so  ssia,  if  it's  not  secret?  

Savings?'  

She  replied:  'Traveling  is  about  my  husband  he's  a  brilliant  mind  and  a  great  organizer  of  his  (and  also  

my)  life.'  

Five  weeks  ago,  she  posted  from  Hawaii,  seven  weeks  ago  from  Los  Angeles.  Earlier  she  was  in  the  
Komodo  Islands,  Switzerland,  Singapore,  Bali,  and  Greece.  

'We  passed  through  all  the  islands  in  Greece  on  yacht,'  she  boasted  around  nine  months  ago.  

In  August  2014,  she  posted from  Italy  saying:  'Every day  of  my life  is  so  fu  seems  ll  of  happiness  that  it  it  

can't  get  any better.  
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'But  a  new  day  comes  and  shows  me  new  goals.  I  start  thinking  that  happiness  has  no  limits.  

'Wish  everyone  love  and  unlimited  happiness!'… 

Controversy  su  nded  him,  as  when  du  as  press  minister  the  media  empire  of  oligarch  rrou  ring  his  stint  

Vladimir  Gusinsky  media  assets  noted  for  their  independence  were  transferred  to  state  energy  giant  

Gazprom.  

He  was  also  ru  a  key  role  in  the  creation  of  a  secret  tape  compromising  former  mored  to  have  played  

Prosecu  General  Yu  ratov.  tor  ri  Sku  

Sku  was  in  bed  with  two  women,  claimed  to  be  prostitu  a  who  ratov  seen  tes,  forcing  the  resignation  of  man  

was  probing  alleged  ption  in  then  president  Boris  Yeltsin's  circle.  corru  

When  he  qu  a  move  seen  as  a  gh  it  Gazprom  Media  in  December,  shock,  he  cited  'family  reasons'  althou  

there  were  nconfirmed  claims  he  had  fallen  t  with  other  influ  res  tin.  u  ou  ential  figu  close  to  Pu  

Senator  Wicker  said  of  Lesin:  'That  a  ssian  pu  cou  nds  Ru  blic  servant  ld  have  amassed  the  considerable  fu  

required to acquire and maintain these assets in Europe and the United States raises serious questions.'…  

Another  comment  from  Venediktov:  http://www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2015/11/12/putin  s  pals  are  

ru  ntil  they  get  sick.html  ssian  patriots  u  

Venediktov  confirmed  that  in  the  last  few  months  of  his life, “Lesin was trapped in problems, investigated  
in the U.S., facing debts ofabout $90 million here in Russia.” As such, he expressed doubts about the  
current version ofLesin’s death. “He  did  not  have  any  ID  on  him  in  the  hotel  room,  that  is  very  strange;  his  

family  were  not  with  him  when  he  died.  They  sou  ick  to  ju  on  the  heart  attack  version,  as  if  nded  too  qu  mp  

they were  secure  different story,” Venediktov  added,  expressing  a  hope  to  hear  the  tru  trying to  some  th  

about Lesin’s death.  

Bailing  out  VEB  

http://kommersant.ru/doc/2852200  

VneshEkonomBank  has  got  some  idity  problems  and  lots  of  debt  (R1.2  major  liqu  
trillion)  a  upolitical  decision  has  been  made  to  help  the  bank,  which  nder  Central  Bank  
rules  is  not  eligible  for  refinancing  from  the  CB,  but  the  government  has  yet  to  come  up  
with  a  plan.  At  a  valov,  there  a  possible  plan  session  yesterday  chaired  by  Igor  Shu  was  
u  ssion  for  shifting  packets  of  shares  held  by  the  state  to  VEB  (worth  R1.5  nder  discu  some  
trillion;  the  shares  wou  over  ld  be  sold  to  raise  capital)  and  for  the  government  to  take  
some  of  VEB’s “toxic” or “problem assets” (inclu  ction  projects  ding  special  constru  
dating  to  the  Sochi  Olympics)  t  was  agreement  made  su  bu there  no  on  pporting  the  plan  
as  it  ld  se  problems  for  the  bu  wou  cau  more  dget  and potentially  endanger  Russia’s  
financial ratings…  

Apart  from  the  Olympics,  VEB has  been  saddled  with  a  mber  of  other  costly projects,  nu  
including  financing  the  development  of  the  SSJ  100  plane  at  a  low  interest  rate,  a  
Rostek/Vi  Holding  plan  to  develop  platinu  deposits  in  Zimbabwe,  and  aid  to  Globeks  m  
Bank…In  October,  Medvedev  directed  the  Finance  Ministry  and  the  Economic  
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Development  Ministry  to  come  u  a  t  no  set  plan  has  as  yet  p  with  plan,  bu  
materialized…Economist  Vladimir  Tikhonov  says  that  VEB,  a  state  corporation  with  
considerable weight, should be saved, but only ifit increases its own “effectiveness.” At  
Ru  was  su  cu  set  ssian  Railways,  the  leadership  changed,  state  bsidies  t,  and  the  company  
on  the  path  to  tting  expenses.  Tikhonov  thinks  that  the  best  plan  for  avoiding  damage  cu  
to  Ru  financial  ratings  is  to  se  nd  to  re-capitalize  ssia’s  u  National  Welfare  Fu  reserves  
VEB  althou  su  involved  ld  nt  to  30%  of  that  fu  gh  the  m  wou  amou  nd,  and  that  
expenditu  would also be taken  a “negative signal”…Tikhonov, however,  adds  that  re  as  
the  budget  deficit  will  probably be  less  than  expected,  so  maybe  the  difference  between  
the projection and the actual shortfall could be used for the bailout…  

Solovey  on  propaganda  and  public opinion  

http://rus.postimees.ee/3395127/valerij  solovej  bolshinstvo  ljudej  ne  imeet  svoego  
mnenija?utm  source=rus.postimees.ee&utm  medium=button  article&utm  content=3395127&utm  campaign=vk  soci  
al  

MGIMO’s  Valeriy Solovey  says  that  the  prevalence  of  TV  viewing  in  Eastern  Europe  is  
a  holdover  from  Soviet  times,  especially  among  older  viewers  and,  say,  ethnic  Russians  
living  in  the  Baltic  states.  The  situation  is  a  nger  people,  thou  bit  different  with  you  gh  
sociologists  report  they  watch  TV  only  abou 5%  less  than  their  elders  (Solovey  mentions  t  
the  Internet/social  networks  as  sou  of  information  for  you  additional  rces  ng  people).  As  
the  older  generations  pass  on,  TV  will  have  less  impact,  but  it  will  remain  the  single  most  
influ  ment  people  tru  psychological  ential  propaganda  instru  as  st  television.  Why?  It’s  
people  have  a  sense  of  being  present  at  an  event  when  watching  TV…Propaganda has its  
limits  it’s not effective when we are talking about something that has an impact directly  
on the viewers’ interests  or  abou  t.  It’s  not  as  t  something  they  know  abou  hard  to  convince  
Ru  are  as  they do not know Americans.  It’s  ssians  that  Americans  children  of  the  Devil,  
harder to cast Ukrainians as Satan’s spawn, though…It would make sense to have  
plu  sou  wou  aralism  in  media  rces,  with  different  views  offsetting  each  other.  That  ld  be  
defense  against propaganda. It would be better ifpeople limited TV viewing.  And it’s  
very  important  to  read,  as  reading  engages  the  critical  reflex,  which  tends  to  become  
disengaged with TV viewing…The kind of“information wars” we are witnessing  today  
have  not  been  seen  for  decades,  bu  ally  as  it  is  not  possible  t  they  will  have  to  end  eventu  
for  society  to  remain  in  mobilized  state  for  long  time,  even  in  Ru  a  a  ssia.  People  grow  
weary psychologically.  The  events  in  Ukraine  have  not  interested Russian  TV  viewers  
for  some  time,  and  the  war  in  Syria  is  taken  like  a  Hollywood  action  movie.  

Most  people  don’t  have  their  own  opinions,  maybe  70%-80%  are  easy  marks  for  
propaganda.  They have  opinions  only  abou  are  t  things  close  to  them,  things  that  
important  to  them  personally,  but  most  don’t  have  opinions  on  political  questions.  
There’s nothing insulting about saying that, it’s just human nature. Propaganda has no  
effect  on  maybe  5%,  intelligent  people  with  strong  critical  reflexes.  Most  people  take  
information  in  to  learn  what  the  social  consensu is  and  pport  it  those  who  do  not  can  s  su  
be  the  revolutionary  core driving change…For an authoritarian or totalitarian regime to  
sustain itself, it needs a  u“spiral ofsilence”  people  have  to  be  afraid  to  speak  p.  
Revolu  sometimes  that  takes  years,  tionary  change  takes place when the “spiral” stops  
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sometimes  it  happens  very  qu  tions  impossible  to  ickly.  Nobody  knows  why.  Revolu  are  
predict. It’s only after the fact that commentators look back and say it was inevitable.  It’s  
the  3%-5%  who  pu  u  t  then  others  sh  the  limits,  who  take  to  the  streets,  who  speak  p.  Bu  
will  follow.  Mass  dynamics  are  npredictable.  We  can  predict  a  crisis,  bu no  one  knows  u t  
how  it  will  develop.  We  see  ssia  is  in  seriou crisis,  for  example,  bu no  one  that  Ru  a s  t  
knows  how  to  end  it.  Will  it  end  in  a  tionary  way?  With  stagnation?  Regardless,  revolu  
the  end  game  will  likely  begin  soon.  

What about polls showing that Russians don’t really feel the consequences ofthe crisis?  
People  say  what they think the pollsters want to hear. There are “socially approved  
answers.”  People will say everything is alright, everything is moving in the right  
direction.  But those  same  people  who  say  they  are  d of Ruprou  ssian  foreign  policy  
victories  also  say  they are preparing for a long term crisis.  They don’t make any  
connection  between  the  political  and  the  economic  situ  bu  lar  behavior  is  ations  t  popu  
changing,  as  people  are  spending  less,  they  are  economizing.  

On Putin’s high ratings: Well, ifyou give respondents  a  list  of  names  Putin,  Medvedev,  
Navalniy  and  ask  them  who  they trust, you know what the answer’s going to be.  
Nevertheless,  VVP’s approval  rating  is  high,  thou  t  the  qu  gh  not  90%.  Bu  ality  of  the  
su  ssians  are  alienated from  politics.  Society  sees  politics  as  the  pport  is  not  real  high.  Ru  
prerogative  of  a  p  of  elites.  So  the  3%-5%  tu  u on  t  the  rest  small  grou  rns  p  the  street,  bu  
think  that  politics  is  something  for  vlast,  not  them  (Comment:  This  is  close  to  my  view  

of things.  Most Russians don’t think  politic is  any  of  their  business.  You  an  get  s c  
ordinary  people  stirred  up—not  just  the  5%--when  something  that  direc  an  tly  has  
impact  on  their  daily  life  c  up,  as  we  saw  earlier  this  week  with  truc  omes  kers  
blocking  roads  over  a  levy  on  freight  trucks.*  See  the  11  November  notes.  What  the  
issue  is  usually  resolved—maybe  the  government  backs  down,  for  now,  or  some  
c  ession  is  made—then everyone goes back to their private lives.  onc  Putin’s support  

is  broad,  but  not  nec  ld  keep  in  mind  that  this  was  the  state  essarily  very  deep).  We  shou  
of  affairs  when  the  USSR  collapsed.  The  CPSU  had  15  million  members.  And  it  all  
disappeared.  So we should not overestimate the quality ofPutin’s rating.  

People have selective memories, that’s both as individuals and collectively.  We  
remember  some  things  and  prefer  to  forget  others.  Propaganda  can  boost  the  selective  
element  of  memory.  You can  take  an  nt  of  a  certain  event  and  clean  p  its  negative  accou  u  
connotations.  Right  now  we  hear  that  the  attitu  ade  to  Stalin  has  improved,  that  lot  of  
people  su  there  is  basis  for  dou  pport  re-installing  the  Dzerzhinsky  memorial  no  bting  
this.  Bu let’s  estion:  “Would you want to live under Stalin or  t  ask  people  this  qu  
Dzerzhinskiy?”  An attitude toward a symbol is one thing, a person’s  al  preferencesactu  
quite another…Speaking seriously, Russians are rather rational, more so than propaganda  
or  polls  show.  Otherwise,  Ru  wou  not  have  rvived.  ssian  society  ld  simply  su  

As  far  as  selective  memory,  recall  how  Gorbachev  was  welcomed  by  everyone,  they  all  
wanted freedom  and democracy.  Then  they  welcomed Yeltsin.  Bu  ask people  if  t  if  you  
they  voted for Yeltsin, nobody will say they did. …Some time down the line, it will be  
the same for Putin…  
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*http://www.themoscowtimes.com/bu  ck-fees-may-lead-to-siness/article/new-tru  
goods-shortages-russian-retailers-say/548970.html  

Major  Ru  ction  of  a  new  federal  levy  on  cks  ld  ssian  retailers  have  warned  that  the  introdu  12  ton  tru  cou  
disrupt  supplies  and  lead  to  goods  shortages  in  stores,  the  Kommersant  newspaper  reported  Friday.  

The  new  fee  for  u  come  into  force  on  ck  owners  across  the  sing  federal  roads,  set  to  Nov.  15,  has  angered  tru  

country,  with  roadblock  protests  springing  u  ding  St.  Petersbu  p in  major  cities  inclu  rg,  the  Siberian  city  of  

Novosibirsk  and  the  Urals'  Yekaterinburg.  

However,  according  to  the  Kommersant  report,  the  main  problem  for  logistics  companies  will  likely be  the  

requ  cks.  These  ld  be  linked  to  personal  irement  to  have  satellite  devices  installed  onboard  the  tru  wou  

accou  or  a  journey.  nts,  enabling  drivers  to  pay  the  federal  levy  in  advance  of  after  

Tru  owners  were  to  register  for  the  scheme  month  in  advance.  However,  ck  and  companies  able  a  

representatives  of  retail  chains  told  Kommersant  that  many drivers  will  not  have  been  issued  the  devices  in  

time.  

A spokesperson  for  X5 Retail Grou  a  ssian  food  retailer  owning  the  supermarket  chains  p,  leading  Ru  

Pyatyorochka,  Perekryostok,  and  Karusel,  estimated  that  a  third  of  their  supplies  might  not  reach  store  

shelves  in  time,  the  NTV  channel  reported.  

Kremlin  spokesman  Dmitry Peskov  told  news  agency  RIA  Novosti  on  Friday  that  the  Transportation  
Ministry  "was  making  every  effort"  to  reach  a compromise  with  the  protesting  ckers,  adding  that  both  tru  

sides  "needed  to  show  flexibility"  with  regard  to  the  new  levy  system.  

Former  Russian  polic  c  ted  of  espionage  eman  onvic  

http://www themoscowtimes com/news/article/former-russian-police-officer-sentenced-to-13-
years-for-espionage/548914 html  

A  former  Moscow  policeman  has  been  sentenced  to  13  years  in  prison  for  spying  for  the  U.S.  Central  
Intelligence  Agency  (CIA),  the  Interfax  news  rsday,  citing  a  statement  agency  reported Thu  from  the  

Russian  Federal Security Service  (FSB),  the  ccessorsu  to  the  Soviet  KGB.  

A  Moscow  regional  cou on  rsday  convicted  former  Ministry  of  Internal  Affairs  officer  Yevgeny  rt  Thu  

Chistov with treason in the form ofespionage after the man “pled completely guilty, confirmed the fact that  
he  was  ited by  the  CIA,  and delivered  to  them  information  on  ministry  activities,” Interfax reported.  recru  

According to Interfax, Chistov's case file shows that in 2011, the officer, “acting out ofselfish motives,  
took the initiative to make contact with the CIA,” and began transferring state secrets out ofthe country.  

Chistov's  case  is  the  latest  in  an  alarming  string  of  spy  scandals  to  shake  Russia  since  the  start  of  the  

Ukraine  crisis  in  early  2014.  

New  press rules after the “leak”  
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See yesterday’s notes.  

http://www.themoscowtimes.com/news/article/kremlin  imposes  stricter  press  ru  clear  su  les  following  nu  b  
leak/548965.html  

Following the “unintentional” leak ofa secret military project by state  television  Tu  on  esday,  the  Kremlin  

has  institu  new  idelines  for  covering  military  meetings:  mu keep  their  cameras  pointed  ted  gu  cameramen  st  

at  the  wall  ntil  the  president  arrives,  the  Kommersant  newspaper  reported  Friday.  u  

Du  a  tin  and  his  senior  military  advisors  and  officials  in  the  ring  meeting  between  President  Vladimir  Pu  

seaside  village  of Sochi  on  esday,  a cameraman  briefly filmed  over  lder  of  a military  officer,  Tu  the  shou  

catching a description ofa new weapons system known simply as “Status 6.”  

Statu  to  be  u  su  a  clear  warhead  and  s  6  appears  an  nmanned  bmarine  packed  with  high  megaton  thermonu  

radioactive  material  to  create  a  massive  dirty  bomb,  which  wou  an  enemy's  port  or  coastline  ald  render  
radioactive wasteland “for long periods oftime.”  

The  Pentagon  has  reportedly  been  aware  of  su  a  weapon  u  ssia  for  at  least  a  year,  ch  nder  development  in  Ru  

and  Ru  ed  that  the  leak  was  intentional  ssia  is  willing  ssian  analysts  have  argu  to  demonstrate  the  lengths  Ru  

to  go  in  preserving  its  nuclear  deterrent  in  the  face  of  U.S.  missile  defenses.  

Nonetheless,  Kremlin  spokesman  Dmitry Peskov  on  uWednesday lamented  the  allegedly  nintentional leak,  
promising  to  tighten  procedu  for  state  media  reporters  covering  meetings  between  Pu  res  tin  and  his  military  

staff.  

Reporters  will  now  have  to  leave  their  cell  phones  with  secu  ards  before  entering  ch  meetings,  rity gu  su  

photographers  cannot  tin  cameras  must  be  pointed  at  take  photos  before  Pu  enters  the  room,  and  television  
the  wall  until  the  meeting  starts,  Kommersant  reported.  

Furthermore,  military  officials  present  at  meetings  are  being  encou  dy  their  docu  raged  to  stu  ments  prior  to  

the  arrival  of  the  press.  

Nearly  half  of  Russians  fear  a  kterrorist  attac  

http://www.themoscowtimes.com/news/article/nearly  half  of  russians  fear  terrorist  attack  
poll/548960.html  

Nearly  half  of  Ru  a  terrorist  attack  or  ation  in  the  fu re,  the  Interfax  ssians  fear  hostage  taking  situ  near  tu  

news  agency  reported,  citing  data  from  independent  pollster  the  Levada  Center.  

(http://www.levada.ru/2015/11/13/terakty/  )  

Of  the  48  percent  who  fear  an  p  the  Islamic  State  the  greatest  attack,  76  percent  consider  terrorist  grou  as  

threat,  Interfax  reported  Friday.  

International  terrorism  as  whole  worried 39 percent  of Ru  were  concerned  a  ssians  polled,  while  17  percent  
by  Russian  extremists  and  radicals.  One  third  (34  percent)  of  respondents  did  not  believe  in  the  possibility  

of  a  terrorist  attack.  

The  poll  was  cted  Oct.  23  26  among  1,600  people  in  134  cities  and  towns  nd  Ru  condu  on  arou  ssia,  Interfax  

reported.  No  margin  of  error  was  given.  
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The  Islamic  State  terrorist  group  released  an Internet video promising to attack Russia “very soon,” the  
SITE  monitoring  grou  on  rsday.  p  reported  Thu  

The  Islamic  State  has  previously  called  for  Islamic  fighters  to  take  revenge  on  Russia  after  President  

Vladimir  Pu  nched  air  strike  campaign  in  Syria  against  Islamic  State  militants  and  opposition  tin  lau  an  

forces  fighting  against  Syrian  President  Bashar  Assad.  

.  
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Nellie Ohr 

From: Nellie Ohr 

Sent: Tuesday, November 10, 2015 7:32 PM 

To: Ohr, Bruce {OOAG); Holtyn, Lisa (OCOETF) 

Subject: Russian commentators speculate on Le-sin's death in Dupont Circle hotel : 
someone feared he'd sing? 

(from Wayne Allensworth, Internet Notes, 9 Nov) 

Lesin's death (This looks "fishy" . .. ) 

See the 6 November notes ... 

http://www.ft.com'intllcms/s/0/dl lb034a-8635-l le5-9£8c-a8d619fa707c.html#axzz3qyffif7v 

The de-athin Washington of one of the architects ofthe media machine in Vladimir Putin' s Russia 
triggered speculation and conspiracy theories in Moscow at the weekend. 
:i\fil.:hail Lesin 
. fonnerpress minister and head ofGazprom l\•ledia. the holding that owns many formerlv independent Russian media outlets. 
was found dead in the Dµpont Circle hotel in Washington late last week. Police said an autopsv was bein2' conducted and the 
c.ause of death would be determined onlv after that had been completed. 
The Russian embassy, which sent an official to the US capital to identify l\•fr !.es.in, said the ex-minister had died of a heart 
attack, a version echo-ed by RT, the state news outlet Mrlesin was invoh·ed in establishing, and statements from his family 
earned in Russian stateme.dia. 
But Russian government critics on Sunday questioned this version of events. In a f acebook post, .l\lfred Kokh, a former 
Russian prime minister (::?::) who held lhe Gazprom Media post more than a decade before Mr lesin, described the 
embassy' s statement as a "strange flight offantasy" . 
Referring to a potential US justice department and FBI investigation into MrI.esin in conne-ction v.-ith corruption allegations. 
he said: 'Why do [they] want so much to make eveutbodv believe that it was a heart attack? Maybe they were afraid that 
Lesin tells the FBI about somethine: in exchange for them ending the investigation?" 
In July last year, Roger Wicker, a senator from MississippL requested that the justice department investigate whether Mr 
Lesin had violated the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act 
and anti-money-laundering statutes and suggested he might have business ties '"1th people subject to US sanctions. He 
claimed Mr lesin had bought homes worth a total of S28m in los Angele,s and moved his immediate family there. 
I'vfr\Vicker's request was referred to the justice department and the FBL which were considering it. Mrlesin_' s death means 
the issue is now closed. 
The FBI was notified ofr,.,ir I.esin' s de.a.th but was not assisting in the· matter, which was being treated by local police as a 
death investigation. 

Another c,ommentator who posted under the. name '\Volf said on VK.ontal1e, a Russian social media site: "He is not the first 
one, and he "'ill not be the last. VJe have had s.o many famous Russians murdered abroad that wheneYer some prominent 
compatriot dies outside the motherland, you have to assume that they ""ill find poison." 

Aged 57, I\,fr Lesin was one ofthe highest-profile among the aides who helped Mr Putin rebuild Russia into a mor-e state
centric and authoritarian polity. 
Vsevolod BogdanoY, he.ad of the Russian Union ofJournalists, called Mrlesin Russia' s "most energetic" minister Russia in 
the. past 20years. "He was committed to not only the interests of the media industry but also the interests ofthe authorities," 
bes.aid. 
MrPutin' s spokesman said the president highly appreciated the " enormous contribution" i\~ I.esin had made to the formation 
of the modem Russian media. 
An engineer by training, i\,fr lesin co-founded Video International, one ofRussia' s le,ading advertising agencies, in 1990, and 
went on to managerial positions in state TV under president Boris Yeltsin. 
As media minister between 1999 and 2004, he played a role in taming private te.le..,-ision through the takeover ofNTV, Russia' s 
fir.st independent news channel, then O'-'ned by Yeltsin-era oligarch \lladimir Gusinsl,,y Until 2009 MrLesin served .as Mr 
Putin ' s adviser heloin2 build uo RT an E.m,tish-lansruage TV network that aims to enhance Russia11 soft oower bv c ouoterim1 
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\·irestem news narratives. 
In late 2013, he was appointed head of Gazprom Medi.a. But he resigned from that post at the end of2014. Mrl esin crted 
private reasons but his resignation followed an argument with .-'\leksei Venediktov, editor-in-chief ofliberal radio station Echo 
ofMoscow, over.a joumalisH ,.fr lesin had demanded be fired. 
Two seniorjoumalists at Gazprom Media-owned outlets said Mr Le sin had spent most ofhis time since his resignation in 
California but bad remained close to Mr Putin. 
Here, s the outline ofa theory invoNing Wicker, mentioned above: httpsJ/w,vw.facebook.com/ 
pcbikov/postsl l006737349399709 
In July, 2011, Lesin registered the Das.tel Corporntion in California. In 2011 -2012, Daste! acquired three 
homes valued at S28 million. In 2014, Mississippi Senator Roger \Vicker requested that the Justice Department 
investigate Lesin for money Iaoodering-the Justice Department requested that the FBI conduct an 
investigation. In December oflast year, Lesin. resigned as the head of Gazprom Media, a post he had held since 
October of2013 (he also resigned a post as advisor to the Television Indastrial Committee). Putin reportedly 
personally approved the resignation. Lesin was found dead in a Washington hotel last week. I ( s reasonable to 
assume that Lesin was prepared to agree to cooperate with the FBI in exchange for lesser charges in the case 
against him-ifs prematare to talk ,about murder. Maybe he had health problems. But the whole thing looks 
fishy. 

In this post, Kokh (mentioned above) claims that Lesm could have headed a "Putin Komintemn ofconnections 
in the \Vest that could support Kremlin information policy, a form of"soft power": https://wwwiac.ebook.coml 
permalink.php ?story tbid=1072198709480520&id=10000071203 7223 

. .. This network would be a threat to the security ofthe West, says Kokh. So Lesin, under investigation by 
the FBI, is foi:md dead in a \Vashington hotel room. Venediktov says Lesin had cancer. He supposedly had a 
badb.ack. But no one mentioned heart problems. Maybe someone was afraid ofwhat he might tell the FBI
and maybe they had some tea \vith him. 
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Ohr, Bruce (ODAG) 

From: Ohr, Bruce (ODAG} 

Sent: Friday, October 30, 2015 6:05 PM 

To: Nellie Ohr 

Subject: FW: SCMP and CCDI articles on JLG Anti-Corruption Working Group 

From: Park, Jason L [mailto:ParkJL@state.gov] 
Sent: Friday, October 30, 2015 10:44 AM 
To: Ohr, Bruce {ODAG); Lee, Kaye A (Beijing) ; Lee, Amy Chang; Chang, Frances; Weber, Benjamin (Beijing); Bailey, 
Benjamin S; Davis-Polzin, Jacqueline X (Beijing) ; Tsao, Byron F; ~ 
Heumphreus, Julie; otallah, Nicole r;. ; Allen, Charles; Kucera, John (USACAC); 
Bishop, Christopher W (Beijing) ; EAP-P-Office- DL 
Cc: EAP-CM-Bilat Unit-DL; Haymond, Peter; Goldman, Michael B 
Subject: SCMP and CCDI articles on JLG Anti-Corruption Working Group 

Dear all: 

Please see below for South China Morning Post and the Central Commission for Discipline Inspection' s articles 
on the JLG Anti-Corruption Working Group. SCMP makes a questionable claim that CCDI article praising 
U.S.-Cbina cooperation on anti-corruption was intentionally released a day after USS Lassen' s FONOPs. If 
you scroll to the bottom you can see CCDr s colorlhl map shm.ving how many Chinese priority fugitives ( 4o+) 
have fled to the United States. 

Best, 

Jason 

Bilateral talks to counter corruption a 'bright spot' 
China-US relations 
PUBLIS_HED. Fnclay, 30 October, 201 S, 12:11am 

Jun MaUun.mai@scmp.com 

http:ljwww.scmp.com/news/china/policies-politics/article/1873970/bilateral-talks-counter-corruption-
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tmght-spot-chma-us 

Despite rising Sino-US 'tens-ions in the South China Sea, the two countries could be moving closer on ocher important 
issues, notably the repatriation of corruption suspects, the Communist Parry's anti-graft watchdog said. 

An article published on \Vednesday on the website of the Central Com.miss-ion for Discipline Inspection (CCDI) said a 
top-level meeting of the t\.vo nations on efforts to counter corruption was hailed by ihe US team leader. 

Bruce Ohr, chief of the organised crime and racketeering section at the US Department of Justice, described the latest 
meeting of an anti-corruption working group as "a bright spot in US-China relations", according to the CCDI. 

"Corruption is the most evil thing for any country in che world," Ohr was quoted as saying. "In a connected world, 
different countries should step up cooperation and fight cross-border crime." 

In a connected world, different countries should step up cooperation and fight cross
border crime 
B&UCE OHR,US DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

The article was published on !he CCDI's website one week after the ll}th Cruna-US joint liaison group's anti
corruption working group meeting but just a day after the US missile destroyer USS Lassen was dispatched to 
challenge Beijing's sovereignty claims in the South China Sea, raismg concerns. that the naval confrontation would 
have serious repercussions on ocher aspects of Sino-US relations. 

The anti-corruption group, set up in 2005, holds regular meetings where officials from both the CCDI and US law 
enforcement agencies discuss cooperation in fighting graft and transnational organised crime. 

"Breakthroughs in individual cases always lead to system-building in anti-graft efforts," said Liu Ttanchao, the new 
dire.ctor of the CCDI's International Cooperation Bureau. The articled-id not identify the cases. 

"Cooperation and breakthroughs on mdividual cases me-an the US is continuously sending positive signals," said Gao 
Bo, an anti-graft expert at the Academy of Social Sciences. 

This article appeared in the Souih China JJormng Posr prim editton as Anti-graft talks a 'bright spot' in 
Sino-US ~elations 
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Jason Park 
DeskOff~er 
U.S. Oep-artment ofState 
Offi ce of Chines.e and Mongolian Affairs 
Phone. (202) 647-68031 Ema·I· ParkJL@state.gov 

This email is UNCLASSIFIED. 
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Ohr, Bruce (ODAG) 

From: Ohr, Bruce (ODAG} 

Sent : Thursday, October 29, 2015 3:59 PM 

To: Nellie Ohr 

Subje ct: Re: Putin's Mafia Statecraft 

Excellent article! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 29, 2015, at 9:34 AM, Nellie Ohr (b) ( 6) wrote: 

This brings a lot of things together nicely. 

http:l/www.rferl.orglcontenVputins-mafia-statecraftJ27329898.html? 
me cid=bftleb0c766&mc eid=e46842563c 

October 27, 2'015 

Putin's Mafia Statecraft 
by Brian Whitmore 

In the past couple years . Russian hackers have launched attacks on a French television network, a 
German steelmaker, the Polish stock market, the White House. the U.S. House of Representatives, 
the U.S. State Department, and The New York Times. 
And according to press reports cit ing Western intelligence officials, the perpetrators weren't rogue 
cyber-pranksters. They were working for the Kremlin. 
Cybercrime, it appears, has become a tool of Russian statecraft. And not just cybercrime. 
Vladimir Putin's regime has become increasingly adept at deploying a whole range of practices that 
are more common among crime syndicates than permanent members of the UN Security Council. 
In some cases, as with the hacking, this involves the Kremlin subcontracting organized crime groups 
to do thin9s the Russian state cannot do itself with plausible deniability. And in others. it involves the 
state itself engaging in kidnapping, extortion, blackmail, bribery, and fraud to advance its agenda. 
Spanish prosecutor Jose Grinda has noted that the activities of Russian criminal networks are 
virtually indistinguishable from those of the government. 
"It's not so much a mafia state as a nationalized mafia," Russian organized crime expert Mark 
Galeotti, a professor at New York University and co-host of the Power Vertical Podcast. said in a 
recent lecture at the Hudson Institute. 
Hackers, Gangsters, And Goblins 
According to a report by the FBI and U.S. intelligence agencies, Russia is home to the most skilled 
community of cybercriminals on the globe, and the Kremlin has close t[es to them. 
'They have let loose the hounds," Tom Kellermann, chief security officer at Trend Micro, a Tokyo
based security firm, told Bloomberg News. 
Citing unidentified officials, Bloomberg reported that Russian hackers had stepped up surveillance of 
essential infrastructure, including power grids and energy-supply networks, in the United States, 
Europe , and Canada. 
Dmitri Alperovitch, co-founder of the security firm CrowdStrike, noted recently that the Russian 
security services have been actively recruiting an army of hackers. 
'When someone is identified as being technically proficient in the Russian underground." a pending 
criminal case against them "suddenly disappears and those people are never heard from again.'' 
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Alperovitch said in an interview with The Hill, adding that the hacker [n question is then working for 
the Russian security services_ 
'We know that's going on," Alperovitch added_ 
And as a result, criminal hackers "that used to hunt banks eight hours a day are now operating two 
hours a day turning their 9uns on NATO and government targets," Kellermann ofTrend Micro told The 
Hill. adding that these groups are ''will ingly operating as cyber-militias." 
The hacking is just one example of how the Kremlin effectively uses organized crime as a geopolitical 
weapon_ 
Moscow relied heavily on local organized crime structures in its support for separatist movements in 
Transdniester, Abkhazia, South Ossetia, and Donbas_ 
In the conflict in eastern Ukraine. organized crime groups served as agents for the Kremlin, fomenting 
pro-Russia unrest and funneling arms to rebel groups_ 
In annexed Crimea, the Kremlin installed a reputed gangster known as "The Goblin" as the 
peninsula's chief executive. 
And of course there is the case of Eston Kohver, the Estonian law enforcement officer who was 
investigating a smuggling ring run jointly by Russian organized crime groups and the Russian Federal 
Security Service. 
Kohver was kidnapped in Estonia September 2014, brought across the Russian border at gunpoint, 
and convicted of espionage. He was released in a prisoner exchange last month. 
The Geopolitics Of Extortion 
But Putin's mafia statecraft doesn't just involve using and colluding with organized crime groups. 
It often acts like an organized crime group itself. 
In some cases this involves using graft as a means of controL This is a tactic Moscow has deployed 
throughout the former Soviet space, involving elites in corrupt schemes - everything from shady 
energy deals or money-laundering operations - to secure a "captured constituency." 
This is a tactic Russia· attempted to use in Georgia fo llowing the 2003 Rose Revolution and in Ukraine 
after the 2004 Orange Revolution. where "corruption and shadow networks were mobilized to 
undermine the new leadership's reform agenda," according to James Greene in a 2012 report for 
Chatham House. 
This was particularly successful in Ukraine, where opaque g·as deals were used "to suborn Ukraine's 
post-Orange Revolution new leadership," Greene wrote . 
And Putin is clearly hoping to repeat this success in eastern Ukraine today - especially after 
elections are held in the rebel areas of Donbas. 
"His bet in the eastern Ukraine local election, if it ever takes place, won't be on the rebel field 
commanders but on local oligarchs who ran the region before the 2014 'revolution of dignity: Through 
them, he will hope to exert both economic and political influence on Kiev." political commentator 
Le-on id Bershidsky wrote in Bloomberg View_ 
In addition to graft, Moscow has also effectively utilized blackmail - making the international 
community a series of offers it can't refuse. 
It's a neat trick. First you create instability , as in Ukraine. or exasperate existing instability, as in 
Syria.Then offer your services to establish order. 
You essentiaJly create demand - and then meet it. You get to act like a rogue and be treated like a 
statesman. 
It's how protection rackets operate. And it has become one of the pillars of Putin's foreign policy. 
"It's the geopolitics of extortion, but it's probably working,° Galeotti told Voice of America in a recent 
interview. 
"He's identifying a whole series of potential trouble spots around the world, places that matter to the 
West, and is essentially indicating. that he can either be a good partner. if they're willing to make a 
deal with him, or he can stir up more trouble." 
NOTE TO READERS: The Daily Vertical will not appear on October 28, due to the public holiday in the 
Czech Republic. We'll be back on October 29. 

Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty© 2015 RFE/RL, Inc. All Rights Reserved. 
http:/lwww_rferl.org/ contentlputins-mafia-statecraft/27329898.html 
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Nellie Ohr 

From: Nellie Ohr 

Sent: Monday, October 19, 2015 3:59 PM 

To: (b) ( 6) Nellie Email !; Ohr, Bruce (ODAG); Holtyn, Lisa {OCDETF) 

Subject: Kremlin's ties to Russian cyber gangs - Warsaw Stock Exchange, German steel 
mill 

Here's a new article pulling together several recent attacks that seem to have been backed by the Russian 
government. 
The possibil ity that it was Russians behind the hack on the German blast furnace was new to me. Other articles on 
SCADA/ICS attacks did not finger Russia. (Apparently the US govt has not officially fingered them; it's just that the 
malware used was similar to malware used by Russians in the past). 

I'm copying Lisa on this whole thread too. 

Cyberspace Becomes Second Front in Russia's Clash With NATO - Bloomberg Business 
htt p:1/www .bloc mbe rg .com/news/article s/2015-10-14/cyberspace-beco mes-sec ond-front-in-ru s s ia-s-cla sh-wit h-nato 

Russian computer attacks have become more brazen and more destructive as the country grows increasingly at 
odds with the U.S. and European nations over military goals first in Ukraine and now Syria. 
Along with reported computer breaches of a French TV network and the W hite House, a number of attacks now 
being attributed to Russian hackers and some not previously disclose-d have riveted intelligence officials as relations 
with Russia have deteriorated. These targets include the Polish stock market, the U.S. House of Representatives, a 
German steel plant that suffered severe damage and The New York Times. 
U.S. officials worry that any attempt by the Russian government to, use vulnerabilities in critical infrastructure like 
global stock exchanges, power grids and airports as pressure points against the West could lead to a broader 
conflict. according to two people familiar with the debate inside government and who asked to not to be named when 
discussing intelligence matters. When NATO officials met last week, they voiced alarm about Russia's rapid 
involvement in Syria, including the fidng of cruise missiles. and vowed the biggest reinforcement of their collective 
defense since the end of the Cold War. 

The Warsaw Stock Exchange is but one example of the heightened cyber-activity. Hackers who rifled the exchange 
last October, in a breach that set off alarms among Western intelligence agencies, proclaimed they were Muslim 
militants angry over Poland's support for a bombing ·campaign against the Islamic State. 
"It's beginning," the group posted online in a file~sharing site called Pastebin. heavily used by the 
cyberunderground . 'To be continued[ A llahu Akbar!" 
While stealing some data. the attackers also made dozens of client logins public, opening the exchange's systems 
to additional chaos from cybercriminals of all stripes. It was sabotage by crowd-sourcing. 
Except the infiltrators weren't Islamic militants at all. Behind the smokescreen was a group of hackers with t ies to 
the Russian government, according to three people familiar with the Polish investigation. The incident was viewed by 
Polish investigators as a stark warning to the country, a member of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization intent on 
driving a strong alliance response to Russia's move·s in eastern Ukraine. 
The attack on the exchange, which said in a statement to Bloomberg News that the trading platform wasn't affected, 
has prompted the Polish government to begin an upgrade of computer systems in government offices, the financial 
sector and hospitals, said one of the people . 
As in other domains, Russians acting directly for the government or with its approval are testing the boundaries of 
the cyberbattlefield, according. to an assessment by U.S. intelligence agencies. The attacks are often called state 
sponsored by security companies working to arrest the damage, though it is difficult to ascertain which ones might 
have been done by intelligence agencies and which ones by criminals with access to sophisticated tools hoping to 
curry government favor. 
'They have let loose the hounds," said Tom Kellermann. chief security officer at Trend Micro, a Tokyo-based 
security firm. 
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Dmitry Peskov, a spokesman for the Kremlin, rejected suggestions that Russia is behind the attacks. "These are 
absolutely unsubstantiated allegations, which are often absurd," he said. ''We also have been the targets of attacks, 
which again shows that everyone can just as easily be subject to such attacks. International cooperation is required 
to expose and deal with these threats. But unfortunately, we don't always see a constructive apprnach on this issue 
from our partners." 

Possible Miscalculations 

Russia is called America's biggest cyberthreat by U.S. Director of National Intelligence James Clapper, and it 
appears more wil ling than ever to push up against U.S. doctrine, which holds that destructive hacking attacks could 
be considered acts of war. So far, the U.S. has not made any public response to the suspected acts. 
Cyberspace is a messy arena for fighting. Miscalculations, even by skilled operators, are common. fueling concerns 
about what could happen to essential infrastructure. And Russia is one of the few nations that intelligence officials 
say can successfully mask its identity in cyberspace, even from the U.S. National Security Agency. 
The attacks, though, are mounting, leaving officials looking for ways to redraw lines that have already shifted 
significantly over the last 18 months. 
Raising alarms in Europe, Russian hackers damaged a blast furnace early last year at a plant in Germany owned 
by ThyssenKrupp AG, the country's biggest steelmaker. according to four people fami liar with the attack. In that 
case, malware found in the system had previously been tied to Russian espionage activity, but U.S. intelligence 
agencies have not linked the incident directly to the Russian government, said one person fami liar with the matter. 

Kilian Roetzer, a spokesman for ThyssenKrupp, denied any such attack occurred, as has every other company 
operating a blast furnace in Germany. A furnace attack was disclosed by the German government last year without 
naming any company or perpetrator. 
In Apri l, the same group that last year attacked the Warsaw stock exchange hit the operations of TV5Monde. 
according to security firms tracking the incidents. The attack shut down the major French television network on April 
8 and 9, and restoring the system fully will cost of15 million euros ($17 million), its executives estimate. 

Essential Infrastructure 

Russian hackers have stepped up surveillance of power grids and energy supply networks in the U.S., Europe and 
Canada, a provocative move given government sensitivity to tampering with essential infrastructure for millions of 
people, according to two people fami liar with that activity. 
U.S. authorities who spoke on condit ion of anonymity interpret it as a warning. "Russia is exceptionally skilled," 
said Mike Buratowski, vice president of cybersecurity services for Fidelis Cybersecurity. "If you see them, 
chances are it's a decision: Russia is OK with you seeing them, or wants you to see them." 
Russian President Vladimir Putin has continued to pour money and manpower into the country's hacking forces 
since returning to the presidency in 20~2. according to U.S. officials. 'While I can't go into detail here, the Russian 
cyberthreat is more severe than we had previously assessed," Clapper told a congressional committee in February. 
As economic sanctions have punished Russia for its aggression in Ukraine, the Russian leader has used a 
combination of regular and irregular cyberforces that are now jockeying for resources and accolades from Moscow, 
according to Jason Lewis, a former network exploitation specialist with the U.S. Defense Department. 
'They're being successful. If you're doing something that's working, you're going to keep doing it;' said Lewis, now 
chief collection and intelligence officer for LookingGlass Cyber Solutions Inc., based in Arlington, Virginia. 
Hits by Russian hackers on the e-mail systems of the White House and the State Department were disclosed 
earlier this year. but they represent only a fraction of the overall activity, according to government and private 
security specialists. 
The same group that breached the Warsaw exchange and the French TV station recently penetrated the e-mail 
system of the U.S. House of Representatives, giving Russia access to the communications of lawmakers, 
according to a person famil iar with that investigation. Dan Weiser, a House spokesman, declined to comment, citing 
a general policy not to discuss information security systems. 
And in July and August, U.S. government agencies were bombarded with poisoned e-mails loaded with malware 
sent by two different Russian hacking groups. Trend Micra's Kellermann said one of those waves targeted 2,000 
senior officials. including at least one member of President Barack Obama's cabinet, as well as the personal e-mail 
accounts of their .spouses_ 
Another person fami liar with the e-mails said the attacks were certain to be detected because of their profusion and 
the high ranks of the targets, but that did not make them totally unsuccessful. Investigators from the NSA and 
Department of Homeland Security spent hundreds of hours trying to contain the impact, hacking into seNers 
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The NSA and OHS declined to comment on the incidents or on Russia's possible cyber-activities. 

Sophisticated Hackers 

Putin enjoys some significant advantages over his adversaries in cyberspace. Russia is home to the most 
sophisticated col lection of cybercriminals anywhere in the world, and the government maintains close relationships 
with many of them, according to assessments by the Federal Bureau of Investigation and U.S. intelligence agencies. 
Trend Micro says the group that attacked the Warsaw exchange - nicknamed variously by cybersecurity 
companies as APT 28, Fancy Bear or Pawn Storm -- is most likely staffed by a loose confederation of the country's 
best criminal hackers. In some instances , they have better skil ls than the hackers employed by the Russian 
government. and they have become more motivated after events in Ukraine to help the government, Kellermann said. 
'These guys have been untouchable for years an-0 now they are coming back to the stable to pay homage," 
Kellermann said. 
Warsaw exchange officials said the damage was limited. 'The trading system of Warsaw Stock Exchange itself and 
data concerning the trading system were not jeopardized, " Justyna Rachanska. an exchange spokeswoman, said in 
a statement. The breache-d systems, she said, included an investment simulator and a Web portal for managing the 
exchange's upgrade to a new trading system. 
The stock exchange's web site was forced to shut down for about two hours, accor-ding to one of the people, and the 
hackers gained deep intell igence about the exchange's technology road map. 
Poland's Internal Security Agency said information about the incident is classified and decline-d to comment. 
Some private security experts say that APT 28 could be a specialized unit of the FSB, the Russian state 
security agency. The group has been linked to hacks of Putin's domestic opponents, including the rock group 
Pussy Riot and counter-terrorism missions, tasks that would be natural for Russia's main intellrgence agency. 
APT 28 is using more than run-of-the-mill crimeware. A confidential analysis prepared by Google Inc. of one of the 
group's tools, known as X-Agent, describe-d it as an extremely sophisticated version of a remote access tool, or 
RAT, that uses encryption and other techniques on par with U.S. hacking software. 

Google Analysis 

Bloomberg News obtaine-d a copy of Google's 41-page analysis. which shows how X-Agent users can swap in 
various modules for most any conceivable mission, much like the RATs used by the NSA's elite teams, according 
to a person familiar with that software. 
The APT 28 group was also behind an attack last year on the New York Times, starting when hackers took over the 
personal e-mail account of a W ashington-base-d national security reporter and then targeted more than 50 other staff 
members, according to two people fami liar with the investigation. The hackers failed to get into• the paper's primary 
network, one of the people said. A spokeswoman for the company declined to comment on the incident. 
A different group of Russian hackers hit the White House and State Department in incidents disclosed over the last 
year_ That group is called APT 29 by cybersecurity company FireEye and calle-d TEMP .Monkeys by I Sight 
Partners, -a cyber-intelligence company that works closely with the fe-deraJ government. The name refers to monkey 
videos used in "spear-phishing~ e-mails designed to get W hite House staffers to click on them. 
''APT 29 employs some of the most sophisticated techniques we've seen," said Laura Galante, the director of 
FireEye's intelligence team that specializes in state-sponsored espionage. 
'The fact that we're talking in detail about different Russian groups is pretty remarkable," Galante said. "China has 
always had lots of groups with distinct behaviors and vict im types; we're now starting to understand Russian groups 
in a similar fashion. The uptick in activity over the last few yea.rs, especially since Ukraine, has provided us with 
more data points about potentially state-sponsored groups." 

Assessing Motives 

U.S. and European intelligence agencies have struggled in recent months to assess what they see as Russia's 
newly bellicose behavior in cyberspace. 
Intelligence specialists say the hit on 1V5Monde may have been a veiled anti-terrorism operation. Like the- Warsaw 
intruders, the hackers claime-d to be Islamic militants, the CyberCaliphate, and may have sought to identify other 
hackers who are actually sympathetic to that cause. 
Over the last 18 months, Russian actors have increased the surveillance of electrical grids and pipeline networks 
throughout North America and Europe, gathering information on critical systems that could be used to launch 
devastating digital attacks, according to government alerts and cybersecurity firms. The deployed malware, known 
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investigation. 

Physical Destruction 

TI1e steel mi ll attack was a rare example of computers being used to cause physical destruction, carrying strong 
political overtones for the German government. 
The hackers hijacked a computer that controlled the blast furnace. inserting malware that caused the machine to 
overheat and melt down, according to three people familiar with the incident and Germany's Federal Office for 
Information Security, or BSI. which disclosed the attack in November 2014 without linking it to Russia. The result 
was "massive damage," according to the BSI report. 
Security specialists initially speculated the damage might have been an accident by hackers trying to gather data 
on how the mill operates, but details have since emerged that point to intentional destruction. 
Sometime in late 2013 or early 2014, the hackers began by penetrating the mill's office computers with spear
phishing e-mails and social·engineering· tricks against employees, according to a private-security specialist briefed 
on the attack. Then they found and tunneled through a trusted network connection that led to the factory floor. 
Finally, they broke into the digital controls for the blast furnace, tampering with a system of temperature sensors 
and motors that control led gas flow. They remotely disabled the furnace's ability to shut down. The entire process 
took weeks. 
Digital t races left in the system immediately pointed back to Russia, but not c•onclusively to the government itself, 
according to a U.S. intelligence assessment. as explained by a person familiar with that analysis. 
The atta{:k more than a year later ofTV5Monde suggests such events will continue unless the U.S. and others can 
develop an e-ffe<:tive response. said John Hultquist . head of cyber-espionage threat intelligence at !Sight Partners. 
'To anyone looking for signs that things are getting a lot worse, there are plenty of them out there," Hultquist 
said. "Everyone seems a lot less timid about using methods other than just intelligence collection now. They are 
simply more aggressive and less restrained." 

- Original Message-
From: Nellie Ohr (b) (6) 
To: ; bruce.g.ohr <bruce.g.ohr@usdoj.gov> 
Sent: Tue, Oct 13, 2015 3:37 pm 
Subject: Re: Kremlin's ties to Russian cyber gangs sow US concerns I TheHill-MORE 

How Russian Hackers Stole the Nasdaq. 17 July 2014. http://www.businessweek.com/printer/articles/213656~ 
how-russian-hackers·stole-the-nasdag 

This Bloomberg report appearing on the same day as the MH-17 shootdown over Ukraine describes the investigation 
of a 2010 intrusion into the NASDAQ computer system, one [apparently] designed to damage rather than just to 
snoop on a system . 

.. ....... "After months of work. there were stil l basic disagreements in different parts of government over who was 
behind the incident and why. "'We've seen a nation-state gain access to at least one of our stock exchanges. I' ll put 
it that way, and it's not crystal clear what their final objective is: says House Intelligence Committee Chairman Mike 
Rogers. a Republican from Michigan , who agreed to talk about the incident only in general terms because the 
details remain dassified.... 
The U.S. Secret Service pushed to be the lead investigative agency. Its representatives noted that they had already 
gone to Nasdaq months earlier with evidence that a group of alleged Russian cybercriminals, le-d by a St. 
Petersburg man named Aleksandr Kal inin, had hacked the company and that the two events might be related. The 
Secret Service lost the argument and sat the investigation out.. .. 
The NSA had seen a version before, designed and built by the Federal Security Service of the Russian Federation 
(FSB), that country's main spy agency. And it was more than spyware: Although the tool could be used to steal 
data. it also had a function designed to ere-ate widespread djsruption within a computer network. The NSA believed it 
might be capable of wiping out the entire exchange.... 
The team was surprised at how vulnerable a sophisticated operation such as Nasdaq could be ..... 
Agents found the tracks of several different groups operating freely . some of which may have been in the exchange's 
networks for years, including criminal hackers and Chinese cy berspie-s. Basic records of the daily activity occurring, 
on the company's servers. which would have helped investigators trace the hackers' movements. were almost 
nonexistent. lnvestioators also discovered that the website run bv One Libertv Plaza's buildino manaaement 
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company had been laced with a Russian-made exploit kit known as Blackhole, infecting tenants who visited the 
page to pay bills or do other maintenance ..... 
The agents figured the hackers fi rst broke into Nasdaq's computers at least three months before they were 
detected. but that was just a guess. There were indications that a large cache of data was stolen, though proof was 
scarce. and it was hard to see what was spirited •out.. .... 
As investigators began examining data on other hacks of government and military computers. there was evidence 
that the Russians' malware was being used by a sophisticated Chinese cyberspy also known to have a thriving. 
criminal business on the side ..... 
The Asia connection didn't pan out. Investigators turned back to Russia as the most likely suspect but kept 
stumbling over questions of motive..... . 
The CIA began to focus on the relationships between Russia's intelligence agencies and organized crime. 
Someone in the FSB could have been running a for.profit operation on the side, or perhaps sold or gave 
the malware to a criminal hacking group. More analysis on the malware showed that its capabilities were less 
destructive than earlier believed:. It couldn't destroy computers like a wiper virus, but it could take over certain 
functions in order to cause a network disruption..... 
The bureau's agents noticed that the hackers appeared to focus their attention on 13 servers containing Nasdaq's 
most critical technology ..... 
By mid-2011, investigators began to condude that the Russians weren't trying to sabotage Nasdaq. They wanted to 
clone it..... 
Were the malware's disruptive capabilities meant to be used as a weapon or something else? If they hadn't been 
interrupted, what else would they have done?" 

AND I think I've alrea.dy sent you the following, about Bogachev (of Gameover Zeus) running both a criminal 
operation and a separate anti-Ukrainian espionage and damage operation (these are my tagging notes): 

Inside the 100m Business Club Crime Gang 
http://krebso n security.com/2015/0 8/i nsi d e-the-1 0 0 m-bus i nes s-cl u b-c rime-gang/ 
Krebs summarizes a recent report on Evgeny Bogachev and the Business Club group using the Gameover Zeus 
botnet for cyberheists and espionage 
"Fox-IT. a security fi rm based in the Netherlands that secretly gained access to a server used by one of the group's 
members. That server, which was rented for use in launching cyberatt acks, include{! chat logs between and among 
the crime gang's core leaders, and helped to shed light on the inner workings ofthis elite group. 
"Fox-IT said its access to the gang revealed documents that showe.d members of the group establishing phony 
trading and shipping companies in the Heilong~ang province - Raohe county and another in Suifenhe - two cities 
adjacent to a China-Russia border crossing just north of Vladivostok.." 
*...Slavik - the architect of Zeus and Gameover Zeus - didn't share his entire crime machine with the other Club 
members. According to Fox-IT, the malware writer converted part of the botnet that was previously used for 
cyberheists into a distributed espionage system that targeted spe.cific information from computers in several 
neighboring nations, including Georgia, Turkey and Ukraine. Beginning in late fall 2013 - about the time that 
conflict between Ukraine and Russia was just beginning to heat up- Slavik retooled a cyberheist botnet to serve as 
purely a spying machine, and began scouring infected systems in Ukraine for specific keywords in emails and 
documents that would likely only be found in classified documents, Fox-ff found. 
""Likewise, the keyword searches that Slavik use.d to scour! bot-infected systems in Turkey suggested the 
botmaster was searching for specific files from the Turkish Ministry of Foreign Affairs or the Turkish KOM - a 
specialized police unit. ..."The keywords are around arms shipments and Russian mercenaries in Syria; Sandee 
said..... 
*....According to Sandee, Slavik kept this activity hidden from his fellow Business Club members. at least some of 
whom hailed from Ukraine ..... 
Note: User rakabaraka. a member of the Russian or Ukrainian hacker community, published photos that appear to 
be Bogachev. including one of him in a sort of leopard suit holding a cat, at 
https://twitter.com/raka baraka./status/629214472952000512. The image URL appears to be 
https:!/pbs.twimg.com/meoia/CLtrOivWgAAVnf5.png. A Google image search for this URL yielded no other 
instances of that photo. 

-Original Message-
From: Nellie Ohr (b) (6) 
To: bruce.g.ohr <bruce.g.ohr@usdoj.gov> 
Sent: Mon, Oct 12. 2015 9:20 am 
Subiect: Fwd: Kremlin's ties to Russian cvber oana:s sow US concerns I TheHill 
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-Original Message
From: 
To: Nellie Ohr 
Sent: Mon, Oct 12, 2015 8:18 am 
Subject: Kremlin's ties to Russian cyber gangs sow US concerns ITheHilJ 

htto://thebill.com/policy/cybersecurity/256573-}:remlins-ties-russian-cyber-ganqs-aow-us
concerns?utm source=Sailthru,utm medium=email&utm campaiqn=New%20Campaign&utm term=%2ASituation% 
20Reoo::-t 

Sent 
.from my iPad 
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Nellie Ohr 

From: Nellie Ohr 

Sent: Stmday, October 18, 2015 8:48 PM 

To: Holtyn, Lisa (OCDETF); Ohr, Bruce (ODAG} 

Subject: Putin's latest money-men? Makhmudov and Bokarev 

New Kremlin Kings of State Orders, Makhmudov and Bokarev, have ties with Tambov group 
Gen nadjy Petrov 

Notes: 

This article is based on June 2015 Spanish charges vs. people around Petrov. Also looks at Makhmud01/ 
Petrols · 1obbying" ties in France. 

Makhmudov/BokareVs companies Transmashholding, Metrovagonmasb, Oktyabrskiy elektrovagonoremontnyy 
zavod, Roslokomotiv got big orders from Russian Railways and the Moscow metro, squeezing out Rotenberg 
lrom some contracts. 

These 2 men also bought up assets from Timchenko to get them out lrom under sanctions. 

According to the Spanish charges, Petrov bad ties with Serdyukov, Zubkov, Bastrykin, Gref, Reyman 

Separate money laundering case re: Vera Metallurgica (subsidiary ofUGMK) features Makhmudov and 
Mikhail Cbemoy. Deri. has already testified. Butthe case does not mention Bokarev 

Petrov, having been let out of Spanish prison for "medical treatment" [wasn't ~ to see his mother or something?], 
stayed in Russia and lives in Petersburg in the same building in Kamennyy ostrovwitb Vladimir Kozhin (ex 
Presidential property dept chief, took a lot of the Sochi construction kickbacks), Niko lay Shamalovand Viktor Myachin 
(Ozero people) 

Spanish police saybotl1 Petrov and Kumarin/Barsukovworked with KGB in 1980s. 

Makhmudov/ Bokarev's "lobbyist" in France: Alslnm's Martin Bouygues. (He bought 25% of 
Transmashbolding and Alstom built the Mistrals). They co-own The Breakers Invesment (formerly 
Yaku.nin av.med some too). 

Makhmudovis a partner of the Franco-Russian Dialogue group,led byYakunin and Thieny Mariani ofthe 
French National Assembly, who has defended the seizure of Crimea, criticized sanctions etc. 

Grigoriy Leps [Lepsviradze, the singer who's on the "Brother's Circle" list] often sings at Bokarev's parties. 

Spain handed over docs on the money laundering case, and Russia's MVD Investigative Deparbnent 
is "studying" it 

http://theins.ru/korrupdya/10407 

[I've removed most ofthe photos, butkept some ofth.eir captions] 

~Iatf)H.H Ha rocJaKaJe. Kax HOBble KpeMJieBCKDe OJIBrapm CBBJaHLI C 

npeC1JilBLIM MHpoiu 
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co CBOl1M naprnepoM lllcKaH,QepoM MaxMYAOBblM, HeCOMHeHHO no69AITTenb B o6nacrn nOJ7Y lleHl'1H rocyAapcreeHHblX 3aKa30B. 

CrpyKl)'pb~ OCHOBHblMlil aK41i10HepaM~1 KOTOpbJX RBMIOTCH IIICKaHAeP M axMYAOB 11 A H,Qpei1 6 oKapee 

«TpaHCMaw XO[\qlilHf», «M erpoearOHMaw », «0KTROPbCKHi1 3JleKTpoe aroHopeMOHTHblW 3aBQO.», « POCJ10KOMOH1B» - nony lmnH 

nOAPRAOB Ha 130,7 MMnn11amoe py 6nei1 OT P>tq], 11 MocJ<osCKoro MerponomneHa, enepab1e norecH111 e A PKaAHR PoreH6ep-ra c 

ero 102,8 MHnn11apAa py6nei1 3a 2014 fQA. A Begb 6 oKapee, B om1;1411e OT POTeH6epra, He TODbKO He XOAHn c npeal'\[),eHTOM B 

OA~1H KJ'1Y6 A310AO, HO Aa>Ke 11 P0AOM He 113 n erepoy pra, a 113 MOCKBbl. 

VI 3TO ew, e He see n o6egbl. 8 anpene CTPYK'fYPbl 60Kapeea H MaxMYAOBa Bbll{Ynl11111 30% B y r onbHOO KOMnaHMH «KonMap« y 
He$TerpeH,(\epa « r YHBOP». r yHe.op AO aeCHbl 2014 rQO,a np11HaAJ10.)t(an He6e3bl3BecTHOMY CIJl,IHHY reHHaAHIO THM4eHKO (ew,e 

QO.HOMY A PYfY llyrnHa no KJ1Y6y A310AO) l'1 W BeAY Top6bOPHY TOPHKBl1C1Y, npW!eM T11MtteHKO npol).an CBOIO g onto TOPHKBl1C1Y 

aa geHb AO ecry flfleHIIIR aana,a.HblX caHKL111i1 a c Hny. B n po4eM, CAenK11 i<ynmi-npoAa)KJ,1 Ha4 an11cb e~ e AO CaHKl..\11i1: e 2012 rQO.y 

n 1MtteHKO npQO.an cOKapeey ~, M axMYAOBY 13% aKl..\11W KOMn aH~1111 «TpaHcoC111», 11, KaK 3aRBl1J1 1'1CT04Hl'1K «KOMMepcaHTcb, 

nnaH11py eTCH pacw 11peH11e 3TOfO COTPYAH114eCTBa. 

nOlleMy egpy r APY36H n pe31,1AeHTa c ran1>1 y crynarb c eo ~, aKTl1Bbl 11 n ro1111.,\1111 e CTPYK'fY Pe rocaaKa30e? n o MHeHHIO QO.Horo 1'13 
IIICTO'lHl1KOB The Insider, x opow O J HaKOMOfO C 6nlillKHl'1M KP¥ roM n pe3111_AeHTa - maBH0\1 np-114 ~!HOH cran11 caHKl\1111'1, nog KOTOl)ble 

nonan 6n11l!0--11111 Kpyr Bf1aA11Ml1Pa llyrnHa nocne Y KP811HCKOr o KPl131'1Ca: «Tl1M48HKO ace npo111CJCOARW,Be Oll8Hb He HPaBL1TCR, 11 

OH c rpeMl<ITCR 1'130aBMTbCJ'l OT ecero, 4TO eMy Ha CaMOM Aen e He np11Ha,a.n e>1<11T» - npoKOMMeHrnpoean OH npQO.alK'f AOOIII 

B «r y HBOp,». KorAa IPeAepanbHOe Ka3HalleHCTBO CUJA npHHMO n epcoHanbHble caHKU),11'1 npo111e 6rn,1)t(Hero Kpy ra llyrnHa, OHO 

11CXOAl1110 1'13 TOro, 'lTO peanbHblM 6eHecj)\11.,\HapoM "1lC aKT\180B RBMeTCR CaM npe31i1AeHT. TaK 3TO 1-1111'1 Her, HO TaK KaK CaHKI..\HM 

nepcOHanbHble, TO nepeAatJ a aKr1180B • n03B0MeT BblB ecrn l1X 113.f'IQO. caH KJ..\110HHbDC o rpaHl14eHl'1i1. 
Ew, e QC.Ha 88)1(1-fal'I AeTaJlb - BXO>KgeHHe B «6J11'1) f<fH1H KPYr » nOAPa3YMeeaer AenHKaTHble C TO\l ~, 3peHL1 R B03MO)t(Hbl)( 

nocn9ACTBl'1H (TO eCTb, CaHKJ..\L>iH) o fulaarenbCTBa, HaJlpi,!Mep, 8fl(l)KeHl1R B Kpi,IM. A H,Qpei1 6oKapee y)Ke OTMeTWlCH a KpbU\,y: KaK 

3M8Wl m aea KpblMa Ceprei1 A KCeHOB, AH(:peu oc«apee 110eKJepJKuaaem Jq)blMC Kl,'U cf)ym6<Y1bHb/lJ Kfry6 «Tasp;R». 
npo Cbln ae TCff Maq>IUI , Kro CTOHT 3 a 6 o KapeBblM K MaxMyAOBbl M 

Ho no4eMY 14MBHHO 6 0Kapes, ll eM OH aacnym ,m raKoe BHl'1MaHHe H AOBepi,1e? BoaMO)KHO, see geno a er o ranaHTe H 

Bb\[J,alO UJ, ~IX CR cnoco6HOCTRX . Ho ecrb M ew, e OAHa cropOH a )Kl13.Hl'1 rocnQ0.14Ha 6oKapeBa, 0 KOTOPOl1 Mbl y 3HaeM cer QO.HR 1113 

y ronoeHoro Aena 
flempoe a pa3roaopax Ha3!>1san enasyCK GaC/Tf>blKUHa «Caweii» u l/acmo no.m.30eancR t.1acmHb1M CaMMemoM «Cnae1:,1» -
oonymama rocdyr.fbl Bnaoucnaea Pe3Hutra 
8 HailaJ18 lil lOHR lllcn aHCKaR np OKYparypa nepeAana B CYA o6B11H~1TenbHOe 3aKll l04eHHe no «.Qeny pyccKOH Ma4> 114it (~1MeeTCR 8 

oacn oproKeHm1 The Insider), B paMKa)( pacCJ19AOOaHl1R KOTopor o B 2008 fQO.Y 6bin11 npolil3BeAeHbl apeCTbl Ha 

MaHOpKe «aBTOPITTeTOB » r eHHaAl>tR n erposa 11 AneKC81-\0.Pa Manb1weea. Bcero 068~1HHeMblX 26 tJenoaeK, a 00811Hl'1Tenb HOe 

3aKll l04eH11e CQO.ep)IQ1T 488 crpaH11 L+ Cp9Al'1 OOBHHRBMblX, n oMHMO nerpoea l'1 ManblW eea, 3Ha4aTCR TalOKe l'1 MHoroonblTHblH 

Aenyrar roCAYMbl Bna,a.L>icnae Pe3HHK. KpOMe roro, m aBHblH n o ,[\03p ee.ae Mbl K f e HHa,AK,ii Jlerpoe noP.Qep>KHean, n o 

ee patK cneACTBHff , npSUlbl e OTHOW eHHSI c AHaronKeM CepAIOKOBblM, 8.H KTOPOM 3Y6KOBblllt, repMa HOM f peq>OM, 

Aneicc aH,ll)OM 6ac-rpblKHHbJt.{, fleoH.H,[\OM Peiir.taHOM ~, APYrlilMl'1 6blBWl'1MH H JJ,eHCTBYIOW,I-IMl'1 BblCOKOOOCTaBileHHblMlil 

'l l'1HOBHl1KaM~1. 8 4aCTHOCTH, cornacHO OOOHHMTenbHOMY 3aKlllO'leHlillO, n erpoe e, paaroeo pax Ha3b1Ban rnasy 

CK 6aCTpblKl1Ha «Caw ei;j» l'1 ll3CTO nOJ1b-30BancR 1.1aCTHblM CaMOJleTOM « CnaBbl» - Aenyrara roCAYMbl BJ1aAHCJ1aaa Pe3Hl1Ka 

<t> 11r ypaHraM Aena a MeHReroi co3i0,aH1i1e npecry nHoro coo6w, ec1B a a vlcnaH111i1, Aei=tcray 10~ ero c 1996 r OAa H 

OOBHHReMoro CP9Al1 npo4ero B «Y Ol4HCJB ax , ~1361-1BHl1RX l'1 Yrpooax , TOPfOBJle OJJY)Kl1eM, BblMOr arenbCJB e, MOW eHHl14 ecre e, 
4lanbC1i14ll'1Kat..\1'11'1 A OKYMeHTOB, roproene CBR~MH C 8Jll>tRTenbHblMl1 nlOAbMl'1, nogi<yne, KOHTpafiaH,Qe, HapKOrpa4l11Ke, 

npecry nneHl!IRX npo111a rocyAapcreeHHOH Ka3Hbl, MOWeHHl>tlleCKOM OaHlq)OTCTBe npeAn p!,1RTl111». Ha 488 CTP,aHHl.,\a)( 

nepe41-1cneHb1 HcnaHCKHe np9Anp1urr11.R, HMeBWlile OTHOWeH11e K A0J1Y , npocny WKl'1 pmroeopoe, np11B9AeHbl PYKOJlHCHble 

3an11 CKH l'1 ex e MbL 

rnae Horo lj:rnrypaHTa OCHORHOr o Aena - reHHa,D.11R nerpoaa - nQO.OJpeealOT B OTMbl83Hl111 2 4 ,5 MMMHOHOB eapo, n ony lleHHblX 

OT HapKOTpac)>l1Ka 1 A Pf rHX He3aKOHHblX BlilAOB AeRTenbHOCnl. 
npi,1 06blCKe y nerpoea 6bll111 1113b.RTbl AOKYMeHTbl, CQO.ep}l(;lllJ,He 11H¢opMal.l),1 IO 06 onepau;,m: no OTMb1BaHl1IO AeHer 4epea 

KOMnaH11io Vera Metal/trg ic a, ool/ef)HK)to C/TP}'7<./'J1YW YpartbcKou a<:pHO-,\femannypaLNecKOu J<DMnaHuu ('YnAK). Y flv1K cerQAHR 

C41'!TaeTCR rnaB HblM aKT11BOM cOKapeea l'1 MaxMYAOBa, HO TOrAa, B nepeo~ n onOB HHe 2000-x m aBHblMl1 Bn aAen bl.,\aML-1 061111'1 

Max MY AOB 11 Aepi,,naCKa, a 6oirapee 6b111 1111w b 6eHeq11-1u;,apOM. VIMeHHO no3TOMY 6 OKapeey 1 TYT noKa YAaercR Bb1ITT11 cyx11M 

1113 BQO.bl CneAC1Bl1e BblAenWJO 8 OTAeJlbHOe npoo3BQO.CTBO AeJlO n o OfMbl.BaHl1IO cp9ACTB l'1 TaM c)l11ry p 1>1py toT H i-!CKaHOOP 
Ma,cMyeJos no KFIWKe «f<LJmaec.(», 11 X opow O 1438 eCTHblH B KPl'1 M~1HanbHOM MHpe Muxaun 4 epHblU, CKPb1B8IOUJ, ll ~CR 

OT «VIHTenona» a t,13pa1me, 11 On er Aepi,1nacKa (y :>Ke AaBW HH cn egcm1110 no1<aaaH111R 11 pacci<aaaew Hi:i o Ma4l1111, Kpi,1weaaewe11 
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1

ero 6"13Hec), a BOT 6ot<apea He y nOMIIHaeTCR (ew.e OA11H nOBOA XCJAl1Tb B 6enocHe:>KHOM KOCTIOMe no6e,o.11renR). Bnp04eM, 

Clle,D.CT811e ell.I, e He 3aKOH4eHO. 
Marep1>1aJ1bl HcnaHcKOro Clle,D.CTBHl'I B OTHOW 9H11H M 8XMY AO Ba OblllH nepeAaHbl B POCCHIO B paMKax Me)K,£\y HapoAHOr o 

cne,o.cTBeHHOro nopy 4eHII\R B 2012 roAY . vb OTB era Ha 3anpoc «TpaHcnepeHCl1 vlHTePHe11wn» Mbl V3HaeM, 4TO Cne,o.crneHHbll1 

AenapTaMeHT MBA npoBOAl-iT «;t\allbHe~wee paccne,o.08aH"18» no CTaTbl'IM 174 11 210 YK P<I> (neram13au.wi 11 OTMblBaHMe 
cpe,o.CTB H C03A3HH8 npecrynHoro coo6UJ, ecraa), B OTHOW 8Hl111 Max MY AOBa, ,D.ep11nac1<11 H «APYrllt)( 11"11.!» (¢aMHnlillO 6oKapeaa 
OHl1 TalOKe He 03BY4HB3IOT), a cpOKl,1 cneACTB~tfl nocTOl'IHHO npQAneealOTCl'I. 

Ho KaKOe OTHOWeHl18 CBR3b 601<apeea H MaxMYAOBa C aaropmeTOM nerpOBblM MO}KeT 6brrb HMeTb K nona,a,aHl-ilO B 4HCJ10 
np116rn,1)KBHHb1x? Bee npocro -caM neTpoe ~1Meer ,qonrne 11 TecHble CBR3H c «5m~HHM 1<µy roM». 
IIynourIleTpoa 
B 1992 rOAY 18HHa,IJ,11i1 nerpoa 11 AneKCaHAP M arlb1W88 6b1J1H apeCTOBaHbl B neTep(jy pre B no OOBHHeHHIO a BblMOraT8J1bCT88 H 

co3AaH111>1 npec,ynHoro cooow.ecraa, HO 6b1111,1 BbtnyUJ,eHb~ nony1.u1e cMexoreop+ibte cpoKH 33 HoweH11e opy)Kl1l'I, 1,1 y exam1 e 

vlcnaH~IIO. no CBl'\[),eTenbCTBY 4J1eHa RnOHCKOH RKYA3a (er o 11MR - K1-1Hl1411 KaMnHcy eCTb B nHTepcKOM gene nerpoea
MarlblW eea, KOllWI 1-iMeeTCl'I B pacnoprot<eHHl1 The Insider), ¢aKnNeCKl1 nerpoa ~1 ManbJWeB KOHTpom1poaa11H MYHL-11..1HOarlbHOe 
Ka311HO «Heaa-WaHC», y '!pe)lq:J.eHHOe M3PH8H no a,qp.ecy KOMIIITeTa BnagHMl1pa flyT11Ha (no 3c!J!Bfl8HHRM Bna,qHMl,lpa flyTHHa, 

,qeHbr11 OT Ka~HO AOJ1>KHbl 0611111 00111\,1 « l'ie,C\HblM JlJOAl'IM», HO Hl14ef0 He nony 4Hn0Cb, noCKOJlbKY tca~HO pa6orano C 48PHblM 

HaJlOM). 

jg 0!!3:iplDl: C6E7797-B5f30.42C7-8DSD-7E006757205F_w600_tl 

FeXWJ~uu llel1f)<>B, KWfJJ'tU Ka..'IJUJfC}', A.:1er.c~p Ma,ut11.ee 
Kai< cne,o.y eT 113 3roro )Ke n1-1repcKOro Aena n erpoea-Manb1weea, a TaJOKe aKTa npoeept<1,1 KPY M1i1H¢11Ha OT 1996 rQAa, 

CTPYKfYPbl nerpoea 11 Manb1w eea npi1 y 4acrn11 APYra Bna,a,HM!,lpa n ymHa woy MeHa Bria,a,1>1M11pa Kl1ceneaa (Tor o ca.Moro, 4TO 

He TaK AaBHO OCKal-\fl,anl'tJlCR C nQACTaBHblM 6narOTBOpl1TeflbHblM ¢oHAOM «(!)e,o.epau.~») opraHH30Bb1B8Jll,1 TaK 
Ha3b1eaeMb1e «<!>ecn1ean11 non-MY3bl1<11» e neTep6y pre B 1992- 1994, nony1.1aR ¢11Hattc11poaaHHe 4epea Kopnopa~110 «XX 
rpecT», a Ta, B CBOIO 04epe,o.b, - 113 6toIDKera nerep6y pra. Kopnopau.wi 048Hb 1<µea111BHO ~,cnonb30Bana 610A>KeTHb1e 

cpe,o.cTea, nocrpo11e oco6HflKIII 11 rocTMHWl..\e e AmKa.HTe H Toppeebex a e l/lcnaHHl1 Ha4 ane 90-x. vlMeHHO e A1111KaKTe y exan 

feHHa,a,HH neTpoB B 1996 roAY 11 3Aecb )KE! 6btna aaperncrp~1poe aHa «V era MetaJlurgica». 
8 OOBl1Hl1TenbHOe 33Klll048Hl1e nonana npocny WKa paJroeopa Me)t(/J.y CepreeM Ky 3bMIIIHblM 11 BHKTOPOM r aepwieHKOBblM, B 

KOTOpoM OHM o6cy;.KAalOT orem1 B Am1KaHTe 1 «AOM (lyTMHa HenOAaJ1€KY, B Topeebex e». Bcero fly1\,1H y flOMl1HaeTCl'I B 

o6e:H~1T8J1bHOM 3aKlll04eHHl1 Tpl1 pa38. 
B HaCTOflll.l, ee BpeMl'I 18HHa,(IHL-1 nerpos, KOTOPOTO 11cnaHCKHe enaCTH omycr11m1 H3-nOA apecra «Ha J1849HHe» HeCKOJlbKO ner 

HaJa,q, Ha,qeRCb, 4TO OH eepHeTCl'I, nD())l(MBa.eT B 3flHTHOM AOMe Ha KaMeHHOM ocrpoee B n erep(jypr e. 3A8Cb }Ke 

pacnonaraioTcl'I, Hanpi1Mep, KsapTlilpbl 3 KC-rnaabt y npaeAenaM11 npea11AeHTa BnaoUML()a KoJKUNa, Humnaf? UiaManooa u 
BUKIT'!Opa MR4UHa (o6a - 411eHbl Koone_parnea «03epo»). Ha HIM era CbJHa A HTOHa nerpoaa 3aperncrp11pooaHbl gec.RTK1<1 

KOMnaHl1H. KaK roeopITT 3KCnepTbl no n11T9pcKOMY Kpl'IMl,1HaJ1Y, ¢aKTl14€Cl(l,I 3TO 6HJHeC era oru.a, KOTOpbli1 ace ew.e flBnReTCfl 
KPYTIHbfM 11rpoKOM B coapeMeHHOM neTepoypre. 

~ DescaptlCl'I: treet_ 1 
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Jlp.um Ko..llll}{]{<Xuocmpo6e, e Kormpo.ulknp06 :JtC weme,uicmec 1£11elflZMU K.Oonepamusa lf' 03epoll 

no cnoeaM Tex )Ke 3 KCneproa no l<P~IMll!Hany. reHHa,a.~111 nerpoe F1K06b1 3:3HFII1 «n pae111I1bl-fY io no3111u,111io» e n OAQep)l<J(e e.nacre11 e 

0Tfllll4J19 OT «raM0OBCKOfO» aaropITTera Bna,a.111M11pa KyM8PIIIH8, KOTOPbl~ 38HM « Henocne,QOBaJenbHYIO n03111 1..11'1IO» Ill no3TOMY 

ornpaeWJCA B TIOPbMY . 3TIII cnoaa n~Teep:>tqJ,aJOTCA A8HHblMIII 1113 o6BIIIHIIITeJ1bHOl'0 .38Klll049H11A, rAe 38$111KCl1pOBaHa 

npocny WKa paaroeopa nerpoea c JleoH11AOM Xp11crocf)opoeb1M OT aerycra .2007 r~a: 
.r26 Q6Z)'Cl1111 2 00 7 roda (6 15:25:42 '{QC06) 6 pl13eo60pe .lE.?tCO)' Jle.oHUOOJCll,. Xpucrmipopo6-..?.lt u TexK1oue.1Lllempc6-M.>.J, noc.111oxuu 
roeopum o rm.)', 'D110 /1zop1, coo61J/.1.1,1 e.-1zy, o.ono Ky.w.pulf-Eapcy,coe 61,a apecm,ealf 11() y r..maJ!wo 1Jap51. ( 1i0.11. nDi1112aem lft:nQJfCKi1J!. 

no.,u !Jill!, pe'ib .W.lfl'.'em uomu O BsmiJu.'l!Upe Dymlll{e». 
6blBWeMY PYK0B0A11Teruo « neTepoyprCKOl1 10nn11BHOlii K0Mn aHllll1» Ky M8p!11-fY (OH )1{9 «H()t{H0~1 ry 6ep+-1arop nerep6ypra»), 

H8XOAAll.l 9M)ICA n0A CTpa>Kei:i c 2007 r~a, B Poccw~, npeAbABMIOT ace HOBble III HOBble O0BIIIH9HIIIS'I, 8000Tb AO y ooliicrea 

ra!ll,IHbl CrapoBOl1T080t1. 

npmv1ellaTenbH0, l!TO Ill Ky Map!1H8, 11 nerpoea 11CT04Hl'1KI! 111cnaHCKOro npaaocyAMFI H83bJBaJOT fllOAbML-1, COTPYAH11ll8BWMMl1 C 

KrEi c KOHu,a 80-x r~oe. 

lhDl.il ,UUmre.p.1,1 KpeUIR 31 P)'Oe.ti: 11',( 

Y ron0BH0e AeJ10 B VlcnaHl111 He MewaeT VICKal-\0,PY MaxMYA0BY Ill AI-ID,pelO 6 oKapeay BblCTPcll1B3Tb Il0OOIIICTCl<).19 CBR311 BO 

(!)paHu,111111. Vb( rnaa Hbli1 naprHep a n01':i c rpaHe - cflPaHl.l\l x io1i1 M~1nn111aPAeP III anaAeneu, Alstom Maprne1--1 5yua, eynuewuiJ 25% 

a,cuµiJ «TpaHCl.fauJXQflOOHaa». VIMeHHO Ha eepcf)Slx A lstom CTP0MI111Cb 3nonony 4Hble «M 111crpan11», KOlOpble HIIIKaK He AOnnblBYT 

AO P occ~111. 

Apyroi1 ofiU111iit filll3Hec Eiy 111ra c 60K.apeab1M--M alCMYAOBblM - Kopnopal.11'1FI The Breakers lnvesment 4eraepTu aKl.ll1iil 31011 

K0M08Hl1111 np!1Ha,t(fl9)1<)'1T TaJOKe P>K,Q, HO f!lcyHl,IH (e ll.I e ~IIIH l!I19H Koon epan1Ba «O3epo») nnaH11py eT np~aTb 11X Eiy m y, 
AOBe,o,FI era ADnlO AO 500/4. 

P OCCl1A He e,Ql1HCTBeHH.rn CTpaHa, C KOTOPOO 6 y 1<1ry HP3811TCFI pa6oTarb. O H T8JOKE! 38H~IMaeTCFI npaKrlll4eCKIII MOH0OOObHblM 

crpol!freJlbCTB OM 8 Ty PKM9HIIICT8He, rAe K0M0aHMA 8 ooaena AB opeu, TYPKMeH-fiaw Ill. 
Afapmex Ey 112, e.1aexu ti co10:muKllym.1DUJ. u ~'J)101ex~atJ.tu 60 <Ppax11uu 

Ell.le ~Ha B3)KH3,Sl A9Tanb. 1;1CKa.HA9P M3XMYAOB ABMeTCR naprHepoM accou,~1al.(1>1III «(!)paHKO-Pocc11i1cKl'1H n11anor» , 

eo3rnaanAeMoi:i BnadtJMl..f)CN flK}HUHbtM u aenymamoM HauµOHanbHOU AccaM6ne-u Tberv Map,RHU. 3a nocne,QHMiit roA oHa 

crana 111389CTH8 TeM, l.lTO opraHlll30Bana fl0OOIIICTCKl,19 noe3Al(l,1 cl>PaHLl\13Cl(l,IX AenyTaTOB B MOCKBY Ill HaooopoT. TaK, OHa 
opraHl<130Bana BL13ITT CepreFI HapblW KMHa, reopemtJeCKM HalC~UI e roCA n~ c aHKU,11.RMM, B nap!1)K HeCKOObK0 MeCAu,ee 

H833A, Ha 3aKPbrTOi:i acrpe4e C AenyTaraMl1 H~IIIOHa!lbHOi:i Acca1v1fine11 Ill cl>PaHLl\13Cl(l,IMl1 0113H9CMeHa11,111 (330111Cb acrpet.1111 

1<1MeeTCR y The Insider) HapblWKHH noceroean, l.lTO CaHlll\1111<1 RBMIOTCA «He33K0HHblMIII, nOCKOilblcy Her peweHl1A CYA8», « HeT 

pew eH~IH OOH», 11 np~13b1Ban (j)paHJ.zy3CKllll( ,o,enyTaJ0B nOMOtl b llll( O·TM9HITTb. «nQD.Aep)KaTb H8Wl1X POCCl111CfQl1X APY3911 B 

HenpOCTOH nepl!I0A» Ha neTep6y prCKllli1 3 KOHOM~149CKl1i1 cl)opy M He,QaBHO Cbe3AJ.1Il Tbep!1 M 8pbAHl>1. OH l13B ecreH 38.ABI19HIIIAMIII 

BO <l>paH~l1 0 TOM, l.lT0 POCCl1fl IllMeer npae.a Ha KpbtM 1,1 0 Heocix ~IIIMOCT\'1 P33BIIIB8Tb COTPY AH1'14 9CTB 0 C Pocc111ei:l HeCMOT~ 
HM Ha l!T0. Bnpo4eM, raK11e laAB.OeHIIIA ,o,enaer He TOflbK0 M 8PbAHL4, HO l<1 HeKOT0Pble cf)paHl.(Y 3Cl(l.1e l!IHTeJ1I19KlY anb~ paHee 

omo6eooeaawue c ,aepunacKOu. 8 caoe epeMA Aep~acKe 6bm o OTK838HO a npoee,QeH11t1 IPO Py cana e nOHA0He, 11 TOfAa OH 

y cnewHo CAenan 310 a napwt<e, npoae,QA cepi1io n o6011cTc1<11x ecrpell. 
.B;iaouMupJb..y MJ.lf nD.lD2a2m hD1iO.J>e6)'~f at..'t'006j' H2 ,m,11,1,.-0 C 20C3QKQ31::atU, HOU C ,106Dup06aHUe.ur.pe..VWJCKU:C l/JlmeJ)eC06 60 

<i>paH.IJUU 

TaK coenan o , l.lTO Ill B 3TOH no600CTCKOH AEmTenbHOCTIII 6oKapea M M3XMYAOB cran11 npeeMHWKaMIII reHHa,t(MR TIIIMl.l9HKO, B 

2011 r~a 11130PaHH0ro rnaaoi:l «3KOH0Ml'fl.l ecKOro coaera POCCIIIHCKl'1X III cl)paHJ.zy3CJ<"1X npep,np!1ITTl1iil», C T9M 4T06bi «Y ny 4W aTb 

WMIIIA)K P OCCl1"1 BO <l>paHL.\111111 ». Ell.\ e AO nplllHFITWFI caHKU>1i1 craaw 1111 KaaanepoM 0PAeHa no4eTHoro nernoHa THM49HKO 

co6panCA BblCTY0IIITb nepeA cf)paHLI,YlCKOCl 061!1 ecreeHH0CTblO, HO s nocnep,Hlll11 MOMeHT cocnanes1 Ha 33HllTOCTb. nocne 

npl1Hffill!Sl C8HK4l1i:l era.no 0ll9BIIIAH0, 4TO Tl1Mll9HK0 pew W1 n OMeHbW e «CBBTITTbCR» BO <l>p8H~l1. BO BCAKOM cny l!ae, era 
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a,a,eoKalbr ocraH001i1J11-1 y c111mm no noga4e HCKOB nporne KPITTl'14eCKL-IX ny6nHKal.(l111 eo qipaHr.zyacKoo npecce. 111MI-IP)K Pocc~ c 

OOMOIJ.4 blO T11M11eHKO yny 11 Wmb He y ganocb, HO KpeMnb He 01'-I al,!BaeTCR Ha~eHbJ HOB ble « I-IMHP)KMe~Kepbl», HanpHMep, 

MaxMYAOB . 
4m }Ke KacaercR nepcneKTHB y ronoeHoro gena B vlcnaHI-IH, notra He noHITTHo, Kor a MMeHHO y gacrCR ocygHlb. TaK, na6no 

My HbOC B paaroeope C The Insider Bblpaa1111 COMH8HHe, LITO 6es npoaegeHHR paccneAOB3Hl-1R 8 P OCCl,11,1 803MO)t(H0 

np~mne49Hl19 K OTBeTCJBeHHOCTl1 rnaeHblX P,911CTBYIOI!.\ ~ll(_ n11t.r. cpeP,H KOTOPblX - 1,1 MaJ<MY,QOB no KnW!Ke « l(J.1Ta9l\». 111 Y)KTeM 
oonee Manooep~THo, 1.1ro e 41,1cne ocy)l(P,eHHblX OK@KeTCR ero aepHbl~ opy }KeHOcet.t. Henooeg11MblM A~pew 601<apee. Hoeb1e 

pocc1,1wcKHe om1rapx 1i1, norecH1-1ew i,,e PoreHreHfiepra 1,1 THM4.eHKO 1,1 craaw11e rnasHblMH oneparopaMH pocc11i1CKHX P,eHer aa 

py6e}KOM, 4YBCTBYIOT ceful npeKpaCHO. 8b1pa}Kfil'1Cb cnoeaMH aaecergaTaR 6oKapeBCKL-IX AO Maw HHX Be4 ep"1HOK 1pueq,1..fi 
nenca, «Moe Heoo - c11Hee, a anMaaax , 1.1ro-ro MHe no, >ro1JH11 npi,1Hecer». 

.4JtacmzcwrKupUJJeJ:{J(O 
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